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Abstract
The sudden brittle fracture of engineering structures through a ductile-brittle transition
remains an issue of concern in engineering. Fundamentally, the problem is widely viewed
as a brittle-ductile transition in fracture involving the competition between the continued
cleavage mode propagation of the crack tip and the thermally assisted nucleation and
spreading of dislocations from the crack tip. These crack tip nucleated dislocations govern
the brittle-ductile transition through their ability, or lack thereof, to shield the crack tip
from the applied loading which, when sufficient, arrests the crack. This investigation has
sought to provide direct experimental verification of this fundamental proposition, which
had been lacking. Previous experimental investigations of the brittle-ductile transition
involved stationary crack tips subject to either a stress relaxation process or to a constant
crack-tip loading rate, K1 .
Cleavage cracks in single crystal silicon double cantilever beam samples, loaded by a con-
stant applied pin displacement rate were propagated against a temperature gradient. These
cracks arrested through a combined process of mechanical unloading, due to the geometry
of the double cantilever beam fracture specimens and a thermally assisted process of crack
tip dislocation nucleation and multiplication. Applied pin displacement rates between
0.1 gm/s and 1.0gm/s resulted in measured brittle-ductile transition temperatures,
TBD, between 843 C and 1034 C. The activation energy governing the critical configu-
ration controlling the fracture transition was determined to be 1.6e V. The y crack tip slip
system orientation used in these experiments provided the crack tip with two oblique slip
systems symmetrically positioned across the crack plane. Contrary to expectations, pri-
mary dislocation activity was not observed on these slip planes. Observations of the dislo-
cation structures within the plastic zones of arrested crack fronts, through the use of Secco
dislocation etch pitting and Berg-Barrett x-ray topography, showed that the dominant
crack tip slip system involved a Burgers vector perpendicular to the crack plane on vertical
slip planes which contained neither the crack front, nor the crack growth direction. These
dislocations nucleated as screw dislocations from crack front heterogeneities, likely to be
fracture surface ledges, which had an average spacing of 5 m along the crack front. Prior
to the final crack arrest, dislocations were observed to have been nucleated by the propa-
gating cleavage cracks onto vertical slip planes, but unable to expand with one end
attached to the crack tips, were left behind. This agreed with the expectation that in silicon
the brittle-ductile transition is dislocation mobility controlled, as opposed to dislocation
nucleation controlled. The plastic zone of a sample stress relaxed, subsequent to a success-
ful crack arrest, indicated that only those slip systems involved in the arrest process itself
were available for subsequent yielding. Therefore, while the mobility of dislocations will
control the kinetics of the transition, the modes of crack tip plasticity will be controlled by
the nucleation event. Additional experiments were conducted to monitor the growth of
crack tip plastic (creep) zones during stress relaxation periods, which were related to the
Riedel-Rice development for the creep relaxation of stress at crack tips. This development,
initially proposed by ARGON et al. (1997), was shown to capture the fundamental aspects
of the crack arrest experiments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Statement of Thesis Objectives
The sudden failure of engineering structures in a brittle mode remains an issue of primary
concern in materials science. Previous experiments have demonstrated that in polycrystal-
line steels the controlling factor governing the sudden onset of brittleness is the deforma-
tion induced injection of cleavage cracks into the material. To prevent the failure of these
structures the material involved must be able to accommodate these cracks and prevent
their continued propagation, which would otherwise lead to structural failure. Toward this
end, most theoretical and experimental efforts aimed at understanding fracture transitions
have been based upon the brittle to ductile transition. In crystalline materials capable of
cleavage fracture, brittle to ductile transitions are viewed as a competition, at the crack tip,
between the continued cleavage mode propagation of the crack and the nucleation of dis-
locations from the crack tip. These crack-tip nucleated dislocations arbitrate the fracture
transition through their ability to develop a crack-tip shielding plastic zone which lowers
the local crack-tip tensile stresses to values below those required for the continued cleav-
age of the crack. This reduction in crack tip driving force arrests the propagating cleavage
crack. Any additional fracture would occur through the ductile mechanisms of cavitation
and void coalescence.
20
While there is growing experimental evidence to support the proposition of cleavage
crack arrest due to dislocation nucleation from propagating crack tips, little direct experi-
mental evidence exists to support this view. The primary goal of this thesis is to offer such
evidence and to show that the fundamental material processes governing brittle to ductile
transitions in fracture can successfully be examined with cleavage crack arrest experi-
ments. Concurrently, the modes of crack-tip plasticity will be characterized by the exami-
nation of the crack-tip plastic zones that lead to the critical condition initiating the fracture
transition through the use of Secco dislocation etch pitting, as well as Berg-Barrett x-ray
diffraction topography.
Silicon has shown itself to be an ideal material with which to experimentally probe the
fundamental aspects of the brittle to ductile transition. However, with the exception of the
crack arrest experiments of BREDE et al. (1991) and HSIA and ARGON (1994), which are
direct predecessors to this work, all previous experiments related to the brittle-ductile frac-
ture transition in silicon have focused upon stationary crack tips under either stress relax-
ation or constant crack-tip loading rate conditions. These experiments have proved useful,
but were unable to offer direct evidence for the emission of dislocations from propagating
cleavage crack tips. These stationary crack tip experiments in silicon have, however, pro-
vided direct evidence for the dependence of the transition temperature on the crack-tip
loading rate, or in other words, have shown that the kinetics of the transition are dependent
upon the mobility of the dislocations within the crack-tip plastic zone. This dislocation
mobility is in turn dependent upon the mobility of kinks (BULATOV et al. 1995) along dis-
locations. This relationship has been verified by the constant crack-tip loading rate experi-
ments where an activation energy for the brittle-ductile transition has been measured, as a
function of crack-tip loading rate, equal to that of the activation energy for dislocation
glide in silicon. However, a more fundamental view would relate the transition tempera-
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ture to the crack velocity. These cleavage crack arrest experiments offer the opportunity to
make such a determination.
The experiments that have come the closest to offering direct evidence of crack tip dis-
location nucleation and subsequent cleavage crack arrest were those of GILMAN et al.
(1958a) where cracks were propagated through single crystals of LiF. These propagating
crack tips were observed to nucleate dislocations onto slip planes which were at an
oblique angle (see Figure 2.3) to the crack plane, which subsequently expanded with one
end of the nucleated loops attached to the crack tip. In this manner the crack tip extended
with a growing plastic zone, shielding the crack tip from the applied loading, laying down
trails of edge dislocations behind the propagating crack. The crack-tip shielding produced
by the plastic zone decreased the crack velocity, which in turn promoted additional crack-
tip dislocation nucleation and further reductions in crack velocity. This process continued
until sufficient crack-tip shielding was extant to tip the energetic balance against continued
cleavage propagation. However, the crack velocities during these experiments were rela-
tively high and the crack growth process was jerky due to the reinitiation of cleavage frac-
ture after an arrest since the wedge driven crack opening displacement was continued.
Direct evidence of similar behavior was sought during these crack arrest experiments in
silicon. While theoretical calculations have suggested that homogeneous nucleation onto
oblique slip planes in the bulk is not likely (Xu et al. 1997), heterogeneous nucleation was
still considered a distinct possibility. The examination of this possibility requires single
crystal samples through which cracks could be propagated over relatively long distances
with a crack-tip-slip-system orientation providing the crack tip with such oblique slip
planes. Since silicon crystallizes with the diamond cubic structure, oblique slip systems
symmetrically positioned across the crack plane are available provided fracture occurs on
a { 1 1} cleavage plane and extends in a (110) direction. Most previous work on silicon
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has, however, focused on { 111 } fracture planes, which offer the crack tip highly asymmet-
ric slip systems with respect to the crack plane. In lieu of similar oblique slip plane dislo-
cation activity in silicon the post-crack-arrest observations will be directed at
understanding the modes of plasticity activated by the crack tip and the implications this
has on the general initiation of large scale plasticity.
Materials exhibiting fracture transitions have been subdivided into two categories,
those with a high kink mobility and those with a high resistance to kink motion. The frac-
ture transitions in the former are expected to be controlled by crack tip dislocation nucle-
ation which has been well characterized by recent theoretical developments (XU et al.
1997). The latter exhibit transitions controlled by the mobility of dislocations within the
developing crack-tip plastic zones and remain to be well modeled. Toward this goal,
ARGON et al. (1997) proposed the use of the Riedel-Rice developments for the creep
relaxation of stress at crack tips (RIEDEL and RICE 1980) to explain the development of
crack-tip plastic zones, that ultimately lead to a fracture transition, about stationary crack
tips. Experiments were conducted to verify the validity of these developments by quantita-
tively examining the development of a crack-tip plastic zone during stress relaxation.
1.2 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 provides a brief review of the previous experimental and theoretical develop-
ments related to transitions in fracture. First, the structurally important ductile to brittle
fracture transition is shown to relate to the brittle to ductile transition upon which most
previous developments have been based. Subsequently, intrinsically brittle materials,
which are capable of cleavage fracture, are distinguished from intrinsically ductile materi-
als which are incapable of undergoing cleavage fracture. Further, the dependence of brittle
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to ductile fracture transitions upon either the crack-tip dislocation nucleation event or the
mobility of dislocations within the expanding crack-tip plastic zone is discussed. Silicon
has been used extensively to examine the fundamental behavior of brittle-ductile transi-
tions and reasons for this choice are reviewed, as are the experiments that have been con-
ducted in silicon. This discussion leads directly into the motivation for the current work.
Chapter 3 discusses the crack arrest experiments in detail. The crack-tip-slip-system
orientation used during these experiments is reviewed as are the properties of the double
cantilever beam fracture specimens. The sample processing steps are detailed as are the
testing procedures and the experimental setup. The somewhat less than ideal conditions of
crack growth prompts a discussion concerning the proper interpretation of the crack arrest
data. Procedures for the supportive measurements of room temperature crack velocity are
reviewed and are followed by a final discussion of the static stress relaxation experiments.
Chapter 4 presents the chief results from the crack arrest experiments, characterizing
dislocation nucleation from crack tips as well as the modes of plasticity involved in arrest-
ing the cleavage cracks. These results are based on the dislocation etch pit studies and
Berg-Barrett x-ray topographic observations. Finally, an activation energy is determined
for the fracture transition, based upon the temperature dependence of the crack velocity
prior to arrest.
Chapter 5 discusses the static stress relaxation results. Expanding crack-tip plastic
(creep) zones, due to a period of stress relaxation, are characterized based upon disloca-
tion etch pitting. The developments of RIEDEL and RICE (1980) were expanded to analyze
the contents of such plastic zones. Following that development, direct quantitative mea-
surements of a plastic zone are presented. This leads to a discussion of an interpretation of
these somewhat less than ideal crack arrest experiments in terms of the development of
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Argon et al. (1997) who used the Riedel-Rice methodology to analyze constant crack-tip
loading rate experiments in dislocation mobility controlled fracture transitions.
Chapter 6 serves to place these experiments in a general perspective. The two limiting
bounds of behavior of a crack arrest experiment are discussed and interpreted within the
context of the widely accepted view of the brittle to ductile fracture transition. The dislo-
cation structures with the crack-tip plastic zones are discussed. This is followed by a com-
parison of the crack arrest experiments with previously reported experimental and
theoretical results.
A summary of the chief results is given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background: Previous Experimental and
Theoretical Developments Concerning
Fracture Transitions
This chapter discusses the developments leading to the current widely accepted view of
the brittle to ductile transition in fracture. First, a discussion of the distinctions between
the ductile to brittle and brittle to ductile transitions concludes by pointing out the funda-
mental impoitance of the response of the material to the injection of an atomically sharp
crack. Based upon this view the previous experimental and theoretical work is briefly
reviewed. This leads directly into a discussion of the motivation for the current experimen-
tal work.
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2.1 Transitions in Fracture
The sudden brittle fracture of engineering structures with slight reductions in temperature
remains an issue of concern in engineering. Most structures rely upon a certain fracture
toughness of the material to prevent brittle fracture and the resultant catastrophic collapse.
Under service conditions, however, materials may deviate from this expected response and
exhibit a sudden onset of brittleness. Classic examples include the Boston molasses tank
failure of January 15, 1919 (SHANK 1953) and the rampant hull failures of the Liberty
ships and T-2 tankers (AcKER 1953) built during and subsequent to World War II. Of 3400
ships built, nineteen broke completely in two or were abandoned after their keels were
broken (Figure 2.1). An additional 224 suffered from major hull fractures usually sus-
tained during the winter months. Parenthetically, these ship failures served as the major
impetus for the fracture research conducted at the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, which
was responsible for developing much of the fundamental aspects of the current under-
standing of fracture.
This sudden onset of brittle behavior has been experimentally investigated by HAHN et
al. (1959) in polycrystalline steel. This behavior is understood to be the result of the defor-
mation induced injection of microcracks into the material. In engineering materials these
microcracks can initiate at the intersection of deformation twins, dislocation pile ups at
grain boundaries, or with the cleavage of brittle particles present in the host matrix. The
decisive criteria governing the overall behavior is the response of the material to the injec-
tion of atomically sharp cracks. These can either propagate through the material in a cleav-
age mode or they may be arrested by the formation of a stress-relaxing crack-tip plastic
zone. Under this latter condition the decohesion strength of the material is no longer
reached at the crack tip and cleavage is no longer possible. HAHN et al. (1959) showed that
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Figure 2.1: A T-2 tanker, on the morning of January 16, 1943 moored at a pier in Oregon.
The ship was undergoing a final outfitting prior to service and was ballasted at the time of
failure. The hull fractured through the entire hull with the exception of the bottom hull
plating. (Photograph from PARKER 1957).
under some circumstances as many as 2% of the grains of a polycrystalline steel may con-
tain cleavage micro-cracks before one of these micro-cracks is able to propagate through
the entire structure. Thus, the creation of a single sharp crack does not necessarily imply
that brittle fracture will be the result of continued loading. However, for the material to
exhibit a brittle response to loading, such cracks must be present. Cryogenic experiments
performed on Fe (ALLEN 1959) and W (ARGON and MALOOF 1966a,b) single crystals
emphasize this point. Pure Fe and W single crystals have a low plastic resistance, even
when loaded at these temperatures, and exhibit ductile behavior. Fe and W in a less pure
form have a high plastic resistance and exhibit brittle behavior when tested at cryogenic
temperatures. In pure well-processed crystals, no cracks are likely to pre-exist and twin-
ning usually requires shear stresses in excess of the plastic resistance. Therefore, these
crystals will yield before strain hardening raises the stress level to values sufficient for
twinning and cleavage cracks are injected into the material at twin intersections. In con-
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trast, impure Fe and W samples may have cracks present, or will rapidly produce them at
grain boundaries, twin intersections or brittle inclusions and, hence, will exhibit brittle
behavior. These mechanisms require some level of plastic deformation to inject the crack
into the material, which must continue to propagate for brittleness to occur. Thus, the fun-
damental issue governing the macroscopic behavior of the material is its response to the
injection of sharp cleavage cracks. If these cleavage cracks can be arrested, complete
material separation in a brittle manner may be avoided.
Much of the effort involved in developing an understanding of fracture transitions has
been based upon this point of view and, hence, the fracture transition of a material is seen
to be fundamentally governed by a brittle to ductile transition. If a brittle to ductile transi-
tion occurs subsequent to the deformation-induced injection of a cleavage crack into a
material, the sudden onset of brittleness, which may result in the catastrophic collapse of
the structure, will not be observed. This brittle to ductile fracture transition is widely
viewed as a competition between the continued cleavage mode propagation of a crack and
the development of a crack-tip plastic zone that shields the crack from the applied load.
Such a zone develops from the nucleation, expansion and multiplication of crack-tip dislo-
cations. The shielding arises from the displacement fields of the individual dislocations
within the plastic zone, which result in compressive backstresses on the crack tip, counter-
acting the crack tip stresses arising from the remotely applied loading (LIN and THOMSON
1986, LAKSHMANAN and LI 1988). For a fixed applied load, KIapp , this plastic zone relaxes
the local stress intensity at the crack tip, Ki,, according to K'iP = Kiapp - Ksh, where Ksh is
the total shielding effect of all of the dislocations in the plastic zone upon the crack tip.
Ultimately, for a transition to ductile fracture to occur, this zone must relax the crack tip
stresses such that K,1, decreases to values below the stress intensity level required for con-
tinued cleavage. Furthermore, this plastic zone must develop while the crack tip is posi-
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tioned at a given material "point" before the crack continues propagating, unless the
crack-tip dislocations within the shielding plastic zone can propagate with the crack tip. If
the crack-tip plastic zone is unable to extend with the crack tip, a new plastic zone must be
developed at each material "point," until finally an arrest occurs subsequent to the forma-
tion of a critical crack-tip-shielding plastic zone rapidly enough to fully shield the crack
tip while the tip is resident at a particular "point". If, on the other hand, the dislocations
within the plastic zone are able to extend with the crack tip, the critical crack-tip-shielding
plastic zone can develop smoothly, one shielding dislocation at a time. Once the crack is
arrested, widespread plastic deformation will result from the rapid expansion and multipli-
cation of the crack tip nucleated dislocations.
In addition to crack tip shielding, crack blunting also has the ability to reduce the
stresses acting at the crack tip. Dislocation emission can result in the formation of addi-
tional surface material at the crack tip, resulting in an increase in the crack-tip radius. This
increase in the crack-tip radius decreases the strength of the crack-tip singularity and,
hence, decreases the crack-tip stresses. This can result from the emission of dislocations
with a Burgers vector component perpendicular to the crack plane in a slip plane contain-
ing the crack front (Figure 2.2). The experimental and theoretical evidence suggests, how-
ever, that shielding is the dominant crack arrest mechanism. The detailed x-ray
topographic observations of GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) showed that shielding disloca-
tions are emitted from crack tips as opposed to blunting dislocations despite the availabil-
ity of both types of slip systems to crack tips. Furthermore, the calculations of XU et al.
(1997) showed that the production of additional surface material at crack tips during dislo-
cation nucleation virtually eliminates the probability of nucleating blunting dislocations at
temperatures below the melting point of the material.
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Figure 2.2: Emission of a blunting edge dislocation onto a slip plane perpendicular to the
fracture plane, but containing the crack front. The displacement due to the emission of the
edge dislocation results in a pure mode I crack opening and increases the crack-tip radius.
This displacement relaxes some of the mode I crack-tip stresses and reduces the strength
of the crack-tip singularity. The stress field of the emitted dislocation also exerts a back-
stress on the crack tip, resulting in crack-tip shielding.
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2.2 The Brittle to Ductile Transition in Fracture
The view of the brittle to ductile transition in fracture as a competition at the crack tip
between continued cleavage and plastic zone development was first quantified by KELLY
et al. (1967) who compared the near crack-tip tensile and shear stresses of a material with
the material's athermal decohesion and ideal shear strengths. This analysis was expanded
upon in a pioneering effort by RICE and THOMSON (1974). These latter authors recognized
that the shear stress acting on a plane intersecting the crack tip is not uniform, but matches
highly sheared regions near the crack tip with unsheared regions some distance away. This
matching is accommodated by dislocations and, therefore, they explicitly modeled the
emission of dislocations from crack tips. Using line notions of fully formed dislocations
and a dislocation core cut off parameter as introduced in the theory of straight dislocations
(HIRTH and LOTHE 1992) RICE and THOMSON (1974) analyzed the athermal emission of
crack-tip-blunting edge dislocations onto a slip plane inclined to the crack plane, but con-
taining the crack front (Figure 2.3) under mode I loading. The crack-tip stresses drive the
expansion of nucleated dislocation loops. This mode of dislocation nucleation, however,
requires the creation of a surface step along the crack front and the energy required for the
production of this ledge impedes dislocation nucleation. Furthermore, there is a self-
energy term, arising from the image force on and line tension of the incipient dislocation
as it bows out from the crack front, which also acts against the expansion of a dislocation
loop. For small loop radii the image, ledge and line forces predominate the forces acting
upon an incipient dislocation and tend to collapse the developing dislocation loop. How-
ever, beyond a critical radius, the stress term dominates the forces acting on the dislocation
and once the loop reaches this critical radius it will expand under this stress until either
equilibrium is reached or an obstacle is encountered. At this critical radius a force balance
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Figure 2.3: Typically considered modes of dislocation nucleation onto slip planes from
crack tips.
exists and the loop is in unstable equilibrium. In the RICE and THOMSON (1974) analysis,
performed at OK, when this critical radius was less than the core cut off radius of a fully
formed dislocation, the nucleation process was considered to be spontaneous, occurring
without energy barriers. Otherwise an energy barrier existed for the nucleation of crack-tip
dislocations, which could possibly be overcome with thermal activation. Quantitatively,
this model predicted that most of the fcc metals will always be ductile, emitting disloca-
tions from crack tips without energy barriers, while Fe and Na were determined to be
threshold materials in which thermal assistance may result in a transition to ductile frac-
ture behavior. The remaining materials, including LiF and Si, were calculated to have
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energy barriers high enough to preclude crack-tip dislocation nucleation at temperatures
below their melting points. Experiments have shown this not to be the case (GILMAN et al.
1958a, BURNS and WEBB 1966, 1970b in LiF; ST. JOHN 1975, BREDE and HAASEN 1988,
CHIAO and CLARK 1989, SAMUELS and ROBERTS 1989, BREDE et al. 1991, GEORGE and
MICHOT 1993, HSIA and ARGON 1994 and Xin 1996 in Si, SERBENA and ROBERTS 1994 in
Ge).
Arising from this analysis, however, were the notions of intrinsically ductile and
intrinsically brittle material behavior. The RICE and THOMSON (1974) analysis has had
remarkable success ranking materials into one of these two categories. Intrinsically ductile
materials have no barriers to the athermal emission of crack-tip dislocations. In other
words, before the decohesion strength of the material is reached at the crack tip, disloca-
tions will be emitted, even at OK. These materials, including bcc Ta and the fcc metals
except for Ir, are incapable of cleavage fracture. Some crack-tip plastic deformation will
always accompany crack growth in these materials. Intrinsically brittle materials, on the
other hand, have barriers to the athermal emission of crack-tip dislocations. Therefore,
these materials are capable of cleavage, but with increasing temperature and decreasing
loading rate the possibility exists for a fracture transition to ductile behavior. Keep in
mind, however, that rapid ductile fracture is possible (FREUND and HUTCHINSON 1985).
While the plastic zone may be relatively small during such an event, with the result that
the macroscopic response may appear to be brittle, on the crack tip scale mechanisms of
cavitation and void coalescence are still operative. Thus, this distinction between ductile
and brittle fracture concerns the micro-mechanism of crack propagation (i.e. on the crack
tip scale), as opposed to the crack velocity or the observed level of toughness during the
fracture event.
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The high activation energies calculated by RICE and THOMSON (1974) for the crack-tip
nucleation of dislocations in brittle materials, where experiments indicated such nucle-
ation was possible, lead to efforts to refine the nucleation criterion. HAASEN (1983)
pointed out that at least in silicon, dislocations glide in a dissociated state and that hence
the nucleation of partial dislocations should be considered. ARGON (1987) pointed out that
a correct analysis of crack-tip dislocation nucleation must incorporate an interplanar shear
resistance. Such a sinusoidal shear resistance model was used in the PEIERLS-NABARRO
(NABARRO 1947) analysis, but more accurate interplanar shear resistances profiles for spe-
cific materials are skewed (FOREMAN et al. 1951). In these shear resistance models the
peak interplanar resistance occurs for displacements only a fraction of the Burgers vector,
b, of a fully formed dislocation. Thus, the critical nuclei may consist of only a fractional
dislocation, involving a portion of a full dislocation core with a fraction of the total shear
of a full dislocation. In the RICE and THOMSON (1974) analysis, the activation energy for
dislocation nucleation from crack tips scales with gb3 , where g is the shear modulus.
Therefore, reductions in the Burgers vector of the critical dislocation nuclei would lead to
large reductions in the calculated activation energies. ARGON (1987) also suggested that
the softening of these shear resistance profiles in the presence of the high crack-tip tensile
stresses should also be considered in a further refinement. WEERTMAN (1981) considered
a square wave shear resistance law in an analysis of crack-tip blunting by the formation of
dislocations loops near the crack tip, one part of which expanded into the crack tip to pro-
vide the crack-tip blunting. This analysis, however, was unable to furnish an activation
energy for the fracture transition or to predict brittle to ductile fracture transition tempera-
tures.
Recent modeling builds upon these suggestions, and supports the conclusion that dis-
location nuclei involve shear displacements less than that of a fully formed dislocation
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(SCHOECK 1991, SCHOECK and PUSCHL 1991, RICE 1992, RICE et al. 1992, RICE and
BELTZ 1994, XU et al. 1995, 1997), which, as a result, have been termed embryos. By
adopting an interplanar shear resistance profile of the type used in the Peierls-Nabarro
(NABARRO 1947) analysis, RICE 1992, RICE et al. 1992, and RICE and BELTZ 1994 view
the nucleation event as the accumulation of a non-linear shear displacement on a slip plane
at the crack tip. The saddle point configuration of the energy surface governing the emis-
sion of dislocations from the crack tip was analyzed over the two coordinates of loop
radius and shear displacement. The dependence upon the poorly defined core cut off
parameter of RICE and THOMSON (1974) was removed. Instead, the saddle point configu-
ration, representing the highest energy state on the lowest possible energy path, was asso-
ciated with the maximum potential energy state of the slip plane as the two half spaces on
either side of the slip plane slide past one another. This maximum potential energy of the
slip plane was identified as a new solid state parameter, the unstable stacking energy, U .
If the energy release rate of the crack tip reaches this unstable stacking energy prior to
cleavage, dislocation nucleation occurs in the form of a dislocation embryo, involving
only a fractional dislocation core. The creation of this critical embryo initiates a process
resulting in the formation of a fully formed dislocation which expands outward from the
crack tip. If, on the other hand, the critical energy release rate for cleavage is reached
before the unstable stacking energy, the material will cleave. This analysis, performed at
OK , is directly analogous to the original RICE and THOMSON (1974) analysis, distinguish-
ing between intrinsically ductile and brittle materials. The increased understanding of the
dislocation nucleation criterion from crack tips, resulting from this Peierls-Nabarro frame-
work, points toward the ultimate desirability of atomistic modeling since shear resistance
models are not well known for many materials, and are in and of themselves an approxi-
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mation. Only through atomistic models can the complete environment of the crack tip be
accurately accounted for during a dislocation nucleation event.
SCHOECK (1991), RICE (1992), and RICE et al. (1992) analyzed in two dimensions the
nucleation of dislocations onto a slip plane coincident with the crack plane under mode II
loading within the Peierls-Nabarro framework discussed above. SCHOECK and PUSCHL
(1991), and in a more exact form RICE and BELTZ (1994), expanded this to three dimen-
sions and to inclined slip planes (Figure 2.3) using an asymptotic analysis. For a Frenkel
sinusoidal resistance profile (HIRTH and LOTHE 1992), the unstable stacking energy corre-
sponded to a shear displacement of half of the Burgers vector of ,a fully formed disloca-
tion. Once this critical configuration was reached a crack-tip dislocation was nucleated.
This problem was also analyzed by XU et al. (1995) using a variational boundary integral
technique incorporating the additional effects of a surface production resistance and ten-
sion shear softening, again within the context of a Peierls-Nabarro framework. This was
further extended by XU et al. (1997) to mode I loading and other modes of dislocation
nucleation (Figure 2.3), including nucleation onto inclined slip planes, oblique slip planes
and from fracture surface ledges. The incorporation of a surface production resistance to
the nucleation of dislocations onto inclined slip planes was found to raise the energy bar-
rier to dislocation emission that must be overcome by thermal activation to levels that all
but ruled out homogenous nucleation onto these planes. Nucleation is considered to be
homogeneous when all points along the crack front have an equal probability of serving as
crack-tip dislocation nucleation sites. The observations of GILMAN et al. (1958a) and
BuRNs and WEBB (1966, 1970b) in LiF pointed toward the possibility of nucleation onto
oblique slip planes. These authors observed the expansion of dislocations nucleated from
propagating crack tips on oblique slip planes as one end of these dislocation segments
propagated with the crack tip. However, an early analysis by ARGON and DENG (1987) and
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the more detailed calculations by XU et al. (1997) ruled out homogenous nucleation onto
these planes. The resolved shear stresses decrease in all directions away from the crack tip
on oblique slip planes, which results in a low area averaged resolved shear stress and,
hence, a low nucleation driving force and a low probability for dislocation nucleation.
Oblique slip planes near a free surface are, however, an exception. The resolved shear
stresses acting on oblique slip planes near a free surface, under crack tip conditions
approaching plane stress, are substantially higher than those under conditions of plane
strain, due to the relaxation of the plane strain stress. Under this condition, oblique nucle-
ation was found to be likely, though surface production resistance was unaccounted for.
The incorporation of this effect would likely reduce the probability for nucleation onto
these oblique slip planes, though GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) noted a preponderance of
crack tip dislocation nucleation near free surfaces. ZHOu and THOMSON (1991) proposed
crack tip ledges as likely nucleation sites, and Xu et al. (1997) confirmed this possibility.
A fracture surface ledge on a crack, subject to mode I loading, is itself subjected to prima-
rily a mode III loading and hence would emit screw dislocations. This mode of dislocation
nucleation was found to be almost spontaneous at crack-tip load levels near the critical
energy release rate. The lack of surface production and the lower line energy of screw dis-
locations compared to edge dislocations promote this mode of dislocation nucleation. Fur-
ther, in the analyses of XU et al. (1995, 1997) the shapes of the critical embryos were not
defined a priori. These embryos were found to be in the shape of double kinks.
This shape of the dislocation embryos in turn points toward the importance of kink
mobility in modulating the behavior of the fracture transition. In materials with a low
resistance to kink mobility (most bcc transition metals, including Fe (HIRTH and LOTHE
1992), and most alkali halides) the transition should be controlled by the nucleation of
crack tip dislocations. Once nucleated these dislocations are free to glide away from the
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crack tip and form a critical crack-tip shielding plastic zone with little resistance. On the
other hand, in materials that exhibit a high resistance to dislocation mobility the move-
ment of dislocations away from the crack tip will be the rate limiting step. Experimental
evidence suggested (IMAI and SUMINO 1983, YONENAGA and SUMINo 1992) that in cova-
lent solids and compound semiconductors, as detailed atomistic calculations for silicon
(BULATOV et al. 1995) confirmed, kink motion requires the mounting of significant energy
barriers. This is likely to be the case for intermetallics, oxides, carbides and other com-
pounds as well. In these materials, crack-tip dislocation nucleation alone will not be suffi-
cient to initiate a brittle to ductile transition. Instead, the rate controlling process will be
the formation of the crack-tip-shielding plastic zone from the emitted dislocations, inhib-
ited by the mobility of kinks along dislocation lines.
The experimental evidence of the brittle to ductile fracture transition in silicon vali-
dates much of this reasoning. The in situ TEM experiments of CHIAo and CLARK (1989)
verified that dislocations nucleate at crack tips, as opposed to at sites merely adjacent to
the crack tip which were activated by the crack-tip stresses. Isothermal experiments per-
formed on stationary cracks loaded under displacement conditions that resulted in a con-
stant applied crack-tip loading rate, kI, exhibited a sharp brittle to ductile transition (ST.
JOHN 1975, BREDE and HAASEN 1988, SAMUELS and ROBERTS 1989) occurring over only
a degree or two centigrade. Below this transition temperature, TBD, the samples cleaved
while at temperatures above this general yield was observed. Samples tested just a few
degrees below TBD, however, formed crack-tip plastic zones which were unable to fully
shield the crack tip from the applied loading, since these samples ultimately fractured in a
cleavage mode.
The activation energy for the critical configuration leading to the fracture transition in
constant crack-tip loading rate experiments is determined from a relationship of the type
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K1 = Aexp Uac, (2.1)A x kTBD)
where Uact is the activation energy for the transition, A is a constant and k is Boltzman's
constant (ST. JOHN 1975). The slopes of Arrhenius plots of k, versus 1/TBD determined
from constant crack-tip loading rate experiments yielded a value for Uac, between 1.6eV
and 2.2eV, depending upon the particular doping and type of silicon crystal used in the
particular experiment. An empirical relationship for the thermally-assisted glide of dislo-
cations in silicon is (SUMINO 1994)
tf n U9(22
v = V, exp (2.2)
where v is the velocity of the dislocation, vo, is a constant related to an attempt frequency,
to11 is the effective shear stress (that stress in excess of the critical value required for dislo-
cation motion) acting on the dislocation in units of MPa, t,, is a constant = I MPa, n is a
material parameter, and U9 is the activation energy for the process of dislocation glide,
which incorporates both a kink nucleation and kink mobility term. For intrinsic and accep-
tor doped silicon n = 1 and Ug = 2.2eV, while for silicon heavily doped with donor impu-
rities n = 1 and U9 = 1.6eV (SUMINO 1994), which established a direct link between the
process of dislocation glide and the brittle to ductile fracture transition in silicon. BREDE
and HAASEN (1988) exploited the PATEL effect (PATEL et al. 1976), where the activation
energy for dislocation glide in silicon varies in a known way with changes in doping ele-
ment and concentration, to verify this relationship. Systematic alterations in U9 were
found to result in corresponding changes in Uc,. Additionally, stress relaxation experi-
ments (GEORGE and MICHOT 1993, Xin 1996) showed that dislocation nucleation from
crack tips is possible at temperatures below typical fracture transition temperatures for
crack-tip loads below the room temperature value of K, . The equivalence of Ua,, and Ug,
combined with this latter observation, is widely regarded as convincing evidence for the
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mobility control of the fracture transition in silicon and other materials with a high resis-
tance to dislocation motion. Dislocation nucleation is necessary, though not sufficient, to
initiate a transition in these materials. Only when the nucleated dislocations obtain suffi-
cient mobility, with increases in temperature, to develop a plastic zone that fully shields
the crack tip will a transition to ductile fracture behavior occur.
Further, the experimental evidence suggests that dislocation nucleation from crack tips
in silicon is a rare event, occurring at just a few specific sites across the crack front (CHIAO
and CLARK 1989, SAMUELS and ROBERTS 1989, GEORGE and MICHOT 1993). This pointed
away from considerations of homogeneous crack-tip dislocation nucleation toward the
consideration of heterogeneous nucleation, where nucleation would occur at specific
effective sites along the crack front. ZHOU and THOMSON (1991) and XU et al. (1997)
identified these sites as likely to be fracture surface ledges along the crack front. GEORGE
and MICHOT (1993) were able to establish that some, but not all, of their observed nucle-
ation sites were associated with fracture surface ledges.
HIRSCH et al. (1989) pointed out that only when the entire crack front is completely
shielded will a fracture transition take place. Otherwise the crack will break through at
unshielded locations and wrap around the remaining portions of the crack front. There-
fore, for fewer nucleation sites along the crack front the transition temperature must be
higher, or the loading rate lower, in order to provide the crack-tip-shielding dislocations
the enhanced mobility required for them to travel the larger distances necessary to accom-
plish complete crack tip shielding in the allotted time.
Constant crack-tip loading rate experiments conducted with silicon samples that were
previously subjected to a warm stress relaxation at temperatures above typical TBD values
exhibited a soft fracture transition (SAMUELS and ROBERTS 1989). The fracture toughness
of these samples slowly increased with increasing temperature, though at temperatures
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below TBD fracture still occurred in a cleavage mode. This soft fracture transition, com-
mon in steels, points out that while background relaxations may soften or modify the frac-
ture transition, the fracture behavior of the material is ultimately determined by the ability
of the crack tip to nucleate and establish a shielding plastic zone. While background relax-
ations may increase slightly the fracture toughness of the material, only after the crack tip
itself nucleates a plastic zone will ductile behavior occur. By using initially dislocation
free material to experimentally investigate the fracture transition the effects of the back-
ground can be eliminated, isolating the fundamental response of the crack tip.
While the experimental investigations of the brittle to ductile transition in fracture
have focused on silicon, a material within which the transition is mobility controlled, the
above models have focused upon the nucleation event and nucleation controlled transi-
tions. Additional models have been developed to examine the effects that dislocations
within a plastic zone have upon the crack tip (LIN and THOMSON 1986, LAKSHMANAN and
LI 1988). These models sought to determine the forces acting upon a dislocation in the
presence of a crack tip, as well as the forces acting between a pair of dislocations near a
crack tip. These results were expressed in terms of the local crack tip stress intensity, K ,
the shielding affect of the dislocations, Ksh, and the forces acting between the two defect
types. Blunting was not considered in these models and they were restricted to two dimen-
sions, thus, only straight line dislocations are considered on slip planes containing the
crack front. With this information the equilibrium positions of dislocations within pile ups
in crack-tip plastic zones on a prescribed slip plane, as a function of the total number of
dislocations involved, were calculated by explicitly accounting for all of the forces acting
between the dislocations and the crack tip. Furthermore, the shielding effect of the dislo-
cations within the crack-tip plastic zone on the crack tip was quantified.
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These models do not explicitly model the brittle to ductile fracture transition. How-
ever, when combined with a crack-tip dislocation nucleation criterion, as well as a
dynamic force law, the evolution of a plastic zone and its shielding effect can be calculated
for stationary crack tips subject to constant crack-tip loading rates or stress relaxation con-
ditions (HIRSCH et al. 1989, BREDE 1993, and HIRSCH and ROBERTS 1997). BREDE (1993)
adopted the analysis of LIN and THOMSON (1986) and considered a constant crack-tip
loading rate experiment in two dimensions with a hypothetical slip system inclined to the
crack plane. The slip system was based upon the system observed by BREDE and HAASEN
(1988) to have the highest level of dislocation activity in their experiments. Despite sacri-
ficing a realistic view of the development of the plastic zone, where several slip systems
were simultaneously activated, this model captured the essence of the transition. With
increasing temperature or decreasing loading rate the plastic zone developed further, dur-
ing the ramp time, and ultimately provided sufficient shielding to prevent the crack-tip ten-
sile stress, (e, at a critical distance in front of the crack tip, from reaching the cohesive
strength of the material, ay,. Otherwise, without a crack-tip-shielding plastic zone, aYO
reaches ari and cleavage fracture is initiated.
Avoiding the simplifying assumptions necessary to model the effects of individual dis-
locations within a developing crack-tip plastic zone, ARGON et al. (1997) proposed the use
of the developments of RIEDEL and RICE (1980) for the creep relaxation of stress at crack
tips to model both the transition as observed through constant crack-tip loading rate as
well as static stress relaxation experiments. Using the continuum notions inherent in this
development no assumptions were required on the specific details of the slip systems acti-
vated. Instead, the model relies on the constitutive behavior of initially dislocation free
material undergoing crack-tip stress relaxation. The creep constitutive behavior of silicon
at elevated temperatures was determined by ALEXANDER and HAASEN (1968) to follow a
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power law relationship with t - Y. While this behavior of silicon does not involve the dif-
fusion controlled climb of dislocations around barriers, it nonetheless has the same power
law relationship between strain rate and stress as materials undergoing such diffusional
controlled creep. Therefore, the developments of RIEDEL and RICE (1980), based upon the
constitutive behavior of materials exhibiting the latter diffusional controlled creep become
attractive to model the development of crack-tip plastic zones in silicon. Similar to the
models explicitly accounting for the behavior of individual dislocations the effect of the
plastic zone was determined in terms of a crack-tip-shielding stress intensity, KS. The
effects of time inherent to creep models lent themselves directly to the brittle to ductile
transition under conditions of a constant crack-tip loading rate ramp. During the time of
the loading ramp, acrack-tip shielding plastic zone either developed before cleavage or
not. Currently, however, no model adequately describes the conditions leading to a transi-
tion from a propagating cleavage crack in a material where the transition is expected to be
dislocation mobility controlled, where the choices available to the crack tip are continued
cleavage or dislocation nucleation.
2.3 Motivation for the Current Experiments
The fundamental view of the brittle to ductile transition in fracture is that the process is a
competition between the continued propagation of a cleavage crack and the nucleation of
shielding dislocations from the crack tip, which ultimately arbitrate the transition through
their ability to provide sufficient crack-tip shielding such that the cohesive strength of the
material is no longer reached at the crack tip. Outside of the experiments in LiF of GIL-
MAN et al. (1958a) where rapidly propagating crack tips in isothermal double cantilever
beam (DCB) samples appeared to repeatedly slow down, emit dislocations which were
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able to arrest the crack, only to have cleavage reinitiate due to the continued application of
the crack opening displacement ramp, there is little direct experimental evidence to sup-
port this view. The primary goal of this research was to provide experimental evidence in
direct support of this proposition. The results garnered in silicon from stationary crack tips
offer important insights, but only comment on the initiation of cleavage subsequent to an
applied monotonic loading ramp. As mentioned earlier, constant crack-tip loading rate
experiments allowed a plastic zone to develop during the time of the loading ramp, such
that once the applied K1 = K1 ,, sufficient crack-tip stress relaxation may have occurred to
maintain Ki < KC.. If this happened, cleavage was no longer possible and a transition to
ductile behavior occurred. This choice between initiating cleavage and ductile behavior
differs from the above fundamental view where the brittle to ductile transition is a choice
between continued cleavage mode crack propagation and crack arrest through the forma-
tion of a crack-tip plastic zone. To correctly verify this behavior propagating cleavage
cracks must be gradually subjected to conditions which result in their arrest. Two scenar-
ios are possible for this. The first involves the propagation of cleavage cracks with a con-
stant velocity against a temperature gradient. Then, for a given crack velocity the crack
will arrest only when the temperature rises sufficiently to activate complete crack-tip
shielding in the form of the development of a crack-tip plastic zone during the time of res-
idence of the crack tip at a specific material "point". The second possibility is to propagate
a crack with a smoothly decreasing velocity in an isothermal test specimen. Then, the
crack will arrest when its velocity becomes slow enough such that a crack tip plastic zone
has the ability to form, given the mobility of dislocations at that temperature. In a con-
trolled laboratory setting the former crack arrest scenario is easier to achieve and has been
pursued here. Building upon the developments of BREDE et al. (1991) and HsIA and
ARGON (1994), a renewed attack was made on efforts to achieve a reliable brittle to ductile
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transition crack arrest experiment.
Silicon was the ideal material for this experiment. Large dislocation free single crys-
tals are easily obtained and are homogenous, without particles to serve as possible disloca-
tion sources. However, as discussed in Section 4.2 heat treatments can result in the
precipitation of oxide particles, though these are shown to have little effect upon the frac-
ture transition. Since this material is initially dislocation free, all dislocations observed
subsequent to an arrest must have originated with the crack tip. Further, fracture transition
temperatures, on the order of 9500 C, were achievable in a laboratory setting. Once cooled
to room temperature dislocation structures obtained at these elevated temperatures become
immobile. Therefore, subsequent observations of the structure and character of the dislo-
cations comprising the arrested crack-tip plastic zones are representative of the conditions
immediately subsequent to a high temperature cleavage crack arrest event. Finally, tech-
niques are well developed for the observation of dislocations in silicon, including disloca-
tion etch pitting and x-ray topography.
The secondary goal of these experiments was to provide direct information on the
character of the dislocations involved in the crack arrest event and the frequency of their
nucleation. By choosing an orientation of the crack-tip slip systems such that oblique slip
planes were present, comparisons were possible with the observations of GILMAN et al.
(1958a) and BURNS and WEBB (1966, 1970b) on LiF. These authors observed the develop-
ment of a crack-tip-shielding plastic zone composed of dislocations expanding on oblique
slip planes (Figure 2.3). These dislocations were nucleated by propagating cracks and
expanded as one end of the dislocation lines remained attached to the propagating crack
tips. In the GILMAN et al. (1958a) experiments this plastic zone was able to increase the
crack-tip shielding effect with additional nucleation events, which decreased the crack
velocity and enabled further dislocation nucleation. This process built upon itself and ulti-
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mately arrested the crack. In these isothermal experiments, however, the continued appli-
cation of the crack opening displacement ramp was able to reinitiate cleavage and the
process of a crack jumping ahead, but slowing down due to its outrunning of the applied
opening displacement, only to emit dislocations and arrest, repeated several times prior to
the complete fracture of the specimen. In the crack arrest experiments performed here a
similar process of cleavage crack arrest was expected. However, the temperature gradient
ensured that with continued crack propagation a transition event became more probable
and ultimately would occur identifying the transition temperature corresponding to the
given crack velocity. The cracks would arrest due to the formation of a crack-tip plastic
zone, which would develop as the cracks extended into regions of increasing temperature,
where the thermally activated processes of crack-tip dislocation nucleation and glide
became more probable. The development of a plastic zone would initially slow the crack,.
leading to further plastic zone growth and further reductions in crack velocity. As this pro-
cess built upon itself, the crack-tip shielding would ultimately become sufficient to arrest
the crack. While homogeneous nucleation onto the oblique slip planes was not expected
for the reasons discussed in the previous Section, heterogeneous nucleation onto these slip
planes was considered a distinct possibility. Evidence in support of this mechanism of
plastic zone growth and crack arrest was sought. Further, as the dislocation nucleation
sites under such a scenario would be well spread out along the fracture surface, informa-
tion characterizing these sites could be determined through observations of the fracture
surface created prior to the final arrest of the crack.
Further, this experiment would allow for the activation energy of the transition to be
properly identified with a relationship between the transition temperature, TBD, and the
crack velocity, a , as opposed to the loading rate, KI. While the mobility of dislocations in
silicon is well understood, perhaps better than in any other material, the effects of the high
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shear stresses and steep stress gradients of the crack tip upon dislocation mobility are
poorly quantified. No expression exists to model the mobility of dislocations subjected to
these highly stressed conditions. Therefore, a separation of the activation energy into a
mobility term and a nucleation term, the latter of which would be amenable to calculation
from the nucleation controlled fracture transition models discussed above, will not be pos-
sible.
Unfortunately, the jerky nature of the crack growth process in the DCB samples during
the crack arrest experiments modified the results, to the extent that during a crack jump the
crack-tip driving force decreased rapidly and could have lead to an arrest due to purely
mechanical effects. Most likely both mechanical and thermal effects combined to arrest
the propagating cracks and considerations of this possibility had to be taken into account
when the results of the experiments were analyzed.
Finally, an effort was made to verify the analysis of ARGON et al. (1997) relating the
development of crack-tip plastic zones during constant crack-tip loading rate experiments
to the methodology of RIEDEL and RICE (1980) for the creep relaxation of stress at crack
tips. Static stress relaxation experiments were performed, quantifying the development of
and dislocation content within the plastic (creep) zones of crack tips subjected to periods
of stress relaxation. These results were compared with predictions based upon the RIEDEL
and RICE (1980) methodology.
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Chapter 3
Experiments for the Investigation of
Cleavage Crack Arrest
This chapter discusses the details of the final experimental setup and procedure used for
the crack arrest experiments. The development of these experiments, based on the prior
work of BREDE et al. (1991) and HsIA and ARGON (1994), is discussed in Appendix A.
Following a description of the experiment, the crystallographic orientation and properties
of the double cantilever beam fracture specimens are reviewed. Subsequently, the details
of specimen preparation and testing are presented. Supportive measurements of room tem-
perature crack velocity are also discussed. The chapter concludes by discussing experi-
ments that monitored the relaxation of crack-tip stresses by the formation of a crack-tip
plastic (creep) zone.
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3.1 Overview of Experiment
To achieve a reliable crack arrest system in the laboratory silicon double cantilever beam
(DCB) samples were fractured in tension under a constant applied pin displacement rate.
A temperature gradient was imposed upon the sample, such that the propagating crack
extended into regions of increasing temperature, as shown schematically in Figure 3.1.
The temperature at the initial crack-tip position (T, in Figure 3.1) must be low enough for
pure cleavage to occur as a result of the applied constant pin displacement rate loading.
Consider a discretized view of the subsequent crack propagation process, which is
assumed to involve only low crack velocities, such that a succession of equilibrium states
adequately describes the crack extension event. As the crack extends, the crack tip sam-
ples successive material "points" differing only in temperature (Figure 3.2). At each
"point" the crack continues propagating, provided the crack-tip stresses reach the cohesive
strength of the material, such that Ktip > K1 ,.. At each material "point," however, thermally
activated crack-tip plasticity has the opportunity to relax these crack-tip stresses (e.g. the
material "point" with a temperature Ti in Figure 3.2). If sufficient crack-tip stress relax-
ation develops to maintain the crack-tip stresses below the cohesive strength of the mate-
rial (Ktip < K 1 ), during the time the crack tip resides at a given material "point," the crack
stops propagating and is arrested. This occurs at a temperature T2 in Figure 3.1 and at a
temperature T,, in Figure 3.2. At this time the crack velocity decreases to zero and the
applied loading required for continued fracture becomes rapidly very large, shown sche-
matically in Figure 3.3. Since the crack tip is subjected to a continuous range of tempera-
tures, the arrest temperature for a given crack velocity does not need to be well known
prior to the experiment nor the thermal gradient precisely controlled. The crack will auto-
matically arrest at the appropriate temperature, selecting from the range imposed upon the
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Figure 3.1: Test schematic, showing a double cantilever beam specimen placed in a tem-
perature gradient, subject to a constant applied pin displacement rate. Crack growth begins
at a temperature T, in a pure cleavage mode and continues until the crack arrests at a tem-
perature T2 -
Crack continued propagating
since the shielding of the plastic
Material "points"
seperated by a
zone was insufficient for an spacing Aa.
arrest. The crack veloc
is v=Aa/At.
Aa
Crack T Tii Th *TyPs zo
-A Sample
Plastic zone
A material "point,"
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of time At.
ity
developing at
the crack tip.
Figure 3.2: A schematic diagram of the crack tip sampling successive material "points."
Imagine that the crack samples each material "point," with a spacing of Aa, for a period of
time At. During this time sufficient crack-tip stress relaxation must develop to maintain
the local crack-tip stress intensity, Ki,, below the critical value for cleavage, K1 ,, or the
crack continues propagating.
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sample, provided the gradient is such that both a cleavage crack can be initiated and that
the temperature becomes high enough for an arrest event before the sample cleaves into
two halves. Subsequent to a successful crack arrest experiment, the arrangement of dislo-
cations present within the arrested crack-tip plastic zone were examined with dislocation
etch pitting and x-ray topographic techniques.
The use of DCB samples offered both a significant advantage over the earlier use of
constant K samples by BREDE et al. (1991) and HSIA and ARGON (1994) as well as a
marked disadvantage. Principally, the DCB specimen geometry dampens the effects of
unstable crack jumps, however, the crack velocity is a decreasing function of increasing
crack length for a constant applied pin displacement rate. In contrast, constant K samples
(so called since the stress intensity at fixed load is independent of crack length over a cer-
tain range) should exhibit a constant crack velocity, independent of crack length, for a
given applied constant pin displacement rate. The chief problem with constant K samples
lies in their inability to accommodate any instabilities in the fracture process. If a crack is
at all over driven, with an applied stress intensity in excess of K1,, due perhaps to an eleva-
tion in the stress intensity required to initiate cleavage, the crack rapidly accelerates and
propagates through the entire sample with a low probability of arrest, since the stress
intensity is independent of crack length. The problem of fracture instabilities is further
exasperated by compliance mismatch between the fracture specimen and the loading
machine. As is discussed in Section 3.3 a stiff sample relative to the testing machine leads
to unstable crack propagation. The increasing beam heights of the constant K samples
makes these samples considerably stiffer than the DCB samples and leads to additional
instabilities during the crack growth process.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic plots of crack velocity and stress intensity as functions of both
crack length and temperature. (As shown in Figure 3.1 there is a direct correspondence
between the two.) The crack extends with a constant velocity, while K,= KIapp = Krc,
until the crack is arrested by the thermally assisted nucleation and multiplication of crack-
tip-shielding dislocations. At the time of crack arrest, the local crack-tip stress intensity,
Ktip , tends toward zero while the applied stress intensity KIapp , increases due to the contin-
ued displacement loading. An increased crack velocity in a sample with the same temper-
ature gradient will arrest at a higher temperature and, hence with a longer crack length,
due to the greater dislocation mobility required to establish a crack-tip shielding plastic
zone in the reduced time of residency of the crack tip at each material "point."
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Unfortunately, the experimental conditions during the crack arrest experiments were
not ideal. Fracture did not occur in a quasi-smooth manner, but involved a number of indi-
vidual crack jump events. This was completely unsuitable for constant K samples and
necessitated the use of DCB samples in an effort to dampen the detrimental effects of frac-
ture instabilities and promote a cleavage crack arrest. Their use, however, and the remain-
ing jerky nature of the crack extension process made the measurement of crack arrest
temperatures as a function of crack velocity less attractive, since even under ideal condi-
tions the crack velocity in DCB samples would not be constant. The jerky nature of the
crack growth process indicated that an average crack velocity, even if accurately known,
would not be representative of actual crack-tip velocities, since the crack velocity rapidly
rises and falls during individual jump events. However, the experiments did provide excel-
lent infocmation on the mechanisms associated with a crack-tip plasticity mode of cleav-
age crack arrest.
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3.2 Crystallographic Orientation
Silicon is a covalent solid with the diamond cubic structure. A basis composed of two
atoms at the positions of (0, 0, 0) and (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), typically occupies the usual face
centered cubic (fcc) lattice positions. As in other fcc materials, slip occurs on the close
packed { 111 } planes in the close packed (110) directions. This is the result of the glide
motion of dislocations with Burgers vectors of the type Ia (110) where a is the lattice
spacing of the fcc lattice, 5.43A in silicon. At all but the highest temperatures, the high
Peierls energy of dislocations in silicon tends to align dislocation lines parallel to the close
packed (110) directions, minimizing their potential energy. Dislocation lines are then
either parallel to, or at an angle of 600 with the Burgers vector (Figure 3.4). These disloca-
tions are then either screw or mixed 600 dislocations, respectively.
Furthermore, dislocations in silicon dissociate into two partial dislocations connected
by a stacking fault. These partial dislocations are also labeled according to the angle
between their Burgers vector and the dislocation line. Screw dislocations dissociate into
two 300 partials, while a 600 dislocation dissociates into a 900 partial and a 300 partial.
The stacking fault in silicon is relatively wide, having a 4 - 6nm width. This stacking fault
is restricted to the { 111 } planes, forcing screw dislocations to glide on these particular
planes. Furthermore, before cross slip can occur the partial dislocations must first re-asso-
ciate, collapsing the stacking fault. The relatively wide stacking fault in silicon makes this
relatively difficult, compared to the fcc metals.
Cleavage fracture of silicon occurs on both the { 111 } and the {1 10} planes, though the
{ 111} planes are generally considered the easy cleavage planes. Room temperature frac-
ture toughness values for silicon are KI, = 0.93MPa$m on { 111 } fracture planes and
KI, = 0.89MPaJm on { 110} fracture planes (MICHOT 1988). Choosing different crack
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Figure 3.4: A view of the close packed {111} plane in a fcc material, showing the close
packed (110) directions. Both the Burgers and line vectors of dislocations in silicon are
confined to the close packed (110) directions at all but the highest temperatures due to the
high Peierls energy. The close packed (110) directions lie at 600 to one another, therefore,
dislocations are either screw or mixed 600 dislocations. Screw dislocations dissociate into
two 300 partial dislocations, while 600 dislocations dissociate into both 300 and 900 par-
tial dislocations.
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Figure 3.5: Possible orientations of slip systems with respect to the crack tip in fcc mate-
rials for fracture on the { 111 } and { 1 10} planes. The Thompson tetrahedron orients the
various slip systems to the crack front direction and the crack plane.
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growth directions on either fracture plane allows the behavior of different crack-tip slip
system geometries to be explored. Typically considered crack-tip slip plane possibilities
are shown in Figure 2.3. Five specific crack-tip slip system orientations present them-
selves as potential candidates for crack-tip initiated plasticity in single crystal silicon. For
fracture on the { 1111 planes, the crack can grow parallel to or perpendicular to a slip
direction. These orientations, a and P in Figure 3.5, orient a slip plane at an oblique, (c),
or at an inclined, (b), angle to the crack plane, respectively.' These two crack growth
directions are also possible for fracture on { 110} planes (the y and E slip system orienta-
tions in Figure 3.5). Slip planes are again aligned at either an oblique (the (d) and (c) slip
planes in the y orientation) or inclined (the (d) and (c) slip planes in the E orientation)
angle to the crack. Now, however, the crack plane serves as a plane of mirror symmetry
with equivalent slip systems above and below the crack plane. A third possibility exists for
fracture on {1 10} planes (the 6 orientation in Figure 3.5) which orients the (d) slip plane
and slip direction AB perpendicular to the crack plane. This crack-tip-slip-system orienta-
tion could produce the dislocation emission schematically illustrated in Figure 2.2, albeit
with 600 or screw dislocations rather than pure edge dislocations.
While much of the previous experimental work on silicon has focused on {111} frac-
ture, only the y and E orientations provide the crack tip with slip systems symmetric
across the fracture plane. The e orientation provides the crack with two inclined slip
planes. This is essentially the geometry examined by RICE and THOMSON (1974), WEERT-
MAN (1981) and RICE and BELTZ (1994) in models of the emission of crack-tip blunting
dislocations. Therefore, this orientation would be an attractive experimental choice, except
1. In Figure 3.5 the Thompson tetrahedron orients the slip systems with respect to the crack tip.
Standard notation involves labeling the slip planes with the lower case letter corresponding to the
Roman letter of the vertex not contained within the slip plane. Therefore, the slip plane containing
the vertices BCD, opposite the point A, is the (a) slip plane, etc. The Burgers vectors of perfect
dislocations are represented by the pair of Roman letters marking the edge of the tetrahedron paral-
lel to the Burgers vector, e.g. AB. See Hirth and Lothe (1992).
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for the tendency of one arm to break off of DCB fracture specimens. With increasing crack
length in DCB samples the crack tends to turn away from the median plane of the sample
toward one arm, which breaks off before the sample cleaves into two equal halves. As the
inclined { 111 } slip planes of the F crack-tip-slip-system orientation are also fracture
planes, the crack would likely turn onto them, breaking off one arm, before nucleating dis-
locations onto these planes. Therefore, no experiments were attempted in the F orienta-
tion.
Instead, these experiments focused exclusively upon the y crack-tip-slip-system orien-
tation, which provided the crack tip with symmetric oblique slip planes (d) and (c) ((ill)
and (ii i)) at an angle of 35.260 to the crack plane (Figure 3.6). In an orientation for NaCl
structures analogous to y in fcc materials, GILMAN et al. (1958a) and BuRNS an(d WEBB
(1966, 1970b) observed dislocation nucleation from propagating crack tips onto oblique
slip planes in LiF. Similar behavior was expected in silicon. In addition to the two oblique
slip planes in this y orientation, two vertical slip planes, (a) and (b) ((1i) and (I 1i)), are
also available to the crack tip (Figure 3.6) perpendicular to the crack plane, but at an angle
of 35.260 to the crack front direction and 54.740 to the crack growth direction.
In the y orientation two symmetrically equivalent slip systems are present on the
oblique slip planes, as well as an additional two on the vertical slip planes. For the oblique
slip planes, slip can be of the type AC on (d) or BA on (d). BA on (c) is equivalent to the
latter, while the remaining possibilities are equivalent to or are related by mirror symmetry
across the crack plane with the former. On the vertical slip planes one possibility is slip on
either (a) or (b) with a Burgers vector DC, perpendicular to the crack plane. The remain-
ing systems on the vertical slip planes are again equivalent or exhibit mirror symmetry
across the crack plane.
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Figure 3.6: A detailed view of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation, showing the rela-
tionship between the crack plane, crack growth direction and slip systems. Oblique and
vertical slip planes are highlighted and their orientations with respect to planes of plane
strain (stress) are indicated. The Thompson tetrahedron is also shown.
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3.3 The Double Cantilever Beam Fracture Specimen and the Stability of
Crack Advance
The DCB specimen geometry offers a number of attractive features for use in examining
crack arrest behavior. The DCB geometry is shown in Figure 3.7. KANNINEN (1973) writes
the compliance, C, of the DCB specimen as:
C = 2 (3.1)
with
2 2X3a3+62 2 sinhXccoshXc + sinXccosc3, +3 2 2 1X hL sinh Xc - sin Xc2
6Xa sinh Xc 2 + sinc +3 sinh Xc cosh Xc - sin Xc cos Xc2 2 2 2 Jsinhkc - sinkc sinhXc - sinc2
and
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h
which is valid for all crack lengths. 8 is the beam displacement at the loading pins, P is
the applied force, E is Young's modulus, B is the full thickness of the specimen, a is the
crack length, w is the width of the sample from the loading pins and c = W -a is the
length of the remaining uncracked ligament. To ensure stable crack growth during any
fracture experiment the compliance of the loading frame must be accounted for. Consider
a cracked specimen under compliant loading as shown in Figure 3.8. While the machine
compliance, cm, does not affect the crack driving force it does affect the rate of change of
the crack driving force with crack length (KANNINEN and POPELAR 1985). Stable crack
growth requires that an infinitesimal increase in crack length does not give rise to a driving
force exceeding the material's resistance to fracture,
dG< dR (3.2)
da - dAa
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Figure 3.7: The double cantilever beam specimen. The width, W, of the specimen is mea-
sured from the loading point to the free end of the sample, the crack length is a and c is
the remaining uncracked ligament length. B is the full thickness of the specimen, while B,
is the thickness across the side grooves. h is the height of one of the cantilever beams.
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Figure 3.8: Cracked specimen of unit thickness under compliant loading. P is the applied
force, A is the displacement of the specimen and AT is the total displacement of the speci-
men and machine due to the applied force. Cm is the compliance of the testing machine.
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where G is the energy release rate, R is the resistance to fracture, and Aa is the increase in
crack length from an initial value a,. In the case of brittle materials R is constant, inde-
pendent of the crack growth increment. Hence, stability requires
dG
da (3.3)
Following KANNINEN and POPELAR (1985), the rate of change of energy release rate with
crack length, for a fixed total displacement, A,, including that of both the sample and the
testing machine is given by
dG) 
_ P2C" (PC')2 (3.4)da ), 2 (Cm+ C)'
where P is the force across the sample per unit thickness (N/m), C is the compliance of
the sample with unit thickness (m 2 /N), CM is the product of the machine compliance, CM,
with the specimen thickness (i.e. CM = CmB), while the prime indicates differentiation
with respect to crack length, a. Combining equation (3.3) and equation (3.4) yields
CMB = Cm <2(C')2 -C. (3.5)
Using equation (3.1) for the DCB specimen compliance, the right hand side of equation
(3.5) is plotted in Figure 3.9. The measured room temperature machine compliance, CM, is
IxiG-6M/N. Therefore, provided the initial specimen crack length to width ratio, a/W,
exceeds a/W = 0.325 (or a = 36mm for the samples used here) fracture should be stable.
For short crack lengths, the compliance of cantilever beam fracture specimens is inversely
proportional to h'. DCB specimens, with their short uniform beam heights are, therefore,
relatively compliant compared to constant K samples, which have increasing beam
heights with increasing crack lengths. Thus, the DCB specimen geometry will exhibit
more stable crack growth than similar constant K samples.
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Despite the overall stability of the specimen fracture process, crack jumps may still
occur. During an unstable crack jump the specimen remains under essentially fixed grip
conditions since the load frame is unable to respond to the crack jump on the time scale of
the crack jump. Under such conditions the crack driving force decreases rapidly with
increasing jump distance in DCB specimens. This is seen through the examination of the
expression for the mode I stress intensity, K1 , as a function of crack length under condi-
tions of fixed displacement loading (KANNINEN 1973)
3E h3/2 X2K1 = 2 f(a, W, X), (3.6)
(1-v)
with
f(a, W, X) = a sinh(Xc) + sin(c) sinh(kc)cosh(kc) - sin(c)cos(kc)
sinh(c) - sin(c) sinh(kc) - sin(kc)
-2Xa3 '+ 6 2 2(sinh(Xc)cosh(c) + sin(kc)cos(kc)
22 22 sinh(Xc)2 _ sin(kc)2
+ 6Xa sinh (?Xc)2 + sin (Xc) 2+3 sinh(Xc)cosh (Xc) - sin (Xc) cos (c)2 21 2 2
sinh(Xc) - sin(Xc)2) sinh(Xc) - sin(?c)
and
6 1/4
where 8 is the applied displacement, h is the DCB beam height and v is Poisson's ratio.
The function f(a, W, X) is plotted in Figure 3.10. The rapid decrease of K1 with increasing
crack length can quickly reduce the crack driving force to values below that required for
continued cleavage, arresting the crack. This dampens the effects of unstable crack jumps
and promotes successful crack arrests. Such unstable jumps may arise from conditions
where the stress intensity to initiate cleavage, K,,,, exceeds that required for propagation,
Krp. Under these conditions, once K,, is reached the crack accelerates. Such crack
extension occurs under the above decreasing driving force and the crack may arrest due to
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this mechanical unloading effect. Unfortunately, no method is available to distinguish
between such crack arrest and the desired thermally assisted process involving the forma-
tion of a stress-relaxing-crack-tip plastic zone. Most likely a successful arrest event
involves a combination of these two processes. This introduces an uncertainty into quanti-
tative assessments of the arrest condition, though qualitatively the results should mirror
those of a pure thermally assisted arrest event. The post-arrest examination of the crack-tip
region can give information on the various levels of these two arrest possibilities, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.6.
The response of the DCB sample to a constant pin displacement rate loading has been
investigated by BURNS and WEBB (1970a). Solving the equation of motion for the DCB
specimen subject to the initial conditions of zero crack length and constant pin opening
displacement rate, the crack velocity, t, was determined to be
-1
1 91E6'
a = - - (3.7)
2a 12W X + 3p
bh3
Here I = bh is the moment of inertia of the DCB specimen beams, 6 is the applied pin
displacement rate, x is the fracture surface energy and p is the mass density. This equa-
tion is valid only for crack lengths where the DCB specimen behavior is adequately mod-
eled by Euler beam equations, 0 < a < W - 2h. For applied pin displacement rates between
0.1 pm/s and 1.Oml/s the expected crack velocities are between 0.1 gm/s and 2mm/s. Dur-
ing any one crack arrest experiment with a fixed 6, the crack velocity decreases with
increasing crack length (Figure 3.11). Thus, the DCB specimen geometry is relatively
compliant, which increases the stability of the fracture process, dampens unstable crack
jumps, provides a decreasing crack velocity with increasing crack length and offers the
ability to extend cracks over long distances in a quasi-smooth manner.
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Figure 3.9: The fracture stability criteria, equation (3.5), plotted as a function of crack
length. The product, cm, of the machine compliance, Cm, and specimen thickness, B is
also shown. Fracture should be stable for crack lengths where Cm is less than the right
hand side of equation (3.5) (the solid curve).
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Figure 3.10: The crack length dependent factor for the stress intensity of the DCB sam-
ples used in the crack arrest experiments, for fixed displacement loading (equation (3.6)).
Note the rapid decrease with crack extension. The rise, with long crack lengths, is due to
the effects of the free end of the sample, but as the crack length (a/W) approaches one, the
crack driving force tends toward zero.
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Figure 3.11: Plots of expected crack velocity as a function of constant applied pin dis-
placement rate for the DCB specimen geometry used in the crack arrest experiments, from
equation (3.7).
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3.4 The Crack Arrest Experiment
3.4.1 Sample preparation
DCB samples were cut from a large cyclindrical single crystal boule (6in diameter, gin
long) obtained from MEMC with a [001] cylinder axis. The crystal was grown by the Czo-
chralski method heavily doped with boron to a resistivity of 0.017ncm. The oxygen con-
centration was 11 .7ppma (parts per million on an atomic basis), while the carbon
concentration was kept below a limit of 0.5ppma. Heavy boron doping allowed the mate-
rial to be cut with an electrical discharge machine (EDM). Since heavily doped material is
generally not available in float zone processed form, a lower oxygen content was unavail-
able, giving rise to unavoidable oxide precipitation during the exposure to the high tem-
peratures of a crack arrest experiment. Oxide precipitation is discussed in Section 4.2.
Subsequent to a Laue analysis orienting the crystal, rectangular samples (117.3nmm x
26.4mm x 6mm ) were sectioned out of the crystal boule with a wire cutter in the EDM
(EDM Technology, model 2000B). The faces of the samples were perpendicular to the
[001] axis of the cyclindrical boule, while the edges were parallel to (110) directions,
ensuring that the samples were cut in the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation (Figure 3.5).
Nonetheless, prior to testing, samples were checked in the Laue camera, verifying their
crystallography to within the camera resolution (±20). A notch was cut into the samples
with a 0.3mm diameter wire (Intech EDM Super Brass 900) to a depth of 54mm, followed
by cutting of the 14 included angle chevron at the notch root with a 0.1 mm diameter wire
(Figure 3.12). The chevron provided the sample with a unique crack nucleation site, from
which growth was smooth and planar. Side groves were machined with the 0.1mm wire to
a depth of 0.8mm on both sample faces. EDM cutting produced substantial sub-surface
damage in the form of micro-cracks and injected dislocations to a depth of approximately
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65p1m, depending upon the cutting parameters. To avoid interactions between such damage
and propagating cracks, all EDM cut surface material was removed by a two step chemical
polishing process which dissolved the damaged outer surface layer of the samples and
helped to shape the side grooves.
The first chemical polishing step consisted of a 22% potassium hydroxide (KOH) bath.
Potassium hydroxide is a highly selective silicon etch exposing primarily {111} surfaces.
Etching was continued until the side grooves acquired a sharp V shaped cross section,
with (111) and (Il1) walls provided by the oblique planes. The chevron, however, was
inclined to these planes. Therefore, the etch exposed many { I I} facets joined by sharp
surface steps along the chevron. To remove these steps and those that developed within the
side grooves, a subsequent bath of 35% nitric acid, 33% acetic acid and 8% hydrofluoric
acid was employed (2 parts glacial acetic acid, 3 parts 70% nitric acid and 1 part 49%
hydrofluoric acid). This isotropic silicon etch was applied until the surface steps along the
chevron and side grooves were eliminated. The result was a smooth, continuous chevron,
leading directly into the side grooves which had narrow steep walls with smooth rounded
roots. All EDM damaged material was removed, as the chemical polishing resulted in final
specimen dimensions of 116mm x 24.8mm x 5mm. Transmission x-ray topography of a
fully processed, but untested sample revealed no defects near the chevron or side groove
surfaces, nor in the interior regions of the sample.
After the chemical polishing was completed, pin holes were drilled into the samples in
a two step process. First, 0.3125in diameter holes were EDM drilled into the samples at a
distance of 110mm from the free end, 12.7mm apart (Figure 3.12). The EDM oil was
removed in an 80 0C bath of 7.5% hydrogen peroxide and 7.5% ammonium hydroxide
(known as SC-1, KERN 1990) before lava stone discs were inserted into these holes and
cemented in place with Aremco "Super Temperature 516" ceramic adhesive to permit
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Figure 3.12: The DCB specimen, detailing the notch, chevron, side grooves and pin holes.
Typical specimen dimensions subsequent to the chemical polishing steps are also indi-
cated. The crack plane thickness across the side grooves varied, but was close to 3mm.
mechanical reaming of the final pin holes. The adhesive was cured in a furnace for 2hrs
at200'F, 2hrs at 400'F and 2hrs at 700'F. Pin holes 0.125in in diameter were subse-
quently drilled and reamed into the lava stone discs in a standard milling operation, which
turned the lava stone discs into sleeves for the loading pins. Other methods of drilling pin
holes into silicon (e.g. EDM, water jet cutting) resulted in tapered pin holes. When a sam-
ple was loaded by irregularly tapered pin holes the crack front was unsymmetrical, with
one side of the front leading the other, indicative of an applied bending moment on the
sample. Once all machining operations were complete and prior to loading into the vac-
uum chamber, the samples were given a final cleaning in a SC-1 bath to remove any sur-
face contaminants which might outgas during heating in the vacuum chamber.
Next, the chemically polished chevron tip was sharpened with a razor blade, providing
a surface defect from which the cleavage crack initiated during the applied displacement
loading. Without this final step the smooth, large radius of the chemically polished surface
of the chevron tip retarded crack initiation such that K,,, greatly exceeded KP,,, , resulting
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in dynamic crack growth with no possibility of crack arrest before the sample cleaved into
two halves.
Finally, ten E type thermocouples (0.005 in diameter wire) were attached to one side of
the sample to measure the temperature gradient, evenly distributed between the chevron
and the free end. They were attached with the Aremco 516 ceramic adhesive, but the cur-
ing step was eliminated. The sample was now ready for testing.
3.4.2 Experimental setup
A 1350 Instron servo-hydraulic load frame fitted with a stainless steel water cooled
Centorr vacuum furnace (Figure 3.13) was used to conduct these experiments. The grips
were water cooled stainless steel and the loading pins were ground 0.125in tungsten rods.
To accommodate the long DCB specimens within the vacuum chamber cantilever grips
were required, which resulted in a compliant testing machine at the force level required for
sample fracture, about 20N. The machine compliance was measured to be 1x10-6M/N.
The resistance heating element consisted of two rectangular ceramic blocks embedded
with molybendum wire. These heating elements were encased in cyclindrical stainless
steel radiation shields that limited the hot zone to the free end of the sample. The water
cooling of the stainless steel grips was, however, insufficient to maintain low grip temper-
atures during the high temperature experiments. Portions of the grips within a direct view
of the heating elements reached temperatures of 5250 C. The temperature increase of the
grips was sufficient to compromise the machine stiffness to the point where the high tem-
perature crack growth process became unstable. To improve the stability of the high tem-
perature fracture of the DCB specimens, by maintaining sufficiently cool grip
temperatures (<800 C), additional radiation shields in the form of Al and Ta foils were
installed between the heating elements and the grips. The result was a high temperature
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machine compliance somewhat in excess of the room temperature value, but low enough
for quasi-stable crack growth. Pin displacements were measured with an 0.05in Instron
extensometer mounted outside of the furnace, between the actuator pull rod and the fur-
nace wall. Force was measured with a dynamic 5000N Instron load cell, operating in the
5% range, with an accuracy of ±0.5N. Temperature, force and displacement data were
recorded with a computer via a National Instruments data acquisition board and Labview
software. Labview subroutines converted thermoelectric voltages into degrees centigrade.
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Figure 3.13: The experimental setup, showing the arrangement of the DCB sample, the
loading grips and the heating elements within the Centorr vacuum chamber.
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3.4.3 Room temperature fracture
DCB samples mounted at room temperature to the testing machine grips and loaded
via a constant rate displacement ramp to failure exhibited the following behavior, shown in
Figure 3.14. The load displacement curve became convex as the crack moved through the
chevron. The increasing thickness of the crack plane in this region necessitated an increas-
ing crack driving force to continue propagation. This in turn required increasing applied
forces with increasing crack extension and resulted in the observed convex force displace-
ment curve. A maximum in the applied force indicated that the crack had reached the full
thickness portion of the crack plane. Once the crack had moved through the chevron, the
load displacement data revealed that several large jumps occurred prior to full cleavage.
Ideal DCB behavior would have been for the force to drop along a smooth curve propor-
tional to &- . The jumps shown here, as a typical result, indicate that this system was not
operating smoothly under conditions well approximated by fixed displacement rate load-
ing, but lay somewhere between fixed displacement rate and dead loading. Keeping in
mind that the goal of these experiments was not to measure a pure intrinsic fracture arrest
property of silicon, but rather to examine the processes associated with a crack tip plastic-
ity mode of cleavage crack arrest, this room temperature fracture behavior was considered
to be acceptable.
The appearance of room temperature fracture surfaces were on the whole quite
smooth. Nomarski light interference contrast microscopy revealed slight steps parallel to
the crack front direction. Associated with these fronts were additional faint lines parallel
to the growth direction as shown in Figure 3.15. These latter lines were most likely cleav-
age surface steps formed as adjacent crack plane segments made slight departures from
the ideally smooth crack plane (LAWN 1993). Other samples which were wedge-loaded in
an Instron screw driven testing machine exhibited nearly idealized force displacement
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behavior, with the force smoothly decreasing, proportional to &-1/2, but had nearly identi-
cal fracture surface features to those samples fractured in the servo-hydraulic testing
machine. This indicated that the surface steps were not related to fracture instabilities due
solely to the compliance of the servo-hydraulic testing machine, since the wedge-loading
setup of the screw driven machine was considerably stiffer. Furthermore, the spacing
between the surface steps on the fracture surfaces of both sets of samples were similar,
indicating first that the steps were not related to a natural vibration frequency of the testing
machines which might have been modulating the crack growth process, since the
machines were expected to have widely differing natural frequencies and second that the
steps were not related to jerky crack growth since crack growth in the wedge-loading setup
was considerably smoother. This latter point suggested further that the steps were not indi-
vidual arrest fronts, marking positions were the crack tip momentarily came to rest, since
they occurred with a frequency much higher than that of the crack jumps during a wedge-
loaded test. To verify these conclusions, glass DCB samples were fractured under wedge-
loading in the screw driven Instron testing machine. The fracture surfaces of the glass
samples were without surface markings, indicating that the steps were likely related to the
crystallography of the silicon samples. Since silicon crystal growth directions and subse-
quent cutting operations were only accurate to within 20, the ideal crack plane of the
samples was unlikely to match precisely with the (110) cleavage plane. Moreover, the
loading axis was unlikely to be exactly perpendicular to either the (110) cleavage plane or
the ideal crack plane of the sample. This would result in ledges and steps on the fracture
surface as the fracture process balanced the constraints of crystallography and sample
geometry (MICHOT 1988). These effects were likely to be the cause of the fracture surface
steps and, therefore, they were not a concern. Rather, these ledges could serve as effective
crack tip dislocation nucleation sources.
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Figure 3.14: Room temperature applied force displacement plot for the fracture of a DCB
crack arrest sample.
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Figure 3.15: Room temperature (10} fracture surface, imaged with Nomarski light inter-
ference contrast microscpoy. Markings parallel with the crack front direction were appar-
ent as well as additional marks parallel to the crack growth direction, which began at the
former fracture surface marks. Both of these markings were likely to be fracture surface
steps arising from a mode I loading axis slightly inclined to both the symmetry plane of
the sample, as well as to the [110] crystallographic direction.
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3.4.4 Procedure for crack arrest testing
A typical crack arrest experiment proceeded in the following manner. The DCB sam-
ple was mounted to the cantilever grips in the vacuum chamber, which was subsequently
pumped to a vacuum pressure of 6x10-6 torr, at which time the sample was loaded via a
constant rate pin displacement ramp. This room temperature displacement loading ramp
extended the crack into and through the chevron from an initial defect at the tip of the
chevron, generated during the razor blade sharpening step of the sample preparation. The
purpose of this room temperature crack extension was to provide an atomically sharp
crack to begin the arrest experiment with. The room temperature loading was continued
until the crack tip moved through the chevron into the full width region as determined
from a force displacement curve. A typical example of a force displacement curve result-
ing from this initial crack extension is shown in Figure 3.16. A maximum in the force dis-
placement plot indicated that the crack had moved through the chevron. At that time, the
ramp was halted and the applied force was reduced to approximately 2N. This was suffi-
cient to prevent pin rearrangements and to hold the sample in place, but was insufficient to
initiate crack tip plasticity during heating. This 2N constant force resulted in a crack tip
stress intensity of 0.11Kjc, which was well below the threshold value of 0.25K,,, reported
by GEORGE and MICHOT (1993), required to nucleate dislocations from the crack tip.
Under this constant base level force the sample was heated to obtain the desired tem-
perature gradient. The heating rate was limited only by the slight evolution of vacuum
pressure produced by out-gassing from the chamber surfaces accompanying increases in
temperature. Typical thermal ramp times required to keep the chamber pressure below
1x10-5 torr were approximately 10hrs. Since cooling of the sample was purely a result of
thermal radiation along the width of the sample to the water cooled chamber surfaces, only
the temperature at the free end of the sample, within the furnace, was prescribable. The
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high emissivity of silicon (0.63 at 8000 C, SMITHELLS 1993) provided a steep thermal gra-
dient across the width of the DCB samples. Typical gradients were of the form of Figure
3.17. A cubic polynomial was used to interpolate between the thermocouple measure-
ments.
After the desired temperature gradient was achieved, the sample was loaded by a con-
stant crack opening displacement rate of between 0.1 and i.0.m/s. High temperature
crack extension, shown in Figure 3.18, involved only one jump, rather than the several
observed at room temperature (Figure 3.14). After an arrest, the displacement ramp was
halted, the machine was switched to force control and with the reduced force subsequent
to the crack jump still applied, the sample was cooled by turning off the power to the heat-
ing elements. Once the sample returned to room temperature, it was again loaded under a
constant pin displacement rate until complete fracture occurred. The stress intensity
required to reinitiate fracture at room temperature offered a measure of the extent of crack
tip shielding that developed during and subsequent to the arrest, while the full cleavage of
the sample exposed the fracture surfaces to observation. In this post arrest loading com-
plete fracture occurred in one dynamic event as K 1n exceeded Klprop (Figure 3.19). The
stress intensity required to reinitiate fracture was determined from the applied force and
the crack length, the latter of which was measured after the sample had been cleaved.
Under conditions of dead load, the stress intensity of the DCB sample is given by KAN-
NINEN (1973) as
K , = 2 _3 ka sinh(Xc) + sin(Xc)2 (3.8)SiBB(1 - V2)h _ sinh(kc) - sin(kc)2
+ (sinh (kc) cosh (4) - sin (kc) cos (kc)
sinh(c) - sin (),c) 2
where Bn is the specimen thickness at the side grooves. This equation is valid even as c
approaches zero.
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Figure 3.16: A typical force displacement plot resulting from the room temperature crack
extension into and through the chevron. This is the first step of a crack arrest experiment,
which injects an atomically sharp crack into the DCB sample.
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Figure 3.17: A typical DCB temperature gradient imposed across the width of a sample
prior to a high temperature crack arrest experiment. The temperature of the crack tip prior
to the high temperature crack growth is indicated by an open circle while the temperature
at the final crack arrest location is indicated by an open square.
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Figure 3.18: Typical high temperature crack growth and arrest during a crack arrest exper-
iment. The process occurred with only one crack jump, as opposed to the several jumps
that occurred during room temperature crack extensions.
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Figure 3.19: Typical post-crack-arrest loading and final fracturing of the specimen, into
two halves, at room temperature.
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3.4.5 Techniques for the observation of crack tip dislocation structures
To observe the geometry of the dislocation structures formed during crack extension
and final arrest, techniques of dislocation etching and x-ray topography were employed.
Observations were also made of unetched fracture surfaces to examine features unaffected
by the etching induced surface roughening. Dislocation etchants are well known for sili-
con (SIRTL and ADLER 1962, SECCO D' ARAGONA 1972). Dislocation etch pits are devel-
oped by both the Sirtl and Secco etches on {1101 surfaces, though they were initially
developed for { I I and {001} surfaces respectively. While etch pit observations reveal
information on the arrangement of dislocations intersecting the crystal surface, no infor-
mation is obtained from sub-surface dislocation lines. Therefore, some fractured arrest
samples were EDM cut along their median plane, perpendicular to the fracture surface and
parallel to the crack growth direction, exposing an internal (001) plane. This allowed
observation into the bulk of the sample revealing the size and character of the developing
crack tip plastic zone. Due to the excellent pit formation on both the { 1101 and {001} sur-
faces, the Secco etch was selected for all subsequent observations. (The Sirtl etch forms
dislocation mounds on {001} surfaces as opposed to pits (HALLAS and MENDEL 1970).)
Sectioned (001) surfaces were first ground smooth with Struers SiC paper. A final polish
with Rodel 2354 colloidal silica slurry resulted in a defect free surface. As-received mate-
rial, EDM cut, ground and polished as above was observed for comparison and maintained
a smooth surface upon Secco etching, free from etching revealed defects. EDM damage
was typically 65pm deep, while this grinding and polishing technique removed approxi-
mately 130pm of material. Thus, all of the EDM damaged material had been removed.
The Secco etch used consisted of 1 part 49% hydrofluoric acid and 3 parts of a 0.02
molar potassium dichromate solution. Etching immediately followed a final specimen
cleaning step in an SC-i bath. An etching time of 4 minutes resulted in well formed pits
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with a diameter of approximately 0.5 gm. Observations of these etched as well as
unetched fracture surfaces were made on a Zeiss Ultraphot II light microscope, a JOEL
6320 FEGSEM electron microscope and an Electro Scan ESEM electron microscope. X-
ray topographic imaging studies of unetched samples were performed at Brookhaven
National Laboratories, on the NIST beamline (X23A) of the National Synchrotron Light
Source.
3.4.6 Crack arrest results
While the above procedure represented the desired experimental result, not all experi-
ments were successful. The results are summarized in Table 3.1. There were, in fact, four
possible conclusions to a crack arrest experiment as described above. Ideally of course, the
crack propagated in a quasi-steady state manner against the temperature gradient, arresting
as the result of a thermally assisted fracture transition process. Five such successful exper-
iments have been performed and are labeled A in Table 3.1. A second possibility was that
the sample temperature never reached a value sufficient to arrest the propagating crack and
the sample cleaved in half before an arrest occurred. This occurred during three experi-
ments, which are labeled B in Table 3.1. The third possibility was that the temperature at
the initial crack tip position was sufficient to develop a plastic zone during the applied dis-
placement ramp, relaxing the crack-tip stresses to the extent that the cohesive strength of
the material was never reached at the crack tip and cleavage did not occur. This process
was directly analogous to the constant crack-tip loading rate experiments, where crack-tip
plasticity had time to develop during the applied loading ramp. This occurred on four
occasions, with three becoming stress relaxation experiments. These test are described in
more detail in Section 3.7 and are summarized in Table 3.3. Finally, as already mentioned
in Section 3.3, in these DCB samples the crack driving force decreases rapidly with crack
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Table 3.1: Crack arrest experiments
Experimental Pin Initial crack Crack arrest Crack jump Arrest crack Post arrest roomTest result displacement temperature temperature length (mm) length (ma) temperature KI,
rate (gm/sec) (0CQ (OC) (MPa IF)
1 A 1.0 645 1034 37.17 92.56 1.76
2 A 0.5 645 1003 37.91 97.31 1.35
3 A 0.2 571 931 36.62 95.44 1.49
4 A 0.1 600 891 32.67 92.84 1.69
5 A 0.1 526 843 24.31 82.99 1.59
6 C 0.08 504 544 3.53 61.20 no dislocation
activity detected
7 C 0.08 481 570 9.51 70.58 no dislocation
activity detected
8 B 0.8 657 no cleavage - -
crack arrest
9 B 0.12 660 no cleavage - -
crack arrest
10 B 0.08 586 no cleavage - -
crack arrest
jump length such that the crack may stop due to insufficient driving force. Two samples
exhibited short jumps at which time the tests where halted on the possibility of a bona-fide
thermal arrest, only to find no evidence of dislocation activity along the arrested crack
fronts upon subsequent dislocation etching as well as x-ray topographic observations.
These two samples then fall into the fourth category of possible results and are labeled C
in Table 3.1.
Subsequent to the crack arrest of test 1 (Table 3.1) the displacement ramp was contin-
ued until an applied loading of 1.24MPafTn was reached. This was maintained constant for
10min. The stress intensities required to reinitiate cleavage at room temperature after the
high temperature arrests for all the crack arrest experiments were determined from equa-
tion (3.8).
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3.5 Crack Velocity Measurements
Virtually all of the initially uncracked ligament length of the DCB samples was obscured
within the furnace due to the large initial crack length required for stable fracture (Figure
3.13). Therefore, despite the large window in the vacuum chamber wall the laser-light-
scattering in situ crack velocity measurement technique of BREDE et al. (1991) could not
be used. This removed the possibility of determining the brittle to ductile transition tem-
perature as a function of in situ measured crack velocity. Room temperature velocity mea-
surements were, however, possible with this laser technique, since the furnace would be
unnecessary. The laser would then be able to illuminate virtually the entire length of full
thickness crack growth. While the applied force versus displacement curves of room tem-
perature (Figure 3.14) and high temperature (Figure 3.18) experiments exhibited differ-
ences in the number and length of crack jumps, correlations were possible between these
temperature regimes, even if direct quantitative assessments of high temperature crack
velocities were not possible.
3.5.1 Sample preparation
Sample preparation for the crack velocity measurements proceeded in the same man-
ner as for the crack arrest experiments (Section 3.4.1), except that only one side groove
was cut into the material, to a depth of 2mm. The front side, from which the crack growth
measurements were to be made, remained without a side groove. Subsequent to the chem-
ical polish and lava stone reaming, the DCB face without the side groove was polished,
first by surface grinding and subsequently with Rodel 2354 colloidal silica polishing
slurry, to a mirror quality. Finally, the chevron tip was sharpened with a razor blade as
described above. The sample was now ready for testing. Since these experiments were
performed at room temperature, there was no need for thermocouples.
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Figure 3.20: The experimental setup of the laser-light-scattering crack velocity measure-
ment technique, used to measure the room temperature crack velocities of DCB crack
arrest specimens.
3.5.2 Testing technique
The optical laser technique of BREDE et al. (1991) and HSIA and ARGON (1994) was
used to measure the crack velocities of DCB samples loaded at room temperature. The
experimental set up is shown in Figure 3.20. The argon laser beam (Coherent Innova 70-2,
X = 514.5nm) was expanded and collimated by lenses l and 12 to a beam with a 42mm
diameter, before passing through a rectangular aperture (aperture 2 in Figure 3.20) parallel
with the long axis of the DCB sample. The laser beam was reflected by the polished spec-
imen surface and focused by lens 13 onto a beam stop. This beam stop formed a dark field
image by blocking the parallel light reflected by the specimen surface, allowing only the
light scattered by the crack and the slit edges to pass. This image, consisting of two paral-
lel bright lines outlining the edges of aperture 2 (Figure 3.20) and a bright line marking the
crack, was viewed by a high speed Kodak EktaPro video imager. The camera recorded
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images at a rate of 6000 frames per second. Two ink marks, which appeared as bright
spots on the dark field images and served to calibrate the crack tip position measurements,
were placed at known positions on the polished surfaces of the crack velocity measure-
ment specimens.
3.5.3 Crack velocity measurement results
Three samples were tested, two with an applied pin displacement rate of 1.Ojm/s, and
the third with a rate of 0.5pm/s. The crack position data is plotted as a function of time for
the three tests in Figure 3.21. Clearly, as the force displacement data for room temperature
crack growth indicated, the crack growth process was not continuous nor smooth. Individ-
ual crack jumps were interspersed with extended periods of rest of the crack tip. Table 3.2
summarizes the average crack velocities for these three experiments. While these average
crack velocities correlated well with theoretical expectations (Figure 3.11), the actual
crack behavior deviated markedly from this. The data acquisition rate was sufficient only
to bracket the crack tip positions surrounding a crack jump event. The crack jump distance
could be determined from the crack tip positions prior and subsequent to a jump event
with a resolution of ±0.1mm. However, since only bracketing points were available the
temporal resolution was inadequate to measure the time interval of the crack jump events.
The frame acquisition rate of the recording camera was 6000fm/s, resulting in an upper
bound for the time of a jump event of 1.67x10 4 s. Since the jump could have occurred dur-
ing a shorter period of time, this results in a lower bound for the average crack velocity
during a jump event. Typical jump distances were which leads to a lower bound for their
velocity of . Actual crack velocities were higher, but in the following discussions of the
results, dynamic crack growth effects were neglected. The crack velocities were assumed
to be well below the Rayleigh wave speed of 5.84km/s.
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Table 3.2: Room Temperature Crack Extension Measurements
Test Pin displacement Average crack Expected crack velocity
rate (pm/s) velocity (mm/s) range (mm/s)
1 1.0 0.995 1.9- 1.3
2 1.0 0.978 1.9-1.3
3 0.5 0.636 0.95-0.66
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Figure 3.21: Crack tip position data as a function of time recorded by the high speed
video camera, utilizing the laser-light-scattering measurement technique.
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3.6 Interpretation of Crack Arrest Results
In view of the room temperature crack extension measurements, the high temperature
crack growth process must be seen as a similar set of crack jump events, involving some
instabilities, where Khn exceeded K1 ro,,.. These instabilities resulted in high temperature
cracks which initially accelerated, but rapidly slowed with increasing crack growth due to
the decreasing driving force of the DCB sample geometry. The velocities the high temper-
ature crack tips experienced during such jumps were not well represented by the average
velocity of cracks driven at similar pin displacement rates at room temperature. Further-
more, the jump velocities would be poorly represented by an average value, were it
known, since the velocity was unlikely to remain constant during any period of the crack
jump. During a crack jump, the crack tip moved through material regions with increasing
temperature, therefore the probability of achieving a critical crack arrest configuration did
not increase smoothly, but occurred in large discrete steps, since during periods of espe-
cially high crack velocity the probability of an arrest was negligible. Only as the crack was
decelerating and had reasonably slow velocities would a thermally assisted arrest be possi-
ble. Ultimately, however, both the thermally governed crack-tip shielding process as well
as the purely mechanical reduction of crack-tip driving force could have resulted in the
arrest of the crack, though no method was available to directly quantify their relative
importance during a given arrest event. Most likely the actual arrest process involved a
combination of these two possibilities and both must be considered in a correct interpreta-
tion of the results as two possible bounds of behavior. The worst case scenario was that
due to a high K,, value the crack rapidly extended into the high temperature region, where
it arrested purely from a reduction in the crack driving force to levels below that required
for continued cleavage propagation, and subsequently developed a crack-tip plastic zone
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while the crack remained at rest, due to the continued application of the displacement
ramp. When such a test was halted, it could have been incorrectly considered a successful
thermal arrest event. Therefore, detailed quantitative assessments of the dislocation densi-
ties at the arrested crack tips would not necessarily be fully representative of those present
at the critical crack arrest configuration. Crack arrest plastic zones with relatively low dis-
location densities were most likely arrested principally due to the mechanical unloading
effect of the DCB sample geometry as discussed above. Test 5 was an example of this.
Though tests 4 and 5 were conducted at the same applied pin displacement rate, the latter
arrested at a lower temperature (also after a shorter crack jump, see Table 3.1) and devel-
oped a smaller crack-tip plastic zone (See Sections 4.1 and 4.3). Therefore, test 5 may cor-
rectly be considered to be an example of an arrest process which was assisted by thermal
activation but resulted principally from a reduction in crack driving force. Nonetheless,
assessments can be made on the modes of plasticity available to the crack tip prior to and
after crack arrest. Moreover, the implications of these modes on the brittle to ductile tran-
sition and crack-tip plasticity can be examined.
3.7 Stress Relaxation Experiments
Those arrest experiments where sufficient crack-tip stress relaxation precluded the ini-
tiation of cleavage crack growth for the applied displacement rate loading were converted
to stationary crack-tip stress relaxation experiments. A fracture transition for the applied
displacement rate was considered to have occurred if the applied force exceeded by 50%
the level typically required for fracture of these DCB samples. Due to the jerky nature of
the room temperature crack extensions, the crack-tip positions, and hence the crack-tip
temperatures and applied stress intensities were not well known during the high tempera-
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ture stress relaxation experiments. Therefore, a best guess was made for an appropriate
stress relaxation time, with the goal of establishing a crack-tip stress relaxation zone ame-
nable to probing by dislocation etch pit counting, but sufficiently large for continuum
notions to be applicable. Certainly, the crack-tip-creep zone growth was halted well before
the usual C * characterization of the crack tip field was appropriate. Instead, a K, form of
characterization of the inelastic crack-tip field, embedded within an elastic far-field was
possible. Once a brittle to ductile transition had been detected, the displacement ramp was
interrupted, the testing machine was placed into force control and an applied force was
maintained constant across the sample for a given period of time. After the stress relax-
ation period had been completed, the sample was cooled to room temperature while the
applied force across the sample was maintained. The sample was then removed from the
test furnace without fully fracturing it. The sample was then sectioned along its median
plane, parallel to the crack growth direction and perpendicular to the crack plane, reveal-
ing an interior (001) surface. These sectioned surfaces were polished and etched, at which
point the crack length, temperature and applied loading conditions were determined.
Observations were made characterizing the modes of plasticity activated at the crack tip,
as well as the extent of plastic zone growth during the stress relaxation period. Pertinent
information for the three stress relaxation experiments is given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Characteristics of the Stress Relaxation Experiments.
Pin Crack tip Crack K, applied Relaxation
Test displacement temperature length (mm) (Wan) time (min)
rate (gmlsec) (0 C)
11 2.0 919 73.19 2.39 12
12 0.4 750 68.22 3.07 30
13 0.3 661 63.81 2.52 60
14* 0.05 635 - - -
* Test 14 was halted upon the realization that the crack tip was undergoing creep relax-
ation, and that cleavage would not occur. This sample was cooled to room temperature and
fractured, with a stress intensity of 2.2MPa$n required for fracture.
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Chapter 4
Characterization of Crack Arrest Phe-
nomena
This chapter discusses the fundamental crack arrest experimental results. Dislocation
structures formed as a result of the propagation and arrest of cleavage cracks are examined
in detail, first by dislocation etch pit observations, followed by x-ray topographic imaging
of dislocation trails. An estimate of the activation energy for the fracture transition is
made, keeping in mind that actual crack velocities prior to an arrest were unknown. Static
stress relaxation results are discussed in Chapter 5, while further discussions of the frac-
ture transition and modes of crack tip crystal plasticity available to cleavage cracks are
reserved for Chapter 6.
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4.1 Dislocation Etch Pit Observations
4.1.1 Crack arrest etch pit observations
Dislocation etch pit observations were made on fracture surfaces as well as on bulk
(001) plane surfaces exposed by sectioning the DCB specimens along their median planes.
Substantial dislocation activity was revealed by the etch pitting only in regions adjacent to
arrested crack fronts. Minor dislocation activity, however, was observed along the initial
crack fronts, i.e. at the location of the crack tips immediately prior to the start of the con-
stant rate pin displacement ramp at high temperature. This plasticity developed during the
displacement ramps, but was insufficient to shield the crack tips completely and initiate
fracture transitions. With increasing crack opening displacements the crack tips broke
free.
Arrested crack fronts were smoothly curved and symmetric across the thickness of the
DCB samples, with the crack front edges along the side grooves leading the central region
due to the additional elevation of local stress imposed there by the side grooves them-
selves. The pit structures along arrested crack fronts were uniform as shown in Figure 4.1
with the exception of regions of 150[tm thickness, bordering the side grooves. Here there
was an enhanced dislocation etch pit density, both ahead of and behind the crack front as
shown in Figure 4.2.
Ahead of the central regions of the arrested crack fronts dislocation etch pits were rel-
atively sparse compared with the densities found on the flanks of the arrested cracks.
Along the crack flanks etch pits lay along one of two sets of well defined lines as Figures
4.3 and 4.4 show. These etch pit rows extended back behind the arrested crack fronts,
some as far as 40hm. The rows of etch pits made angles of 350 with the arrested crack
fronts and had included angles of 1100. Thus, these rows were parallel with the lines of
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Figure 4.1: Secco etched fracture surface of sample 4, showing the central portion of the
arrested crack front.
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Figure 4.2: Secco etched fracture surface of sample 4, along the edge of the fracture plane
at the arrested crack front. An increased dislocation pit density was seen both ahead of and
behind the final arrested crack front.
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Figure 4.3: Fracture surface of experiment 4. Dislocation etch pits on the crack flank were
seen to lie along well defined lines, while ahead of the arrested crack front relatively few
dislocation etch pits were observable.
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Figure 4.4: Fracture surface of sample 4, showing the well defined V shaped segments
along the arrested crack front. Locations of likely sites of heterogeneity are indicated
with an S.
Figure 4.5: Fracture surface of sample 5. Oxide particles were seen on the surface behind
the arrested crack front, although the dislocation etch pits did not appear to interact with
them. Furthermore, no oxide particles were seen forward of the arrested crack front on the
fracture surface, which was not exposed at high temperatures.
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intersection between the crack plane and the vertical slip planes of the y crack-tip-slip-
system orientation (Figure 3.6), indicating that the dislocations associated with these etch
pits must have laid on these vertical slip planes. Therefore, the rows of etch pits identified
individual slip planes activated during the crack arrest event. Once activated a dislocation
source on such a plane was able to emit multiple dislocations, as evidenced by multiple
etch pits on the same slip plane. No dislocation activity was observed on the oblique slip
planes (Figure 3.6). If present, such activity would have manifested itself as etch pit rows
parallel to the crack growth direction.
Along the arrested crack front itself, the etch pits, formed due to dislocations lying on
activated (Iii) and (iii) vertical slip planes, produced well-defined V shaped segments
(Figure 4.4). At the intersection of these activated slip planes effective dislocation sources
must have operated, capable of emitting dislocations simultaneously onto both slip planes.
Not all etch pit lines originated from such intersections, however, indicating that pairing of
sources was not a universal occurrence. This could have been the result of a specific ledge
structure along the crack front forming only one type of source. The dislocation sources
activated had an average spacing of 5pm along the arrested crack front. Images of other
arrested crack fronts (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) showed similar results, though the V shaped
character of the etch pit arrangements, while present, was less prevalent. Nonetheless,
there appeared to be ample dislocation sources along the crack front (Figure 4.6). Oxide
particles were also seen on the fracture surfaces of sample 5 shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
These surface oxide particles as well as oxide precipitation in the bulk are discussed in
Section 4.2.
Close inspection of Figure 4.4 revealed that the dislocation etch pits were not all sym-
metric. The two-fold symmetry of the (110) plane dictated that the etch pits should have
similar two-fold symmetry as well, resulting the diamond shape of most dislocation etch
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pits. Etch pit geometries lacking this symmetry indicated that the dislocation lines respon-
sible for their formation intersected the crystal surface at an angle other than 900. A line
drawn from the symmetry axis of the pit towards its deepest point traces the direction of
the subsurface dislocation line (AMELINCKX 1956, GILMAN et al. 1958b). Thus, some etch
pits were found with dislocation lines tracing back to the arrested crack front, while others
had lines traveling away from the front.
Dislocation etch pits were also observed along the fracture surfaces well behind the
arrested crack fronts. While the overall density of etch pits in these regions was quite low,
those that were observed were often found in pairs as shown in Figure 4.7, which was
taken 5mm behind the arrested crack front of sample 4. The temperature in this region was
8750 C at the time of crack growth, 160C lower than the final fracture transition tempera-
ture of 891 OC. A line connecting this pair (as well as similar other pairs) made an angle of
550 with the crack growth direction. Such an arrangement implied that these dislocation
etch pits marked the surface intersections of a dislocation half loop lying underneath the
surface on a vertical slip plane of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation (Figure 3.6).
Such half loops must have formed when the crack tip moved through these positions, oth-
erwise no shear stresses existed to nucleate them. However, due to insufficient mobility
and an unfavorable orientation for expansion with the crack tip (one end of the half loop
would have had to translate along the crack front direction in addition to extending for-
ward with the crack front, while the crack propagated), they were left behind. Examination
of Figure 4.4 also offered evidence of dislocation nucleation from propagating crack tips,
which subsequently left the nucleated loops behind. Asymmetric dislocation etch pit pairs
were observed on the fracture surface near, but behind the final arrested crack front, sug-
gesting the presence of small dislocation half loops on vertical slip planes. These pairs lay
immediately next to one another, with their asymmetries indicating that a single
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Figure 4.6: Magnified image of the etched fracture surface of sample 5. Note that while
the lines of dislocation etch pits were parallel to the vertical slip planes, the arrested crack
front did not have the well defined V shaped arrangement of the etch pits seen on sample
4.
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Figure 4.7: Fracture surface of sample 4, 5mm behind the arrested crack front. The dislo-
cation etch pit pair marked the surface intersections of a crack tip nucleated dislocation
half loop laying on a vertical slip plane.
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Figure 4.8: A side groove surface adjacent to the arrested crack front of sample 4. This
image lay just to the right of Figure 4.2, and showed oblique slip plane activity evidenced
by the etch pits aligned parallel to the crack growth direction. Also note the undercutting
that occurred during the reinitiation of cleavage fracture at room temperature seen in the
upper left hand corner of the image.
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Figure 4.9: Images of sample 4, on the fracture as well as on a sectioned (001) plane.
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sub-surface dislocation line connected the two etch pits. These inferred dislocation lines
made angles of 550 to the crack growth direction, suggesting that they laid on vertical slip
planes. These dislocation half loops must also have been nucleated before the final arrest
of the crack, but been left behind. This emphasizes the importance of dislocation mobility
with regard to the brittle to ductile transition. Even slightly before the final arrest of the
crack, dislocation nucleation was possible, but expansion and multiplication of these loops
was not. Thus rather than develop a crack-tip-shielding plastic zone, the dislocation loops
were left behind, due to insufficient mobility. Therefore, while dislocation nucleation is a
necessary condition for a fracture transition in silicon, it is certainly not sufficient.
These observations of dislocation emission from propagating cleavage cracks were
similar to the observations of GILMAN et al. (1958a) and BuRNs and WEBB (1966, 1970b)
in LiF. These authors reported the formation dislocation half loops on oblique slip planes
that expanded with one end attached to propagating crack tips. Here, in silicon, evidence
was observed of dislocation nucleation from propagating crack tips, albeit onto vertical
slip planes as opposed to oblique slip planes.
Inspection of fracture surface regions bordering the free surfaces of the side grooves
revealed an increase in dislocation etch pit density (Figure 4.2) in agreement with expecta-
tions (GEORGE and MICHOT 1993, XU et al. 1997). Here, despite the side grooves the
plane strain stress, o, was radically reduced due to the proximity of the free surfaces.
This substantially increased the resolved shear stress acting on the oblique slip planes in
these regions, assisting dislocation nucleation onto such slip planes (XU et al. 1997). The
relaxation of the plane strain stress also altered the resolved shear stresses acting on the
vertical slip planes. These resolved shear stresses are quantitatively discussed in Section
5.1. Small levels of oblique slip plane activity were found, not on the fracture surface
itself, but on the free surfaces of the side grooves adjacent to the crack front (Figure 4.8).
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While these dislocation half loops must have originated with the crack tip, indicating that
such nucleation was possible, the limited amount of this activity would have been unable
to shield the entire crack front completely and, therefore, was not chiefly responsible for
the eventual fracture transition.
On interior (001) planes perpendicular to the fracture surface and parallel to the crack
growth direction, etch pits were again principally found only near the arrested crack front
(Figure 4.9). The vertical alignment of the etch pits on these sections clearly indicated that
primary dislocation activity occurred on vertical slip planes. Some oblique slip plane dis-
location activity was revealed by the arrangement of etch pits parallel to the crack growth
direction, though this cross section of the crack front was well removed from the free sur-
faces of the side grooves. The observation of rows of dislocation etch pits behind the
arrested crack front does not necessarily imply that the dislocations responsible for these
pits nucleated prior to the final arrest of the crack. Instead, since the vertical slip planes
were inclined to the crack front direction, they could have developed from the arrested
crack front and subsequently expanded on their slip planes back behind the crack. These
activated slip planes were then cut by the EDM sectioning of the crystal. Etch pits were
also observed ahead of the arrested crack front, below the crack plane.
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Figure 4.10: Bulk (001) plane of sample 4, produced by EDM sectioning. Long rows of
etch pits extending perpendicular to the fracture surface were identified. The correspond-
ing dislocations must have been on vertical slip planes.
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4.1.2 Nucleation sites
The etch pit observations pointed toward the presence of sufficient sites for dislocation
nucleation along arrested crack fronts, with an average spacing of 5km. Thus, at the transi-
tion temperature the nucleation events that occurred at sites along the crack fronts were
certainly heterogeneous, but relatively frequent. Such an observation contrasts with the
reported nucleation source spacings of SAMUELS and ROBERTS (1989) and GEORGE and
MICHOT (1993) where the plastic zones around crack tips developed from only a few sites
along the entire crack front. Of course, those experiments were of either a constant crack
tip loading rate or a stress relaxation nature. Moreover, in the experiments of SAMUELS
and ROBERTS (1989) the crack fronts were semi-circular rather than being straight, hence
the crack tip slip system orientations only approximated either the a or 0 orientations
(Figure 3.5) at four specific sites along the crack front. During the experiments of SAM-
UELS and ROBERTS (1989) and GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) the stationary crack tips had
the opportunity to develop crack-tip-shielding plastic zones during the loading time peri-
ods. Therefore, a plastic zone fully shielding the crack tip could have developed from only
a few specific sites. On the other hand, shielding a moving crack tip fully is considerably
more demanding than shielding a stationary crack tip. In the latter case fewer nucleation
sources will have time to spread dislocations laterally along the crack front. For a moving
crack, which can leave behind some nucleation sources and their emitted dislocations, a
larger source density is required along the crack front to spread dislocations along the
crack front in the shorter period of time available.
To attempt to determine the character of the dislocation nucleation sites, recourse was
made to unetched fracture surface halves. Close inspection of the crack fronts revealed the
presence of periodically arranged sharp ledges showing high contrast in the SEM. Exam-
ples are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. The corresponding etched surface was shown in
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6. These ledges resulted from the interaction of the reinitiated room tem-
perature cleavage crack with both dislocations previously emitted by the crack tip at high
temperature as well as the surface material created as a result of crack tip blunting. A num-
ber of ledges had a V shaped character similar to those of the dislocation etch pits, indicat-
ing that arrested crack fronts were composed of cusps of vertical plane segments exposed
during crack tip blunting. This blunting would have occurred as a result of the repeated
nucleation of dislocations from effective sites along the arrested crack fronts. An example
of a V shaped ledge is shown in Figure 4.12, which had an included angle of 1050. Most
ledges, however, had a specific skewed orientation toward one side. Such steps could
result from the intersection of a cleavage crack with screw dislocations (Figure 4.14)
(HULL 1997). A set of parallel screw dislocations could result in a set of parallel cleavage
ledges, however, not all of the emitted dislocations were likely to be of the same sense (see
Section 6.2). Therefore, these surface steps should be inclined in both directions if they
were purely the result of the reinitiated cleavage crack intersecting emitted screw disloca-
tions. In a more likely scenario a slight tilt in the mode I loading axis away from the crack
plane normal, resulted in a preferential re-initiation of cleavage fracture along one parallel
set of vertical slip plane cusps comprising the now blunted arrested crack front. The
remaining set of cusps survive the reinitiation of fracture and exhibit contrast in the SEM.
A schematic diagram of this process is shown in Figure 4.14. The average spacing of these
ledges correlated well with the average spacing of nucleation sites as determined from the
dislocation etch pit observations (about 2 im per ledge in sample 5).
Another possibility to be considered is the formation of fracture surface steps upon the
reinitiation of fracture (LAWN 1993). The crack may have reinitiated at slightly different
levels at different locations along the length of the crack front, producing steps and regions
of undercutting where neighboring crack planes met. This could have left the actual arrest
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Figure 4.11: Unetched fracture surface of sample 5, opposite to that of Figure 4.5. Oxide
particles appeared on the fracture surface exposed at high temperature, but not on the sur-
face exposed at room temperature, subsequent to the arrest of the cleavage crack. Note the
high contrast of the ledges along the arrested crack front.
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Figure 4.12: Unetched fracture surface of sample 5, showing in detail the ledges along the
arrested crack front. This image is a magnified view of Figure 4.11.
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tip unexposed to observation in some locations. Such undercutting is clearly noticeable by
obvious sharp steps along the crack front and was not observed in Figures 4.11 or 4.12.
Evidence of undercutting was seen elsewhere. An example is shown in Figure 4.8. Finally,
oxide particles frequently appeared on the fracture surfaces of some samples, as shown in
Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Oxide precipitation is discussed in more detail in the following
Section.
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Figure 4.13: A schematic diagram showing the creation of a fracture surface step when a
cleavage crack intersects a screw dislocation. The direction of the step will be determined
by the sense of the screw dislocation.
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Figure 4.14: A schematic diagram showing how fracture surface steps could be created as
a result of the re-initiation of cleavage along the blunted crack front. Fracture initiates on
one set of vertical slip plane cusps, due to a slight tilt in the loading axis relative to that of
the high-temperature crack extension event. This would leave the other set of vertical slip
plane cusps intact.
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4.2 Oxide precipitation
As referred to above, Figures 4.5, 4.11 and 4.12 revealed the presence of oxide particles on
some of the fracture surfaces of the crack arrest samples. Etching of bulk (001) surfaces
exposed by sectioning the crystals perpendicular to the crack plane, but parallel to the
crack growth direction, further revealed that oxide precipitation occurred in the bulk as
well. During high temperature anneals, such as the high temperature ramp of a cleavage
crack arrest experiment, the precipitation of oxide particles in silicon, grown by the Czo-
chralski method, is commonly observed (see BENDER and VANHELLEMONT 1994 for a
review). Typically, subsequent to a rapid thermal annealing at high temperatures three
oxide precipitate shapes have been reported. At annealing temperatures between 6500 C
and 7500 C rod-shaped precipitates are observed, aligned with (110) directions. Disloca-
tion dipoles are often associated with these rod-like defects (TEMPELHOFF et al. 1977).
The rods have a cross sectional area of approximately 6nm 2 and can be from lonm to sev-
eral microns in length. Above 7500 C plate-like precipitates are commonly observed. These
precipitates have a {ool } habit plane and edges parallel to (110). The plate precipitates
can be up to a square micron in area, with a thickness of 4nm. These can punch out multi-
ple extrinsic prismatic dislocation loops, with a loop axis parallel to (110) directions (TAN
and TICE 1976) or can nucleate stacking faults (WADA et al. 1979). These structures tend
to stabilize the plate-like precipitate form against a transformation to octahedral forms at
temperatures above 950 C. Octahedral shaped precipitates have diameters between 15nm
and 25nm , while their three dimensional shape has been verified by TEM imaging using
several different diffraction images. The smaller octahedral precipitates have { 111 } facets
but are truncated at the corners with {001} facets. The larger precipitates are regular octa-
hedrons (BENDER 1984).
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Figure 4.15: Small pits, likely the result of small oxide precipitates, on a (001) surface
produced by EDM sectioning.
Precipitate etch pit Dislocation etch pit
Figure 4.16: Highly magnified images of an etch pit likely produced by the etching of
rod like precipitates as well as an etch pit produced by a dislocation.
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Subsequent to etching polished (001) surfaces, produced by EDM sectioning, several
defect types were observed, which could be related to the reported precipitate forms, dis-
cussed above. Different defect types were found in different regions of the sample. Since
the samples were placed in a temperature gradient, a direct correlation existed between the
defect type and the temperature of that region of the (001) surface. In sample regions
where the temperature did not exceed 7500 C no defects were revealed by the dislocation
etch. The polished surfaces remained smooth. In regions of the sample where the tempera-
ture exceeded this value, however, small pits were observed. These are shown in Figure
4.15. These pits varied in size, had a rounded bowl shape and were shallow. Dislocation
etch pits, on the other hand, were generally larger, of more uniform size and had a deep
faceted shape. Highly magnified views of these pit shapes are shown in Figure 4.16. The
small shallow pits most likely resulted from the etching out of small rod-shaped precipi-
tates.
In regions of the samples exposed to temperatures exceeding 8000 C crosses were
observed, parallel to [110] directions. An example of such a defect type is shown in Figure
4.17. These could be 400gm long and likely resulted from the etching of dislocation loops
punched out from plate-like precipitates. The [110] alignment of the cross matches the
loop axis of the dislocation loops punched out by the plate-like precipitates. Similarly, in
regions of the samples exposed to temperatures exceeding 925 C stacking faults were
observed. An example of an etched stacking fault is shown in Figure 4.18 though several
can be seen in Figure 4.17 as well. The partial dislocations bounding the edges of the
stacking fault etch wider than the stacking fault itself. If the defect had been a full disloca-
tion loop, only two etch pits would have been observed. These stacking faults were
expected to have nucleated at plate-like oxide precipitates.
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Finally, also in regions exposed to temperatures exceeding 800 C additional long lin-
ear defects parallel to [001] directions were observed. An example is shown in Figure
4.19. These defect types are not well explained by the precipitates commonly reported to
exist in silicon subsequent to high temperature anneals.
Oxide precipitate densities vary widely between different regions of a given silicon
wafer and in different wafers cut from the same silicon crystal boule (HU 1981). Differ-
ences in thermal histories and compositional gradients across the single crystal boule dur-
ing growth and subsequent cooling are likely to be responsible for these variations.
Therefore, it is no surprise that different crack arrest samples exhibited differences in
oxide precipitation. No oxide particles were observed on the fracture surfaces of crack
arrest samples 1 and 4, while such particles were observed on the fracture surfaces of sam-
ples 2, 3 and 5. Dislocation etching of the (001) section of sample 4 revealed only small
pits, none of the larger defect structures were observed. In sample 3, near the arrested
crack front small pits, related to oxide precipitates were observed on an (001) section,
while crosses, stacking faults and lines parallel with (001) directions were observed in
regions exposed to higher temperatures. The static stress relaxation samples 11, 12 and 13,
exhibited all etch defect types. In the case of sample 13, however, all forms including the
shallow pits were seen only in regions exposed to temperatures greater than that of the
crack tip. In samples 11 and 12 small etch pits were seen at temperatures below and above
those of the arrested crack tips, though the stacking faults, crosses and (100) aligned line
defects were seen only in regions of higher temperature than those related to the crack tips.
Therefore, in all cases, only precipitate forms that resulted in small shallow pits upon dis-
location etching were observed near arrested crack fronts. The densities of these pits was
as high as 1.3x10 10 m-2. This converts to a mean spacing of 8.7pm/precipitate along crack
fronts. This pit density was two orders of magnitude above what is typically reported in
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Figure 4.17: Image of a cross type defect structure. This likely resulted from the etching
of dislocation loops punched out by a plate-like precipitate.
Figure 4.18: Image of an etched stacking fault. The rounded ends resulted from the bound-
ing partial dislocations, while the connecting aegment is a result of the stacking fault itself.
Had the defect been a full dislocation loop the latter segment would not have etched.
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the literature (BENDER and VANHELLEMONT 1994) and most likely resulted from the
unique nature of the high temperature anneal of the crack arrest experiments. By continu-
ously raising the temperature at a slow rate the oxide precipitate radii may have been able
to keep up with the radii of a critical precipitate nuclei. Initially quite small, the radii of a
critical precipitate nuclei increases with temperature. With the diffusion of additional oxy-
gen to the precipitates their size may be able to keep up with the size of a critical nuclei,
preventing their dissolution. This could result in increased precipitate densities.
The possibility needs examining that these precipitates could serve as dislocation
nucleation sites activated by crack tip shear stresses, as opposed to the crack surface
ledges along the crack front itself. To answer this question it would be necessary to deter-
mine the misfit strains that develop around a particle and the resulting shear stresses pro-
duced by these strains. The reinforcing effect of the crack tip stresses on the shear stresses
around precipitates could then be analyzed. Finally, this must be weighed against the prob-
ability of finding particles at suitable positions along the crack tip, in comparison with
finding equally effective crack tip ledges. A first step in this direction is to note that shear
stresses are sharply concentrated only at the ends of rod shaped misfitting particles
(ARGON 1976). Thus, the correct probability involves finding not only a particle near the
crack tip, but finding it with the optimum orientation for dislocation nucleation. Observa-
tions did not show this to be a likely possibility in comparison with dislocation nucleation
from crack tip ledges.
Furthermore, while oxide particles could be seen on several fracture surfaces (Figures
4.6, 4.11 and 4.12), the etch pit patterns on these surfaces showed little correlation with
their presence (Figure 4.6). Etch pits did not significantly aggregate around these particles,
nor did they avoid them - implying that they had little effect upon the crack arrest event.
Provided these fracture surface oxide particles were present before the arrival of the crack
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they could have resulted in crack trapping in a way studied recently by MOWER and
ARGON (1994). There were no fracture surface markings suggesting that crack trapping
occurred. Moreover, there were no similar oxide particles on any of the fracture surfaces
subsequently exposed at room temperature, despite the higher temperatures of these
regions. This leaves open the possibility that these oxide particles, observed only on the
fracture surfaces created at high temperatures, developed after the crack was formed,
nucleating on fracture surface ledges expected to be present there. In this case the fracture
surface oxide particles were of little consequence.
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Figure 4.19: An image of a long defect parallel to [100]. The origin of this defect type is
not well explained.
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4.3 X-ray Diffraction Topography
X-ray diffraction topography supports the understanding gained from the etch pit exami-
nations. A brief review of the x-ray topographic method is given in Appendix B. Details
concerning all of the topographic images taken can also be found there. Topographs of the
DCB samples were taken of several sets of diffracting planes which included symmetric
(220), asymmetric (333), (331) and (620) surface reflections, involving a surface layer of
material several microns thick, as well as symmetric (220) and (220) transmission diffrac-
tion images. Several images were usually taken of each diffraction at different positions
along the rocking curve of the diffraction. The (333) asymmetric surface diffractions were
the most informative, due to an optimal penetration depth and dislocation image width.
The images discussed in this section are all (333) asymmetric surface diffractions. Trans-
mission diffractions imaged the plastic zone through the entire thickness of the sample,
with the result that the entire plastic zone was projected onto a single plane. Therefore, no
individual dislocations were resolvable in the transmission diffraction topographs. Figure
4.20 shows a schematic diagram of the Berg-Barrett imaging arrangement. Due to the
large area of the incident monochromatic x-ray beam provide of the NIST beamline at the
National Synchrotron Light Source, no sample translation was required to image the entire
sample. The silicon crystals were positioned at the Bragg angle with respect to the inci-
dent x-ray beam. To record topographs onto Ilford L-4 photographic plates, the plates
were positioned at an angle of 2 0 B to the incident x-ray beam, intersecting the diffracted
x-ray beam. The emulsion on these plates had a thickness of 10jim, and a silver halide
grain size of less than 0.25pm. The plates were positioned parallel with the specimen sur-
faces, producing full scale images. Resolution was maintained by the thin emulsion thick-
ness. While the resolution might have been enhanced by placing the plate perpendicular to
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Figure 4.20: Diagram of the experimental setup used for Berg-Barrett x-ray topography.
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the incident diffracted beam, the image would have been somewhat reduced. This would
have required enlargement to obtain a full scale image, canceling the slight resolution
improvement possible with such a plate orientation. Exposure times varied from several
seconds for the surface reflections upwards to several minutes for the transmission diffrac-
tions.
In topographic images taken in the Berg-Barrett mode (NEWKIRK 1959), crystal
defects appear as dark regions exhibiting increased contrast on the photographic plates,
referred to as negatives. All images of the plates reported here are printed as negatives.
Each recorded image encompassed the entire surface area of the sample under study.
Therefore, the different enlargements of a particular sample were simply taken from dif-
ferent regions of the same topographic plate. Of importance for surface diffraction is the
penetration depth (BATTERMAN and COLE 1964), which for the (333) reflections imaged
here was 0.92pm (See equation (B.3)). Only this surface layer affected the topographic
image. A contrast extinction analysis (LANG 1973) revealed that the only dislocations not
exhibiting contrast for the (333) surface diffraction were perfect screws lying on oblique
(111) slip planes (Figure 3.6). Similar screw dislocations on symmetrically positioned
(III) oblique slip planes, however, would exhibit good extinction contrast. Furthermore,
any screw dislocations on the (111) slip planes would have appeared in all of the other
recorded diffraction topographs. The width of dislocations on the vertical slip planes (Fig-
ure 3.6) was calculated to be approximately 3.6 m for the mixed 600 dislocations and
approximately 6.7ptm for the screw dislocations with Burgers vectors parallel to [110] (See
equation (B.2)).
Topographic images were taken of unetched fracture surfaces of crack arrest samples
1, 4 and 5. Images of samples 4 and 5 showed, on the crack flanks, dislocation activity
only on vertical slip planes (Figures 4.21 and 4.22). (Due to the etch pit results, no disloca-
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tions were expected to be present on the oblique slip planes and none were observed in the
topographic images.) Dislocations were seen in V shaped patterns similar to those of the
dislocation etch pits. With an included angle between different sets of dislocation trails of
1100 these dislocations were located on the vertical (I 11) and (I ii) slip planes. Ahead of
the arrested crack front, unlike with the etch pit results, extensive dislocation activity was
discerned (Figures 4.23 and 4.24). The etch pit observations did not reveal the presence of
these dislocations, indicating that they must not have intersected the fracture. surface.
Instead, the dislocations observed in the topographs must have bowed out ahead of and
below the crack tip. Evidence of this was seen in the etch pits inclined to the arrested crack
fronts shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The well developed nature of the plastic zone ahead
of the crack tip makes a determination of the individual dislocations a formidable task.
Both samples 4 and 5 exhibited similar behavior ahead of the arrested crack fronts despite
noticeable differences in the development of the plastic zones behind the arrested fronts.
The region directly adjacent to the arrested crack fronts appeared as light bands on the
darker background of the topographic plates. Within this region, the dislocation density
must have been very high, inhibiting coherent Bragg diffraction, which resulted in a low
diffracted intensity and the light contrast on the photographic plates. The etching of (001)
sections perpendicular to the crack plane supported this conclusion. Figures 4.9 and 4.10
show that extensive plasticity developed perpendicular to the crack plane at the arrested
crack front. Furthermore, since the dislocations within the plastic zones of the arrested
crack fronts originated with the crack tip and remain connected to the tip, the region
directly surrounding the crack front should have the highest dislocation density. Then, as
one moves away from the crack tip, the dislocation density rapidly decreased, enabling
better defined Bragg diffraction and allowed for the resolution of individual dislocations.
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Crack growth
direction
Arrested crack front
Figure 4.21: Enlargements of a (333) Berg-Barrett topograph of sample 4 (from different
regions of the same photographic plate). Upper image shows the region just behind the
arrested crack front while the lower image shows the region just ahead of the arrested
crack front.
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Figure 4.22: (333) Berg-Barrett topograph of sample 5, showing the arested crack front.
Though this sample was loaded by the same applied pin displacement rate as sample 4, the
crack-tip plastic zone was less well developed.
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Arrested crack front
Figure 4.23: (333) Berg-Barrett topograph, showing details of dislocation structures
ahead of the arrested crack front of sample 4. This image is an enlargement of the lower
image of Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.24: (333) Berg-Barrett topograph detailing the dislocation structures ahead of
the arrested crack front of sample 5. This image is an enlargement of Figure 4.22.
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Close inspection of the dislocations appearing on the crack flanks shown in Figures
4.25 and 4.26 revealed further information on the character of the crack tip nucleated dis-
locations. Individual dislocation trails often appeared as lines of double contrast. These
should not be interpreted as dislocation dipoles nor as the partials of dissociated disloca-
tions (LANG 1973, AUTHIER 1978). To understand the contrast patterns of dislocations,
more detailed considerations of the displacement field of a screw dislocation is instructive.
For a straight screw dislocation, lattice twist about the dislocation line resulting from sim-
ple shear induced lattice plane rotations is given by b2 ra , where r and 0 have their usual
meanings in polar coordinates and b is the Burgers vector of the dislocation. Contours of
equal lattice twist make figure-eights about the dislocation line (Figure 4.27). An edge dis-
location will have similar elliptical contours. As discussed in Appendix B, the intensity of
the diffracted beam is proportional to the distance traveled by the beam through strained
material. Therefore, the intensity of the diffracted rays penetrating the lobes of lattice twist
about the dislocation line are enhanced with respect to the diffracted rays penetrating the
dislocation line itself. This generates the double contrast images observed in Figures 4.25
and 4.26. However, as the diffracted beam travels further from the dislocation, the beam
spreads out in a fan with an included angle of 20 B. The two regions of enhanced contrast
will quickly flood the low intensity central region, resulting in a more uniform diffracted
intensity and similarly more uniform contrast on the topographic plate. Therefore, only for
dislocation lines lying close to the x-ray exit surface will this double lobed contrast image
be observed. Moreover, this is most prevalent for diffractions yielding large dislocation
image widths (See Appendix B).
If the dislocation line intersects the surface of the crystal, figure-eight contours of lat-
tice plane twist are also present. However, one lobe will result in enhanced diffracted
intensity while the other will reduce the diffracted intensity with respect to the background
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(discussed in detail in Appendix B). This creates an image of neighboring bright and dark
spots on the topographic plate. Examples of this can be seen in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. Due
to the relatively dark background on these plates, this bi-lobed contrast is not universally
seen, but is often the case. In all cases, however, at least one lobe is visible, indicating a
surface intersection. Finally, when dislocations reached depths below the exit surface
greater than the penetration depth (here 0.92?Im) the image was lost.
With these considerations an interpretation of the topographic images of Figures 4.25
and 4.26 proceeded as follows. Dislocation trails were often observed slanting from points
of intersection with the fracture surface into the interior, since the intensity of their images
decreased and were ultimately lost when the trails moved to depths greater than the pene-
tration depth. Usually, these dislocation trails were observed to be extending away from
the crack tip. The observed ends of dislocation lines intersecting the fracture surface must
have pulled away from the crack tip, and traveled along the slip plane, back behind the
crack front, as the loop expanded, shown schematically in Figure 4.28. Similarly, disloca-
tion trails could also be seen emanating from the crack tip region. Since the images of
these dislocations were lost without evidence of a surface intersection these trails were
expanding down into the interior of the sample. When their depths exceeded the penetra-
tion depth, their images were lost. Several instances could also be seen where a surface
intersection was imaged without a trailing dislocation line segment. The dislocation lines
associated with these surface intersections were normal to the surface, at least through the
thickness of the surface layer involved in the formation of the Berg-Barrett topograph.
Most likely the dislocation line turned away from the crack tip at depths beyond the pene-
tration depth, similar to the cases considered above. Instances were also observed where
dislocation lines extended from a surface intersection toward the crack tip just below the
fracture surface. These dislocation loops were likely nucleated before the crack arrested
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and expanded with one end attached to the propagating crack tip as discussed in Section
4.1 and shown in Figure 4.7 - except that here, the loops were not left behind by the prop-
agating crack tip.
Careful observation of Figures 4.25 and 4.26 indicated that dislocation activity
appeared to be favored on only one set of vertical slip planes in large regions of the crack
front, at the exclusion of the complementary set. Further, in the two cases shown, opposite
planes were favored. This was most likely the result of a slight sample misalignment lead-
ing to asymmetric loading of the vertical slip planes. Either deviations from the ideal y
crack-tip-slip-system crystallographic orientation of the DCB sample (Figure 3.5) and or
misalignment of the mode I loading axis could have been responsible for this lack of sym-
metry. There was no diffraction contrast condition emphasizing contrast on one set of ver-
tical slip planes over the other.
Examination of dislocation structures in a sample that had undergone static stress
relaxation subsequent to crack arrest extended these observations. Berg-Barrett images of
sample 1 showed only vertical slip plane dislocation activity, both along the crack flank
and ahead of the crack front (Figure 4.29). Since this material was initially dislocation free
and the crack tip served as the only dislocation source, all dislocation segments were topo-
logically connected to the crack tip, with the exception of dislocation loops nucleated by
the propagating crack tip, but left behind as a result of continued crack propagation. In
principle, therefore, it was possible to have traversed from any dislocation segment in the
plastic zone along that dislocation line, possibly through several steps of double cross slip
excursions, to the crack tip. Nucleating additional dislocation segments, with different
Burgers vectors, from existing segments should have been nearly as difficult as nucleating
fresh dislocations with that new Burgers vector at the crack tip. Thus, all plasticity in the
material developed from only those dislocations nucleated by the crack tip itself. Exten-
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sive plasticity would be accommodated by extensive multiplication of these crack-tip
nucleated dislocations. In this case the nucleated dislocations were principally on vertical
slip planes. Continued loading expanded these dislocation lines by multiplication, involv-
ing multiple cross slip, but was unable to activate additional slip systems with different
Burgers vectors.
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Figure 4.25: (333) Berg-Barrett topographic images of dislocation structures along the
crack flanks of sample 4. Individual dislocation trails exhibited well defined double con-
trast. Surface intersections appear as bright and dark spots relative to the background.
These images are both enlargements of the upper image of Figure 4.21.
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Dislocation trails originating
with the arrested crack front
moving into the bulk on vertical
slip planes
Figure 4.26: (333) Berg-Barrett topograph showing the region immediately behind the
arrested crack front of sample 5. This image is an enlargement of Figure 4.22
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Figure 4.27: Schematic diagram showing the origins of the double contrast images of dis-
locations near an x-ray exit surface.
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Figure 4.29: Enlagements of a (333) Berg-Barrett topograph of sample 1, showing exten-
sive slip activity on the vertical slip planes. The region behind the arrested crack front is
shown in a) while the region ahead of the arrested crack front is shown in b).
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4.4 Activated Slip Systems
Clearly, both the etch pit and x-ray topographic results indicated that primary slip
activity occurred on the vertical slip planes of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation (Fig-
ure 3.5). As discussed in Section 3.2 there were two alternative slip systems sharing the
vertical slip planes in the y orientation. There was the possibility of slip resulting from
screw dislocations with Burgers vectors parallel to the [110] direction, perpendicular to
the crack plane. Alternatively, slip could have arisen from 600 mixed dislocations with
Burgers vectors parallel to either [011] or [10 1 on ( 11) slip planes, or either [011] or
[10 1 on (III) slip planes. Utilizing the notation of the Thompson tetrahedron, these 60
dislocations could have had Burgers vectors AC or AD on (b) or similarly BC or BD on
(a). Recognizing that plastic deformation could only have been accommodated with dislo-
cations nucleated at the crack tip, the former [110] type screw dislocations should have
been preferred for four reasons. First, these dislocations would have been nucleated as
screw dislocations, with lower line energy than the remaining 600 dislocations, which
have substantial edge character. Second, nucleation of the latter would have required the
creation of a surface ledge, with a substantial concomitant energy cost (Xu et al. 1997)
making nucleation unlikely. Nucleation of the screw dislocations would not have involved
such surface production. Third, screw dislocations were likely to have nucleated at crack
ledges, which are potent nucleation sites (ZHOU and THOMSON 1991, XU et al. 1997).
Fourth, the peak resolved shear stress on the vertical slip planes acting parallel to the [110]
direction was 27% greater than that acting on the mixed 600 dislocations. This was easily
seen by inspecting the resolved shear stresses activating the available slip systems in the y
crack tip slip system orientation.
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Following HOENIG (1982), the crack tip stress field was evaluated utilizing the aniso-
tropic elastic compliances. The crack tip stress components were written in the form:
K1
= Re{f 11 (O, gi, p2)1 (4.1)
where i and j vary from 1 to 3, with 1 parallel to the crack growth direction, 2 parallel to
the crack plane normal, 3 parallel to the crack front direction, r and 0 have their usual
meanings, and g,, p2 are complex roots of a polynomial of the elastic compliances, such
that Im(g.) > 0, x = 1, 2. For the y crack tip slip system orientation (Figure 3.5:) used here
this polynomial is given by:
0 = I (S] + S12) + S44 xj4 +(3S -SI2-2S4)x 2 + I(S ,+S 1 2 )+S44, (4.2)
with the result that j = 0.7603 + 0.7079i and pL2 = -0.7063 + 0.7079i. The angular terms, fj,
for the three in plane components of the crack tip stress field were given by the following
expressions:
f ~ 29 ttl t12
(92 - 1)JCos09, sin b (p2 -91),fC0 + p2sin )
f22 _ 92 1( K2 - 41) cos09+ psinOa(pi2-g 1) cs +psi
_ 2 41 2 _ 142
4 = K2-II) cos0+ isin0 (t 2 -I) cos0+pi2 sin0)
Through equation (4.1) these angular terms define the in-plane crack tip stresses. For the
case of a plane strain crack tip field, considered here, there is the additional plane strain
stress, C33, which is given by
Si2
This plane strain stress field was then resolved onto the possible slip systems yielding
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equations of the form
K1
anm = Re{g,(@p, V, p1, 92)1, (4.4)
where n is the slip plane normal, m is the slip direction (parallel to the Burgers vector, b),
gn, are the new angular terms of the resolved shear stress on the slip plane, p and ep are
analogues to r and 0 in the slip plane, and xV is the angle between the slip plane and the
plane normal to the crack front as seen in Figure 4.30. These resolved shear stresses, an,
were computed with the elastic compliances appropriate for silicon,
S11 = 0.7685x10O Pa 1, S12 = -0.2139x107 Pa' and S4 = 1.2563x10 11 Pa- (SIMMONS and
WANG 1971). The results for the vertical slip planes are plotted in Figure 4.31 in the form
of IRe{gnm(P, V, p9 2) }1 , which is plotted in the slip plane as a function of (P, with positive
and negative shear lobes as indicated by the + and - signs. The resolved shear stresses on
the oblique slip plane systems are also shown in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.30: Schematic of the y crack tip slip system orientation, showing the relationship
between the standard r, 0 coordinates and p, <p resolved onto the vertical and oblique slip
planes.
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Figure 4.31: Part I: Plots of lgn,,(P, N, pi, p2)1, from equation (4.4), showing the angular
dependence of the plane strain anisotropic shear stress resolved onto the vertical slip
planes. The crack tips lie at r = 0 along p = 1800. The sense of shear is indicated by the -
and + signs.
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Figure 4.31: Plots of Ign@((p, W, '1, R2 )1, from equation (4.4), showing the angular depen-
dence of the plane strain anisotropic shear stress resolved onto the vertical (Part I) and
oblique slip planes. The crack tips lie at r = 0 along <p = 1800. The sense of shear is indi-
cated by the - and + signs. Note that the peak resolved shear stress acts on the oblique slip
plane with Burgers vector parallel to [110], the crack growth direction. This system was
not expected to be activated and is discussed further in Section 5.1
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While the nucleation of screw dislocations with Burgers vectors parallel to [110] dislo-
cations may have been preferred, the x-ray topography results were unable to differentiate
between these screw dislocations and the mixed 600 dislocations through a standard
extinction contrast analysis. Both families of dislocations exhibited extinction contrast on
all of the surface diffractions taken. Despite the favorable conditions for the nucleation of
screw dislocations, GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) have reported observing only 600 dislo-
cations on the vertical slip planes in the plastic zones of cracks in the y crack tip slip sys-
tem orientation. Their experiments were performed, however, on samples of only 600im
thickness as opposed to the 3mm used here. By the time of their Burgers vector analysis
sufficient plasticity had developed for the crack tip plane strain stress to relax. This signif-
icantly changes the resolved shear stresses activating the various slip systems, sufficiently
perhaps to explain the discrepancy.
The resolved shear stresses also yielded information on the shape of expanding dislo-
cation segments. To a first approximation dislocations should expand on their slip planes
to a shape along which the force acting to expand the dislocation is constant. This shape is
given by contours of resolved shear stress acting on the slip plane, parallel to the Burgers
vector of the dislocation. These contours can be obtained by solving equation (4.4) for
p((p), resulting in curves:
K2 2
pa,,(T) = '2 [Re{gn,(, X, i1, p 2)}] (4.5)2 lCGnm
Therefore, for K1 and an, constant, the shapes of contours along which the resolved
shear stress is constant can be given by the square of the angular term of equation (4.4),
2[Re{gn,(V, t 1, 92)}2 . Such contours are plotted in Figure 4.32 for all of the slip systems
in the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation and suggested the shapes of the dislocation loops
schematically shown in Figure 4.28. Subject to the crack tip shear stresses, dislocation
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lines should expand outward from the crack tip maintaining an approximation to the sug-
gested shape. Hence, the crack tip nucleated screw dislocations on the vertical slip planes
should expand primarily out along the crack flank, as was observed in the topographic
images, rather than ahead of the arrested crack tip. Furthermore, the dislocation lines
should expand into the bulk away from the arrested crack front as was observed in the
topographic images of Figures 4.25 and 4.26.
Of further interest was the skew symmetry with respect to the crack plane of the
resolved shear stress acting on screw dislocations with b = a[110] lying on the vertical
slip planes. Since dislocation loops with a given Burgers vector could expand only within
an angular region where the resolved shear stress was of one sign, loops of this type could
not cross the crack plane in front of the crack tip. The direction of the resolved shear stress
changes sign upon crossing the crack plane in front of the crack tip, therefore, for such a
dislocation loop to expand in front the crack tip it would need to have Burgers vectors of
different sign along different segments of the loop. This, of course, in not a physical possi-
bility. Therefore dislocation loops of this type nucleate and expand exclusively on one side
of the crack tip, independent of loops on the other side of the crack plane. Therefore, etch
pits of dislocations of this type should not necessarily match across the fracture surface.
This was indeed observed. Other types of dislocation loops could have bowed out in front
of the crack tip such as the mixed 600 dislocations on the oblique slip planes. These dislo-
cations would have formed in front of the crack tip, in material continuous across the
crack plane. If, however, the dislocation lagged, and was cut by the propagating cleavage
crack the dislocation etch pits corresponding to the intersections of this loop with the two
fracture surfaces should match if the two surfaces were again brought into registry. Thus,
dislocation etch pit locations for loops of this latter type should have correlated across the
fracture plane.
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Figure 4.32: Curves of [Re{g@,,(p, W, p1 p2)}]2, from equation (4.5), for each slip system in
the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation, along which the resolved shear stress is constant.
These curves suggest shapes for expanding dislocation loops.
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4.5 Activation Energy for the Fracture Transition
The activation energy for the critical triggering event controlling the fracture transition
process as examined here has been given by ARGON (1987) based on the consideration of
a crack tip dislocation-nucleation-controlled arrest event. The probability of achieving an
arrest configuration is proportional to the Mach number, m, for the propagating
crack, where c is the shear wave speed in the material and v is the crack velocity. During
the experiments performed here the crack velocity remained ill-defined; only the applied
pin displacement rate was known. While room temperature crack velocity measurements
were unable to provide an analytic relationship between the applied pin displacement rate
and the crack velocity, the crack speed should nevertheless scale with the applied pin dis-
placement rate. With this assumption and on the basis that arguments for a nucleation con-
trolled arrest event still apply as a pre-condition for a mobility controlled event, an
expression relating the pin displacement rate, 6, to the critical activation energy, A Ua,,
and the fracture transition temperature, TBD , can be obtained which is:
=A exp act (4.6)( kTBD )_
An Arrhenius plot of pin displacement rate and temperature yielded an activation energy
of 1.6eV (Figure 4.33).
For heavily boron doped silicon, the measured activation energies for dislocation glide
in the stress and temperature ranges of 0 to 20MPa and 6000 C to 800 C are 2.18eV and
2.23eV respectively for 600 and screw dislocations (SUMINO 1994). The limited range
over which the crack arrest data is available, combined with the large experimental scatter
place definitive conclusions on tenuous footing. There were two unavoidable sources of
experimental scatter. First, the actual crack velocities remained ill-defined. Slight differ-
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ences in the quality of the crack tips resulting from the room temperature extensions
affected the loads required to reinitiate fracture during the high temperature experiments.
This effect, combined with the observation that small levels of plasticity developed along
the crack fronts prior to the high temperature crack jumps, indicated that the individual
high temperature cleavage initiation events of different experiments occurred under some-
what different values of K1 ,0, though always larger than the room temperature Klin value.
Since Kr,,p should be the same for all experiments, this could have resulted in differences
in crack velocities between experiments even for samples loaded under the same applied
pin displacement rate. Experiments 4 and 5 were an example of this. These experiments
were loaded by the same applied pin displacement rate, but the final arrest temperatures
differed by 480 C. If the small plastic zone of sample 5 is taken as evidence of the arrest
having been primarily the result of a reduction in crack tip driving force, the activation
energy calculated from the remaining thermally activated arrests is 2.0ev. Clearly, then not
knowing the crack velocity as a function of crack length nor the extent to which the
decreasing crack driving force contributed to the arrest event leads to considerable uncer-
tainties in the calculated value of the activation energy.
Second, variations in the loading axis and sample crystallographic orientation com-
bined to affect the number and size of ledges traveling with the crack. Loading, not exactly
perpendicular to the (110) plane, would lead to ledge formation. This could have been the
result of either sample misalignment in the testing machine and or variations from the y
crack tip slip system orientation (Figure 3.5:) of the DCB samples. The extent of misalign-
ment within the grips and misorientation of the crystallography of the sample would have
affected the arrest by controlling the size of fracture surface ledges and, hence, the number
and strength of dislocation nucleation sites available. More sites would have allowed com-
plete crack tip shielding to have occurred at a lower temperature, as the nucleated disloca-
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tions would have had shorter distances to travel along the crack front to shield the front
fully. Therefore, even if the crack growth process had been considerably more ideal, some
scatter would remain due to variations in the quality of the fracture surfaces - with less pla-
nar surfaces promoting arrests. Despite these sources of scatter, however, the data clearly
indicated a trend, consistent with previously reported fracture transition energies. Further,
the uncertainties due to the jerky nature of the crack growth process are likely to be much
more severe, therefore, under more ideal crack growth conditions the activation energy
should tend toward the expected result of 2.23eV, the activation energy for dislocation
glide in heavily boron doped silicon.
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Figure 4.33: Plot of crack arrest temperature vs. pin displacement rate for the five suc-
cessful crack arrest experiments. The negative of the slope yields the activation energy for
the fracture transition.
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Chapter 5
Growth of Crack Tip Plastic Zones
This chapter discusses the results of the static stress relaxation experiments. First, the
character of the crack-tip-stress-relaxation plastic (creep) zones are discussed as observed
by dislocation etching of surfaces which were sectioned perpendicular to the crack plane,
parallel to the crack growth direction. Second, a model for this plastic (creep) zone devel-
opment, based upon the Riedel-Rice method for analyzing creep zones at crack tips is pre-
sented. Following this a quantitative analysis of plastic zone dislocation etch pit density is
presented with direct correlations to the above model. Finally, these results are put into the
context of the crack arrest experiments.
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5.1 Dislocation Etching of Stress Relaxation Zones
Three of the stress relaxation tests (samples 11, 12 and 13 of Table 3.3) were sectioned
along their median planes perpendicular to the fracture surface, parallel with the crack
growth direction. The resulting exposed (001) surfaces were polished and etched to reveal
the development of the crack-tip stress relaxation zone. A Nomarski contrast light micros-
copy image of sample 13 is shown in Figure 5.1. The etch pits appeared as dark spots in
this low magnification image and lay primarily in a narrow region perpendicular to the
crack plane, intersecting the crack front. Further away from the crack tip the dislocation
etch pits spread out behind the crack tip, indicative of dislocation segments on vertical slip
planes, or ahead of the crack tip along rows parallel with the crack growth direction. These
latter dislocations were on the oblique slip planes. The higher magnification images of
Figure 5.2 show the alignment of the etch pits close to the crack tip in a band normal to the
crack plane with some lying along rows perpendicular to the crack plane. As discussed in
Section 4.4 and shown in Figure 4.9 the dislocations associated with such etch pits were
on the vertical slip planes of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation (Figure 3.5) and had
Burgers vectors of ±Ia[ 110]. Just as dislocations of this type dominated the plastic zones
of the crack arrest samples, they similarly dominated the plastic zones of crack tips which
were stress relaxed. Furthermore, in Figure 5.2 the region directly ahead of the crack tip
was seen to have a low dislocation etch pit density, though etch pits were found along
directions intersecting the crack tip, but inclined to the crack plane. This type of activity
was consistent with the dislocation etching and Berg-Barrett observations of the crack
arrest samples, where few etch pits were observed on the fracture surfaces ahead of the
arrested crack tips, but the x-ray topographs revealed well developed plasticity in these
regions.
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In addition to the expected activity on the vertical slip planes Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show
etch pits laying on well defined rows parallel with the crack plane. These pits marked dis-
locations laying on oblique slip planes. In the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation there
were two alternative slip systems operating on the oblique slip planes. The angular term of
the resolved shear stresses activating these systems were shown in Figure 4.31. One slip
system involved a Burgers vector parallel to [110], the crack growth direction. This slip
system had the maximum resolved shear stress of all the slip systems in the y sample ori-
entation, however, this system was unlikely to be activated. A shear displacement parallel
to the crack growth direction does not result in any stress relaxation of the applied mode I
loading. The shear stress operating parallel to the crack growth direction was the conju-
gate shear that developed due to the high a, stress of a mode I crack tip perpendicular to
the crack plane. A shear displacement perpendicular to the crack plane, resulting from this
latter a,, stress, would significantly relax this crack tip stress. However, a displacement
perpendicular to the direction of the ae stress (i.e. parallel to the crack growth direction)
would do little to relax the a,0 stress. Therefore, despite the large resolved shear stress
parallel to [110], the slip system incorporating shear displacements parallel to this direc-
tion was unlikely to have been activated. The remaining possible slip systems on the
oblique planes were shown in Figure 4.31 d) and involved mixed 600 dislocations with
Burgers vectors parallel to either [011], [011], [101] or [101]. These slip systems are all
equivalent. The suggestive shapes of expanding dislocation loops of this type were shown
in Figure 4.32 d). While the maximum resolved shear stress acting on this slip system
occurred at ±92.50 to the crack plane, there were additional lobes with lower resolved
shear stress occurring at ±600 to the crack plane. Lobes of this latter type appear faintly in
Figure 5.1, but clearly in Figure 5.2. Furthermore, mixed 600 dislocation loops on the
oblique slip planes should have expanded forward of the crack tip, which was indeed the
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case as seen by the horizontal rows of etch pits forward of the crack tip position. The dis-
crete nature of these rows implies that nucleation onto the oblique slip planes occurred
only at specific heterogeneous sites along the crack front, which were relatively rare com-
pared with sites nucleating dislocations onto the vertical slip planes. While this oblique
slip plane activity was secondary in comparison with the dislocation activity on the verti-
cal slip planes, it was more prevalent here than in the crack tip plastic zones of the crack
arrest samples.
This secondary zone of oblique slip plane activity at 600 to the crack plane is more
prevalent still in Figure 5.3, which shows the stress relaxation zone of sample 12, on a
plane 116tm from the free surface of a side groove. Since the plane strain stress is substan-
tially absent at the root of the side grooves, this leads to a significant increase in the
oblique slip plane resolved shear stress acting on the mixed 600 dislocations. Near a free
surface the three dimensional crack tip stress field can be approximated by plane stress
conditions. A change from plane strain conditions to plane stress alters the resolved shear
stresses of the slip systems with a non-zero component of the Burgers vector parallel to
the plane strain stress, 33 . Therefore, the resolved shear stresses acting on the vertical slip
plane system with b = a[110] and the oblique slip plane system with b = 2a[110] are
unaffected by this change. For the remaining slip systems the resolved anisotropic shear
stresses are re-calculated following the discussion of Section 4.4, but with the a33 compo-
nent of stress equal to zero. Plots of jRe{gnm(p, ', I, p12)1} for the appropriate slip systems
are shown in Figure 5.4. Curves of [Re{g~n(p, , i, p2)]2 which suggest the shapes of
expanding dislocation loops are shown in Figure 5.5. These slip systems experienced a
radical increase in shear stress with the change to plane stress crack tip conditions,
explaining the increased dislocation etch pit densities observed near free surfaces and spe-
cifically the increased presence of mixed 600 dislocations on the vertical slip planes.
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However, in addition to the zones at ±600 to the crack plane, two regions of oblique
slip plane activity developed parallel to and on either side of the crack plane, at distances
of 170m and 185pim from the crack plane in sample 12, shown in Figure 5.3. Oblique slip
planes, intersecting these dislocation etch pits would intersect the crack front at distances
of 240ptm and 261 m respectively from the imaged plane along the crack front direction.
Since the plane of the Figure 5.3 was only 116pm from the side groove, either the disloca-
tions revealed by these pits originated at the side groove free surface at positions removed
from the crack tip (unlikely) or they originated with the crack tip further toward the center
of the crack plane from this sectioned plane. Slip bands could have developed between the
crack tip and the side grooves as shown in Figure 5.6. Further, the asymmetry in the dis-
tances of the two zones from the crack plane could have resulted from a displacement of
the crack plane from the plane of mirror symmetry of the side groove, were this the case.
Such displacements of the fracture plane, from the symmetry plane of the DCB samples,
were frequently observed. Then oblique slip planes tangent to the two walls of the side
grooves, which themselves were close to parallel to the oblique slip planes, would not nec-
essarily be symmetric across the fracture plane, as observed in Figure 5.3. If, however, slip
originated at the intersection of the crack plane and the free surface of the side groove
there could be no way to rationalize the observed asymmetry, unless the etched plane was
inclined to the crack plane or the crystallography of the sample was a poor approximation
to the desired y crack-tip-slip-system orientation. Neither of these appeared to be the case,
leaving the above interpretation intact. Furthermore, recall Figure 4.8 where dislocation
activity was observed on a side groove surface, in agreement with the preceding discus-
sion.
The secondary vertical slip plane activity, 370gm ahead of the crack tip must also be
related to the presence of the free surface. No such zone appeared in images of sample 13,
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where the etched plane was well removed from the side grooves. Thus, while the primary
development of the stress relaxation plastic zones involved slip perpendicular to the crack
plane along vertical slip planes, dislocation activity on the oblique slip planes was
observed as well. This oblique slip plane activity was enhanced near the free surfaces of
the side grooves.
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Figure 5.1: The crack-tip-stress-relaxation plastic zone of sample 13. This is a Nomarski
contrast light microscopy image, taken of a sectioned plane perpendicular to the crack
plane. Dislocation activity was principally on the vertical slip planes. Note that secondary
dislocation activity developed on oblique slip planes, but that the spacing between
activated oblique slip planes suggested that only sources sporatically spaced along the crack
front were able to nucleate dislocations onto these planes.
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Figure 5.2: The near crack tip region of stress relaxation sample 13. The lower image is
an enlargement of the upper image. Dislocation activity lay primarily on vertical slip
planes as evidenced by the arrangement of etch pits perpendicular to the crack plane.
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Figure 5.3: Crack tip stress relaxation zone of sample 12. The crack-tip plastic zone was
further developed in this sample. Primary dislocation activity lay on vertical slip planes,
though obllique slip plane activity was present as well, in both the secondary plastic zone
inclined to the crack tip as well as the two pronounced rows of etch pits parallel with the
crack plane. The line extending ahead of the crack tip was a crack extension that occurred
during sectioning and polishing of the sample prior to etching. This should be ignored.
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Figure 5.4: Plots of lg,.(P W, i- !1'2)I showing the angular dependence of the plane stress
anisotropic shear stress resolved onto the vertical and oblique slip planes for the slip sys-
tems affected by the change to plane stress conditions. The crack tips lie at r = 0 along
w = 1800. The sense of shear is indicated by the - and + signs.
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Figure 5.5: Curves of [Re{g,,,((p, V, p ,92)1]2, for plane stress crack tip conditions on the
slip planes in the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation affected by the change to such crack
tip conditions. These curves suggest shapes for expanding dislocation loops on these slip
planes.
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Figure 5.6: Cross sectional view of a DCB sample, showing the side groove and the crack
plane. Observed dislocation etch pits in Figure 5.3 could result from either the indicated
slip lines developing between the crack tip and the side grooves, or from the crack tip -
side groove intersection.
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5.2 Crack Tip Plastic Zones Modeled by the Riedel-Rice Method of
Creep Stress Relaxation at Crack Tips
That the brittle to ductile fracture transition in silicon is controlled by dislocation
mobility is widely accepted, where the formation of a plastic zone sufficient to shield the
entire crack tip governs the transition. Most models of the developing plastic zone (HIR-
SCH et al. 1989, BREDE 1993) are, however, stylized views of the actual process. The in
situ experiments of GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) pointed toward the many degrees of free-
dom that the crack tip explores in developing such a plastic zone. While capturing the fun-
damentals of the overall behavior, these stylized models compromised considerably on the
real processes of crack tip plasticity to achieve computational tractability. Avoiding simi-
lar a priori assumptions of the nature of the slip systems activated by crack tips, ARGON et
al. (1997) and ARGON (1997) have proposed the adoption of the Riedel-Rice (RIEDEL and
RICE 1980) developments for the creep relaxation of stress at crack tips to model the grow-
ing plastic zones in silicon. At elevated temperatures the plastic response of silicon is well
described by a power law relation (ALEXANDER and HAASEN 1968) of the form:
= exp (5.1)
with a stress exponent, n, equal to 3, o/y3 = 1.34x103 MPa 3 s 1 and an activation energy of
2.4e V/atom. While this creep constitutive behavior is not diffusion controlled it neverthe-
less has a similar functional relationship similar to the constitutive behavior of materials
whose creep behavior is controlled by diffusion limited climb of dislocations, for which
the Riedel-Rice developments were originally made. This suggests that a correspondence
will be possible.
The Riedel-Rice solution gives the distribution of inelastic (creep) strains around a
mode I crack tip in the form of
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n1
/2 2~7 n +
E= K(I r (n + 1) Oexp k T E (,n) , (5.2)yEIn r 3 ~ k T)
where I, is an integration constant and zic(0,n) describes the angular dependence of the
strain field around the crack tip and are from the HRR solution for the crack tip fields for
materials with non-linear constitutive behavior (HUTCHINSON 1968). The equivalent creep
strain is given by
e = 1 + 2 (5.3)
The universal binding energy relation of ROSE et al. (198 1) can be used to state for a criti-
cal condition of cleavage crack advance, based on an ideal cohesive strength, ac, being
reached a critical distance, r , ahead of the crack tip for crack advance
1 2XE K ___
.= 1-v = (5.4)Gic= e (1 
-V2) 
-4 )b 2nrc
which, when combined with equations (5.2) and (5.3) allows the effective creep strain to
be written in the following form:
31
c Kai 2a 2(1 -v 2 )rc] 4 atriE3 exp - )]4G(0,3), (5.5)
e~ [K 1cEJ 13 r L CFOJkTi
with
G(,3)=- 1+ - . (5.6)
13 = 5.386 is the well defined integration constant from HUTCHINSON's (1968) solution for
crack tip fields in materials with a stress exponent n = 3.
The shape and extent of the plastic (creep) zone is formally defined as the region
within a bounding curve along which the equivalent creep strain of (5.5) is equal to the
equivalent elastic strain of a mode I crack tip. This assumes that the inelastic strains inside
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the plastic (creep) zone have no effect upon the surrounding elastic field. To obtain an
exact solution for this curve, defined by the equivalence of the equivalent inelastic and
equivalent elastic strains, without such an unrealistic assumption, recourse to finite ele-
ments methods is required, as was performed by BASSANI and MCCLINTOCK (1981).
However, continuing with the above approximation, the equivalent elastic strain, E', is
determined by
e 1 s (5.7)
where si] represents the elements of the deviatoric stress tensor. Then, upon substitution of
the appropriate stresses for a mode I crack, the effective elastic strain becomes,
FE = - c' H(O), (5.8)
with H(o) containing the angular dependence of the mode I crack tip elastic strain field,
defined as
[H(8)]2 = 8v 6v- cos- + 4v2 - 8v + cos Cos 3+ cos (5.9)L 2j 2} L 22 2o~ + 2 C~ 59
+ 3 sin + 6sin sin + 3 sin-
Equating the equivalent strains, equations (5.5) and (5.8), and solving for the curve of the
profile of the creep zone, r = r(0) yields
= 2t(1 -v 2j 3K ep 2 4 (5.10)
This indicates that the plastic (creep) zone grows linearly with time, while the shape of
thi zoe i deermnedby he actr G(0,3)'4this zone is determined by the factor H()) . The furthest reach of the creep zone is
determined by maximizing this shape factor, as a function of 0. The critical angle, 0,
which maximized G_0,3 4 and defines the principal plane of the creep zone was deter-
mined to be 109 . Substituting this value into equation (5.10) gives the maximum extent,
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the creep zones as calculated by RIEDEL and RICE (1980) and
the more exact finite element solution of BASSANI and MCCLINTOCK (1981).
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RC , of the creep zone. In Figure 5.7 the approximate solution of RIEDEL and RICE (1980) is
compared with the more exact numerical solution of BASSANI and MCCLINTOCK (1981).
While the approximate solution relying on the assumption of no interaction between
the inelastic strains of the creep zone and the surrounding elastic far field does not deter-
mine the correct inclination of the creep zone, the shapes are very similar. Furthermore,
for the case considered here, the crystallography of slip in the silicon single crystals
strongly influenced the creep zone and determined the actual shape of the plastic zone.
The vertical slip planes constrained the plastic (creep) zone to lay perpendicular to the
crack plane. However, a direct correlation between the observed and predicted principal
shear planes was not expected. Rather, the goal was a correlation between the predicted
and observed dislocation content of the plastic (creep) zone and distribution of disloca-
tions on the principal shear plane, whatever its particular inclination was.
The plastic (creep) zone contains the dislocation field surrounding the crack tip. Con-
sider the total shear resulting from the emitted crack tip dislocations to be concentrated on
the principal plane of shear defined by 0,. The shear strain on this plane will be maximal
and is given by
r= + rO3 r U (5.11)
where on the principal plane both uO and F= - 0. Approximating the material outside of
oJr
the plastic zone to be rigid (in comparison with the much larger creep strains within the
creep zone), all inelastic displacements are confined to the creep zone (Figure 5.8).
Furthermore, assume that the region outside of the creep zone is rigid and that the border
of the creep zone along path OAB is attached to the rigid region. Then all of the shear dis-
placements within the zone accumulate along path BCO. Integrating all of the shear dis-
placement increments along this path should yield a good approximation to the total crack
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opening displacement. These increments are dur = y(r)rdO which yields
Ur = Y (r)2fl(r) (5.12)
where 2rq is the width of the creep zone at r. When the creep zone has been approximated
by an ellipse, i(r) becomes
R = 1 - . (5.13)
Furthermore, the inelastic displacement, u,(r), at the position r along the principal shear
plane due to the formation of the creep zone can be related to the total number of disloca-
tions, N(r), that have traveled beyond r into the interior by
Ur = bN(r), (5.14)
where b is the Burgers vector of a dislocation within the plastic (creep) zone. On the other
hand the shear strain within the creep zone is determined from the equivalent creep strain
-C
YrO = 2E4O = 2E G(, 3). (5.15),
To determine the shear strain within the plastic (creep) zone, the expression for the
equivalent creep strain (5.5) is combined with the extent of the creep zone, equation
(5.10), and substituted into equation (5.15). This yields an expression for the total shear
strain as a function of r and RC within the zone in the form of
1 3
2(1 l+ v') K, age') r2RN) 4 H(O) -c
Yr0 = 23 )YK E AR ) G(, 3)Er(O, 3).
Within the plastic (creep) zone, the creep strains are considered to be dominant. To deter-
mine the plastic strain within the creep zone the elastic strain at the border, Yco(r = Re), is
subtracted, which yields
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cP 2 + K r G() 2(0, 3 )R - 1j. (5.16)Yr 3)K~k7YEYK G(0, 3) r ' r
From HUTCHINSON'S (1968) solution ico(o , 3) = 0.747. Then, the total number of disloca-
tions sent into the plastic (creep) zone is determined from
- 3
u, 271(r)y (r) MR ReN(r) = = C (5.17)b b b c rc r
where
= +v K, r)r H(0c) Eco(3M - 2 3 )YK E )(RC) G( r , 3) .3'
The negative of the derivative of this is the relative displacement gradient along the princi-
pal shear plane, defined by Oc. This is the linear dislocation density along the principal
shear plane. The negative sign arises since the dislocation counting begins at Rc and con-
tinues toward the crack tip. Recall that the integration of the shear strains was done along
the boundary of the creep zone along BCO, beginning at B. The linear dislocation density
is given by
3
-d M r 4__ R_(N(r)) = (5.18)dr 4
C -
These values of N(r) and N(r) can be compared with values determined from the
crack tip creep relaxation experiments. An analysis determining these values is offered in
the next Section.
A final note on the crack opening displacement, given by equation (5.17) is necessary,
however. As r ->0 both ur at the crack tip, u,,, and N tend toward infinity, due to the sin-
gularity at the crack tip. Since this singularity is not physical, the value of r in equations
(5.17) and (5.18) should not be allowed to approach zero, but should instead be cut-off at
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the value of the crack opening displacement, r = utip To find this value of r, equation
(5.17) is solved for r with Ur = r. This yields the following condition:
0 = 1-2 + ( r 3/2
+ C
(7/4
_ +2 -r 1/ 1 r 5/2
+M2 RC
(5.19)
Now, N(r = u,,,) represents the total number of dislocations emitted by the crack tip
and sent into the plastic (creep) zone.
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5.3 Creep Zone Dislocation Density Determination
To determine the dislocation content within the plastic (creep) zone expanding around the
crack tip during a stress relaxation experiment, dislocation etch pit density information
was integrated over the area of the zone. After sectioning along the (001) plane and etch-
ing, the plastic zone of sample 13 was examined in detail under the SEM. Images were
taken at grid points superimposed upon the sample, with the etch pit density within each
image being determined by individual counting. Necessarily, more detailed images were
required as the crack tip was approached. Thus, images were taken at four magnifications
(2,000x, 5,000x, 15,000x and 30,000x) keeping the etch pit count on any given image rep-
resentative of its surroundings (in practice less than 200, but greater than 10 except at the
outlying regions of the zone). Within the first few microns of the crack tip, however, the
pits overlapped making any count unreliable. The crack tip region of sample 13 is shown
in Figure 5.2. The count within a few microns of the crack tip was extrapolated from the
neighboring regions. Along the columns of images perpendicular to the crack plane
smooth curves of dislocation etch pit density were fitted to the raw dislocation etch pit
density data. This minimized the effects of spurious data points, arising from the single
crystal nature of the system. Along the observed primary slip direction perpendicular to
the crack tip, the dislocation etch pit density rapidly fell with increasing r, as expected.
The least squares fit to the data was given by p = 7.08x10-3r- 55 and is shown along with
the measured data in Figure 5.10. The curves obtained in this manner were then combined
into a single surface utilizing surface interpolation routines in MATLAB. The computed
surface of dislocation etch pit density is shown in Figure 5.11
The measured dislocation etch pit density information from sample 13 was then com-
pared with the results from the previous Section. First, the surface of dislocation etch pit
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density was integrated over the area over which it was defined to determine the total num-
ber of dislocation etch pits present in the plastic zone, NPj,, with the result Npi, = 1.45x10 4
etch pits. This number is assumed to be representative of the total number of dislocations
with in the plastic (creep) zone, N(r = u,,,). However, to calculate R, from equation (5.17)
this number of dislocations is used along with r, = b = 3.83A, with the result that
RC = 3.23x10 4m . To obtain this result the appropriate parameters for silicon were used to
evaluate M, namely v = 0.215, K1 c = 0.89MpaA/, aci = 17.7GPa, E = 147GPa,
H(oc) = 2.78, G(O0, 3) = 1.02, and ic%(Oc, 3) = 0.747. The parameters specific to sample 13
are listed in Table 3.3. This allows the constitutive equation for silicon, appropriate for
these conditions of crack tip stress relaxation to be calculated from equation (5.10). The
result is a/a = 1.602MPa-3 s , corresponding to a steady state creep dislocation density of
5.86x10 m/m3 . These two values are several orders of magnitude below the values reported
by ALEXANDER and HAAsEN (1968) of a/y = 1.34x10 3 MPa 3 s 1 and a dislocation density
of 4.9x101 m/m 3 for conditions of steady state creep in bulk silicon samples. This lack of
correspondence should not be a surprise. The crack tip plastic (creep) zone here was
undergoing a dynamic process of growth and there is no overriding reason to assume that
the behavior had reached the steady state during the time of the crack tip stress relaxation.
Furthermore, the crack opening displacement, u,i, can be evaluated both by equation
(5.19) and by the total number of dislocations emitted by the crack tip and sent into the
plastic (creep) zone, N(r = utip) (equation (5.14)). Using the above parameters to evaluate
M = 5.72x104 , equation (5.19) results in a value of r = ui, = 8.14x10 7m. On the other
hand, taking N(r = utip) = 1.45x10 4 results in u,. = 5.55x10 6m. The correspondence is
pleasing. These results indicate that the crack opening, u,i,, which is the displacement
resulting from one lobe of the crack tip plastic zone and hence is half the total opening dis-
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placement, should scale with equation (5.19). Equation (5.19) can be well approximated
by
0 = I_( + (5.20)
for small M, which is indeed the case during these experimental conditions. This more
approximate equation predicts u,p = 8.24x10- M.
The distribution of dislocation within the plastic (creep) zone should follow the behav-
ior determined from equation (5.18). This was verified by integrating the dislocation etch
pit density surface along the direction parallel to the crack growth direction, in other
words across the width of the plastic (creep) zone, such that the shear of the entire zone is
associated with principal shear plane,
equation(5.18) = ptsdxfarea
where dx is as shown in Figure 5.11. This yielded a linear dislocation density along the
principal plane of shear which could be directly compared with equation (5.18). Both the
integrated dislocation density (multiplied by 4 to obtain consistent units) and equation
(5.18) are plotted in Figure 5.12. The Riedel-Rice development was seen to capture the
growth characteristics of the crack tip plastic zones.
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5.4 Comparison of the Growth of the Crack Tip Plastic Zone, as Mod-
eled by the Riedel-Rice method, with the results of the Crack Arrest
Experiments
To interpret the crack arrest results consider a slightly idealized crack arrest experiment,
one conducted with a testing machine stiffer than that actually used. A machine of infinite
stiffness would result in idealized displacement rate loading conditions, yielding smooth
stable crack growth. Now, consider a machine not infinitely stiff, but stiff enough to lead to
several crack jumps during a high temperature crack extension experiment. In practice, the
increase of machine compliance at high temperatures lead to a less stable system, exhibit-
ing only one jump during crack extension as opposed to the several jumps observed at
room temperature. Then, during a high temperature experiment, in an appropriately stiffer
machine, the crack will jump ahead into previously unstressed regions of higher tempera-
ture. The initial jumps in the low temperature regions will be purely elastic as was seen in
the arrest experiments where a crack jump occurred, without any subsequently observed
plasticity (test samples 6 and 7 in Table 3.1). As was observed in samples 6 and 7, initially
the crack came to rest purely due to the mechanical unloading effects inherent to crack
jumps in DCB samples. The crack will remain at this new location until the crack tip stress
intensity, Kip,, once again reaches the critical value for cleavage fracture, K,,. In this man-
ner the force displacement curve should look like that of Figure 5.13. Using simple beam
theory relationships to model the DCB sample, loading occurs along lines P = 3E5
(2a 3
where P is the applied force and 8 is the applied displacement. Thus, loading occurs on
lines with a slope proportional to 1/a3 . During smooth crack growth, however, the speci-
men follows along a curve intersecting these loading curves at the critical applied force
B 3K 6 (1 _-V231/() 1/2
such that K1 = K,,. This curve is given by P = (- 2 3 where B is the
specimen thickness and I is the moment of inertia of the cantilever beams. Since the test-
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ing machine does not result in ideal behavior, rather than follow this unloading curve, the
force will jump down to the loading curve corresponding to the new crack length after a
crack jump, as indicated in Figure 5.13. This process repeats, with the crack remaining at
each subsequent position, with a temperature T indicated in the schematic of the DCB
sample below the force displacement plot, for well defined time periods between the
arrival of the crack tip and its new departure with the initiation of an additional crack
jump. This process repeats until the crack jumps into a region of sufficient temperature to
relax the crack tip stresses, such that a08(r = r,) does not reach the cohesive strength, agv,
of the material. This is a direct analogue to the constant crack tip loading rate experiments,
except that here the crack tip extends into an unstressed high temperature region and
remains there for well defined periods of time. Once the crack jumps ahead to the high
temperature region a crack tip plastic zone begins to form, relaxing the crack tip stresses.
During this time the crack is subject to a constant crack tip loading rate, k1 , which
depends upon the applied pin displacement rate, 6, as well as the current crack length, a.
ARGON et al. (1997) discussed the development of a fracture transition under these
conditions within the context of the Riedel-Rice developments. The rate of change of
crack tip stress, ao0 , is given by
) = idt (5.21)
where, from equation (5.4)
( ae 1 _ai (5.22)
tAK) if 27r KIC
The Riedel-Rice solution gives the distribution of stress at a mode I crack tip in the follow-
ing form
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C K 2(1 -V2 )/E n + I
(Too = Go 1 )tj e(O, n). (5.23)
Goocexp UI,(n + I )rt
Using the constitutive behavior of equation (5.1) and the critical condition of cleavage
crack advance of equation (5.4) this can be rewritten in the following form:
C3e(rc) = ,' E ) ) - c,(,, 3). (5.24)Ic TicE3) ) ') texp(I
Therefore,
-iee _ [ (1 --v 2 ) H 6-00(0, 3). (5.25)
t exp(kT
At the brittle to ductile transition
dKda 0 0 (r = r) = cyc and d eeO((r =rc) = 0. (5.26)
Furthermore, kI = dL '. Therefore, combining equations (5.21), (5.22), (5.25) and (5.26)dt
and solving for t, the time required for a brittle to ductile transition at the crack tip loading
rate, temperature and crack length subsequent to the final crack jump yields
5 ( - ) 27k\ O a Ic 4exp . (5.27)
Provided that the time computed from equation (5.27) is less than the time, subsequent to
a crack jump, required to reload the crack tip to Ktip = KIC, the material will undergo a
fracture transition.
The conditions immediately following the high temperature crack jump are shown in
Table 5.1 for the five successful crack arrest experiments. The crack tip loading rate, k,, is
computed from the time derivative of equation (3.6), where S = 8(t). aol is from HUTCH-
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INSON's (1968) solution and equals 1.9. Clearly, under these conditions the samples were
all expected to develop a shielding crack tip plastic zone and behave in a ductile manner.
However, the dislocation etch pit and x-ray topography results indicated that the arrests
were not purely a function of mechanical unloading, but involved some level of crack tip
dislocation nucleation. This description offers a view of one of the bounding limits of
behavior of the crack arrest experiments.
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Table 5.1: Crack Tip Conditions Subsequent to a High Temperature Crack Jump for
the Five Successful Crack Arrest Experiments
K1 subsequent to h Time required for a
Test (kPa /s) the crack jump, Kj Tin to Sc s)' transition, eq (5.27)
(M P a Jm) K1(s)
1* 20.1 - 0.8
2 10.6 0.12 72.5 1.5
3 4.07 0.42 116 4.1
4 2.07 0.83 27.1 8.0
5 2.22 0.50 175 9.2
*Due to data acquisition problems, the applied force immediately subsequent to the high
temperature crack jump was unknown.
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Chapter 6
Cleavage Crack Arrest and the Brittle to
Ductile Transition in Fracture
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the crack arrest results and the modes of crack tip
crystal plasticity in greater detail, through a description of the events leading up to and just
subsequent to a brittle to ductile fracture transition in a propagating cleavage crack. First,
the events in an ideal experiment are discussed within the context of this work as well as
previous experimental and theoretical developments. Next, an experiment under less ideal
conditions is discussed, approximating the conditions of the crack arrest experiments that
were performed here. Additionally, the dislocation structures within the crack tip plastic
zones are discussed as well as the characteristics of their growth. The goal of these discus-
sions is to place the results of this work in a general perspective. A final summary is given
in Chapter 7.
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6.1 Mechanisms of Cleavage Crack Arrest
In structures where a certain level of fracture toughness is required to prevent fracture in a
cleavage mode, the transition to such behavior is often seen as a sudden onset of brittle-
ness. This onset of brittleness results from the deformation induced injection of micro-
cracks into the material (HAHN et al. 1959). The macroscopic response of the material will
be governed by its reaction to the presence of these atomically sharp cracks. Continued
cleavage of these cracks results in brittleness, while their arrest may lead to a ductile frac-
ture mode. Therefore, the ductile to brittle fracture transition is correctly viewed as being,
fundamentally, the lack of a brittle to ductile transition. Had a brittle to ductile transition
event occurred, the sudden onset of brittleness associated with a ductile to brittle transition
would not have been observed.
The brittle to ductile transition event is considered to be a competition between the
continued cleavage of the crack and the emission of shielding dislocations from the crack
tip. These dislocations must overcome energy barriers to their nucleation from crack tips
with the aid of thermal activation, hence, increases in temperature and or reductions in
crack velocity raise the probability of a transition event. This was the view taken during
these experiments, where the transition was investigated in single crystal silicon by means
of a crack arrest experiment. During the cleavage crack arrest experiments performed here
the conditions approximated those of an ideal case where a crack propagates quasi-
smoothly against a temperature gradient, ultimately arresting as a result of the thermally
assisted nucleation and expansion of dislocations from the crack tip. These experiments
have provided direct experimental evidence supporting the proposition that propagating
cleavage cracks can be arrested by the emission of crack-tip-shielding dislocations. Prior
to this work there was scant direct experimental evidence to support this proposition, with
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the exception of the experiments on LiF performed by GILMAN et al. (1958a). Further-
more, outside of the work of BREDE et al. (1991) and HSIA and ARGON (1994), all of the
previous work relating to the fracture transition in silicon centered around stationary crack
tips. These stationary crack tips have been loaded either by a constant crack-tip loading
rate, kj, (ST. JOHN 1975, BREDE and HAASEN 1988, SAMUELS and ROBERTS 1989) or
have been undergoing stress relaxation (GEORGE and MICHOT 1993). In the latter case the
development of stress relaxation at crack-tip plastic zones was explicitly monitored. In the
former case the transition temperature was determined as a function of the applied crack-
tip loading rate, K1 . In these constant applied loading rate experiments, stress relaxing
plastic zones developed during the applied loading ramp, and must have developed suffi-
ciently to maintain the crack tip tensile stress, ( e7(r = re), below the decohesive strength of
the material, (i, for a transition to have occurred. The crack tips involved in the cleavage
crack arrest experiments did not have the luxury of this time period to develop a plastic
zone.
6.1.1 An idealized crack arrest scenario
Consider an idealized crack arrest experiment in a silicon single crystal where the
cleavage crack, with the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation, propagates in an ideally
smooth manner against a temperature gradient. Such an experiment requires an infinitely
stiff testing machine. As the crack propagates, dislocation embryos develop along the
crack tip at specific sites of heterogeneity, such as cleavage ledges. However, while the
crack extends through relatively low temperature regions, these embryos will not reach the
critical configuration required for the nucleation of a full dislocation, which involves only
a fraction of the shear displacement of a full Burgers vector (RICE et al. 1992, RICE and
BELTZ 1994, XU et al. 1997), before the crack has moved on and will, therefore, collapse
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as rapidly as they had formed. Attempts at embryo formation will be made on both the
vertical and oblique slip planes, though, due to the large barriers to nucleation onto the
oblique slip planes (Xu et al. 1997) virtually all of the embryos developing on these latter
planes will collapse as the crack continues propagating. Since the temperature increases
with continued crack extension the probability of forming a critical dislocation embryo
increases and occasionally attempts to nucleate a dislocation onto a vertical slip plane will
be successful. Evidence of a successful event is shown in Figure 4.7 where a dislocation
half loop was emitted by the propagating crack. However, at these temperatures and crack
velocities, the mobility of the emitted dislocations is insufficient to expand them fast
enough to keep up with the propagating crack, much less multiply sufficiently to provide
shielding for the entire crack front. Furthermore, due to the inclination, in the y crack-tip-
slip-system orientation, of the vertical slip planes with respect to the crack front, the
expansion of an emitted dislocation loop with one end attached to the propagating crack
tip requires that end to traverse along the crack front, in addition to extending longitudi-
nally with the crack front. This is unlikely. Thus, these dislocation loops are left behind as
shown in Figure 4.7.
As the temperature increases further, the crack tip will develop critical dislocation
embryos more frequently. However, an arrest will not occur until the temperature becomes
sufficiently high to give the emitted dislocations enough mobility to expand and multiply,
forming a plastic zone which fully shields the crack tip. This crack-tip shielding develops
from the compressive backstress exerted by the emitted dislocations onto the crack tip
(LIN and THOMSON 1986, LAKSHMANAN and LI 1988). Multiple dislocation nucleation
from a particular source will not occur, due to this backstress, until an emitted dislocation
moves sufficiently far away from its source location for the crack tip stresses to again
reach levels sufficient for a new nucleation event. Furthermore, these dislocations, emitted
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from specific sites along the crack front must expand enough to shield regions of the crack
front without sources (HIRSCH et al. 1989). Ample dislocation mobility is required for
these processes to result in the formation of a plastic zone that fully shields the crack tip.
In materials with low dislocation mobility (e.g. Si) the development of this zone from
emitted dislocations will be the limiting process determining the fracture transition,
whereas in materials with high dislocation mobility (e.g. LiF, Fe) the nucleation event
itself is expected to be the controlling event governing the formation of the plastic zone.
Since dislocation nucleation occurs in the y orientation on the vertical slip planes (Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.3) which intersect the crack front, rather than contain the crack front, crack
blunting is not initially responsible for arresting the crack.
Once numerous dislocations have been emitted from the crack tip the resulting crack
shielding decreases the crack velocity. This process builds upon itself by taking advantage
of the reduced crack velocity to expand further the existing dislocations positioned near
the crack tip and to nucleate additional loops at heterogeneities along the length of the
crack front. Under these conditions the crack will rapidly de-accelerate and arrest. Even a
few microns from the final arrest crack tip location, evidence was seen of dislocation loops
that had been emitted by the crack tip, but were left behind. Examples can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.4, where asymmetric dislocation etch pits lay next to one another, indicating the
presence of a small connecting dislocation half loop on a vertical slip plane. These half
loops left behind by the crack tip emphasize the rapidity with which the crack arrests once
a critical configuration has been reached at the crack tip as well as the difficulty in achiev-
ing that configuration. The x-ray topographic images of Figure 4.25 show, however, that
not all of the dislocation loops nucleated prior to the final arrest of the crack were left
behind. Some dislocation loops, for a time, were able to expand with one end attached to
the still propagating crack tip. After the crack is arrested, the crack tip plastic zone will
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continue to develop by the expansion and multiplication of the existing dislocation seg-
ments (not necessarily in a form well described as loops once multiplication has occurred
through repeated cross slip events) and the nucleation of additional dislocations at the
active heterogeneous crack tip sources. Repeated nucleation from heterogeneous sources
lead to the formation of the V shaped dislocation etch pit structures on the fracture surface
(Figure 4.4) and ultimately lead to the blunting of the crack tip, which became composed
of cusps of vertical slip plane segments as discussed in Section 4.1.2 and shown in Figure
4.12.
The expansion of the plastic zone, while not a diffusion controlled process, is well
characterized by a development based upon the creep relaxation of stress at crack tips ini-
tially developed by RIEDEL and RICE (1980) for materials undergoing creep rate controlled
by static diffusional recovery. The measured dislocation content of a crack-tip plastic zone
undergoing stress relaxation correlated well with the predictions based on the Riedel-Rice
approach.
6.1.2 A less idealized crack arrest scenario
The crack arrest experiments performed here were not as ideal as the events discussed
above. As pointed out in Section 3.4 the high temperature experiments involved one crack
jump while the room temperature crack extensions involved several jumps prior to com-
plete fracture. Undesirable temperature rises in the cantilever grips having a direct view of
the heat source adversely affected the compliance of the grips more than that of the silicon
samples, therefore, at high temperatures the fracture process became less stable. This
resulted in the decreased number of crack jumps prior to complete fracture of the DCB
specimens during a high temperature experiment. Consider a crack arrest experiment con-
ducted with a testing machine less stiff than that discussed in Section 6.1.1 above, which
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would result in smooth crack growth, but stiffer than that of the testing machine actually
used. With such a testing machine several elastic crack jumps would precede the final
arrest event, as shown schematically in Figure 5.13. Evidence for this lies with the arrest
experiments where a short jump occurred, but no crack tip plasticity was subsequently
observed. Had these tests been continued, further jumps would have extended the crack
into regions with sufficient temperature to thermally arrest the crack. During a crack arrest
experiment of this type, the initial crack jumps would be elastic and arrest purely as a
result of mechanical unloading. The crack samples the temperature, T, at each jump posi-
tion, a, for the well defined time interval that the crack tip remains at that position. Prior to
the arrival of the crack tip, the region surrounding the new position of the crack tip was
essentially unstressed. The crack samples this region only until the crack tip stresses reach
the cohesive strength of the material and the crack once again jumps ahead into previously
unstressed material. This process continues until the crack jumps into a region with a tem-
perature, TBD , where the crack tip undergoes sufficient stress relaxation to preclude
another crack jump event while it remains there. The crack tip develops this plastic zone
between the well defined time the crack arrives and the time that the applied pin displace-
ment rate would have raised the crack tip stress level to that required for cleavage. This
scenario involves a final arrest due to purely mechanical unloading of the crack tip, fol-
lowed by a constant crack-tip loading rate type experiment, where the plastic zone devel-
opment is well characterized as the creep relaxation of stress at a crack tip. The principal
difference, however, between a stationary crack tip, constant loading rate experiment, and
this crack arrest experiment is the arrival of the crack tip at a high temperature material
"point" while at a load level close to K1C, for a well defined period of time. During the
constant loading rate experiments of ST. JOHN (1975), BREDE and HAASEN (1988) and
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SAMUELS and ROBERTS (1989) the crack tip was slowly loaded at high temperature from
an initial zero value to K,,.
The actual crack arrest experiments involved both a thermal arrest component as well
as the mechanical unloading effect inherent to the DCB geometry. Therefore, they repre-
sent a combination of the two scenarios discussed above. The low value of the activation
energy measured for the transition reflects upon this effect. Had the crack growth process
been stable, the kinetics of the transition would accurately relate to the mobility of disloca-
tions in silicon. As it was, however, the dynamic nature of the high temperature crack
jumps lead to a mechanical unloading of the crack tip with increasing jump length, which
placed the crack in the high temperature zone, near a position where a purely thermally
driven arrest process would have occurred. The plastic zone development, during the time
spent subsequent to a crack jump into the high temperature region, was well characterized
by the RIEDEL and RICE (1980) developments for the creep relaxation of stress at a crack
tip.
6.2 Characterization of the Crack Tip Plastic Zone
6.2.1 Individual dislocations and the crack opening displacement
The plastic zones at the arrested crack tips developed from dislocations nucleated onto
the vertical slip planes of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation, which were identified in
Section 4.4 as having Burgers vectors parallel to [110]. These loops nucleated as screw
dislocations and expanded on one side of the crack plane. All loops expanding on one side
of the crack plane had parallel Burgers vectors, while loops on opposite sides of the crack
plane had opposite Burgers vectors. The resulting displacement due to these dislocations
was a mode I crack opening. This can be pictured by imagining the vertical slip planes to
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remain perpendicular to the crack plane, but rotated until one of the vertical planes con-
tains the crack front. This is the 8 crack-tip-slip-system orientation of Figure 3.5. If an
arrest experiment was conducted with this crack-tip-slip-system orientation the crack tip
would nucleate screw dislocation half loops onto this vertical slip plane, with Burgers vec-
tors perpendicular to the crack plane. Individual half loops would expand into one another
along purely screw segments as seen in Figure 6.1. While the Burgers vectors of these
screw segments are parallel they have line vectors at 1800 to one another. Therefore, these
neighboring screw segments will attract and annihilate one another, leaving the edge seg-
ments free to expand away from the crack tip. The resulting displacement is that of the
emission of a blunting edge dislocation from the crack tip as shown in Figure 2.2 and is
purely a mode I crack opening displacement. In silicon, however, dislocations glide in dis-
sociated form, with a connecting stacking fault of 5nm width. This wide stacking fault
makes cross slip difficult, thus, neighboring screw segments are likely to form dislocation
dipoles rather than cross slip and annihilate one another. To return to the y crack-tip-slip-
system orientation this imagined vertical slip plane must be folded in half along a line per-
pendicular to the crack plane to an included angle of 109.94 . The displacement should,
however, remain a pure mode I crack opening displacement.
While all of the dislocations on a particular side of the crack plane will have the same
Burgers vector, the line vectors of individual dislocation segments were unknown, since
the dislocations could not be imaged in their entirety. Therefore, the sense of individual
dislocations was unknown. Taken in its entirety, the plastic zone contained an array of dis-
locations, composed principally of equal proportions of left and right handed screw seg-
ments. However, the dislocation loops should have expanded in a self similar form as
suggested by the contours of Figure 4.32 in regions where extensive cross slip had not
occurred. Within such regions the dislocation segments should have been all of similar
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of screw dislocations emitting and annihilating on a slip plane per-
pendicular to the crack plane, containing the crack front. Dislocations nucleate at sources
along the crack front and expand as half loops on either side of the crack plane. Screw seg-
ments of neighboring half loops are of opposite character and annihilate one another,
though the Burgers vectors of all neighboring half loops are parallel. This leaves the edge
components to expand away from the crack tip.
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portions of loops expanding from the crack tip, hence, they should all be of the same char-
acter. This would include the regions of the crack flanks imaged in Figure 4.25 where the
dislocation trails were all inclined to the surface, tracing into the bulk away from the crack
tip, but would certainly not include the regions ahead of the arrested crack front imaged in
Figure 4.23.
6.2.2 Plastic zone growth as modeled by the creep relaxation of stress at crack tips
The growth of the plastic zones surrounding stationary crack tips undergoing stress
relaxation has been shown to correlate well with the RIEDEL and RICE (1980) development
for the creep relaxation of stress at crack tips. The steady state creep constitutive behavior
of silicon was well characterized by ALEXANDER and HAASEN (1968) as a power law rela-
tionship in the fonn of
t = C 'exp ), (6.1)
with n = 3 and a/o3 = 1.34x10 3 MPa 1 s'. During the experiments of ALEXANDER and
HAASEN (1968) the mobile dislocation density at steady state was 4.9x10 1'm/m3 . Correlat-
ing the growth of crack tip plastic (creep) zones undergoing stress relaxation to the Riedel-
Rice developments yielded a value of X/3 = 1.602MPa 3 S 1 , or 3 orders of magnitude
below the ALEXANDER and HAASEN (1968) result, and a dislocation density of
5.86x108r/M3. Such a discrepancy should not be unexpected. During the relaxation of an
initially dislocation free crack tip the dislocation density will monotonically increase with
time, but certainly while a K, characterization of the crack tip remains valid the creep
behavior may not reach steady state. Therefore, the lower dislocation density and the
lower value of a/ay should be expected, while the crack-tip plastic (creep) zone was
undergoing the initial stages of development. In fact a value of a/a, determined from the
stress relaxation experiments of XIN (1996) was two orders of magnitude lower than the
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value reported here (ARGON et al. 1997), indicating that those plastic zones were less well
developed than those of the stress relaxation plastic (creep) zones studied here. The valid-
ity of this characterization lies rather with the growth of the plastic zone being well char-
acterized by equation (5.18) as shown in Figure 5.12, and making no unacceptable
simplifying assumptions regarding plastic (creep) zone development.
6.3 Factors Affecting the Brittle to Ductile Transition in Propagating
Cleavage Cracks
6.3.1 Mobility of nucleated dislocations
The importance of dislocation mobility for fracture transitions in silicon and other materi-
als with low kink mobility must be emphasized. While the crack will attempt to form dis-
location embryos all along the crack front with some of these attempts resulting in the
nucleation of full dislocations, most will collapse after the crack tip has moved on. Those
attempts which result in the successful nucleation of a dislocation are not sufficient to ini-
tiate a fracture transition. Instead, the critical configuration controlling the transition
involves the development of a crack-tip-shielding plastic zone, which is inhibited by barri-
ers to the mobility of kinks along the dislocation lines (BULATOV et al. 1995). This process
of dislocation mobility will be the rate controlling process governing the kinetics of the
transition. In contrast to this, in LiF and other alkali halides, as well as most transition bcc
metals, including Fe, where the mobility of dislocations is high, the nucleation event itself
will be rate controlling. This does not imply, however, that a nucleation event in these lat-
ter materials will in and of itself trigger a fracture transition event from a propagating
cleavage crack. The full crack front must be shielded before this will occur. During the
experiments of GILMAN et al. (1958a) cracks were propagated through isothermal DCB
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samples of single crystal LiE. The average crack velocity oscillated during any one experi-
ment and markings on the fracture surface indicated that during periods of low average
crack velocity the crack tip spent some time at rest. The fracture surface of the LiF sam-
ples, etched for the presence of dislocations, showed that during the periods of low aver-
age crack velocity dislocation nucleation occurred onto oblique slip planes and that these
dislocations were able to propagate with the crack tip. This created a growing plastic zone
about the crack tip with the nucleation of additional dislocations. This lead directly to
increased crack tip shielding and a reduction in crack velocity. The cracks quickly deceler-
ated and arrested. Along the arrested crack front the dislocation density was high. The
wedge-driven crack opening displacement continued, however, and ultimately raised the
crack tip stresses to levels sufficient for a reinitiation of cleavage fracture. The fast fracture
regions of the fracture surface were free from dislocation etch pits. The crack tips, follow-
ing the reinitiation of cleavage, decelerated due to the mechanical unloading effect experi-
enced by cracks in DCB samples and once the crack velocity was low enough, dislocation
nucleation began again at the crack tip and the entire process repeated itself. During this
experiment in LiF the frequency of crack tip nucleation events controlled the fracture tran-
sition, since the nucleated dislocations were able to propagate with the crack tip and pro-
vide continuous crack-tip shielding, which decreased the crack velocity and promoted
additional crack tip dislocation nucleation. On the other hand, in a mobility controlled
fracture transition, the initial nucleated dislocations will be left behind by the propagating
crack tip, having had little affect upon the crack. Not until the nucleated dislocations gain
the requisite mobility to form a shielding zone will a transition occur.
Furthermore, in materials with low dislocation mobility the transition will be con-
trolled not by the dislocation mobility in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip, but rather
by their mobility in regions further afield from the crack tip, subject to lower effective
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stresses. Dislocations just nucleated from the crack tip will be subjected to high effective
shear stress and will quickly be swept through the dislocation free zone immediately sur-
rounding the crack tip and enter the plastic zone (LAKSHMANAN and Li 1988). In the plas-
tic zone the mobility of dislocations is well described by equation (2.2) which has an
activation energy equivalent to that of the activation energy of the fracture transition, mea-
sured by constant loading rate experiments (ST. JOHN 1975, BREDE and HAASEN 1988,
ROBERTS and SAMUELS 1989) indicating that the mobility of dislocations within this
region of lower effective stresses controls the fracture transition. The measurements of
GILLARD (1995) showed that under effective stresses up to 1000MPa the velocity of dislo-
cations in SiixGex heteroepitaxial layers becomes exponentially dependent upon stress,
with n = 4.4 in equation (2.2). However, at the crack tip itself dislocations are subject to
even higher effective shear stresses as well as steep stress gradients. The mobility of dislo-
cations within this region is currently poorly quantified. Nevertheless, dislocations will be
rapidly swept through this region and enter the plastic zone where their mobility will con-
trol the kinetics of the fracture transition.
6.3.2 Modes of crack tip dislocation nucleation
The dislocation etch pitting and Berg-Barrett x-ray topographic images showed that
the majority of the crack tip nucleated dislocations were emitted onto the vertical slip
planes of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation. As pointed out in Section 4.4 those dislo-
cations had a Burgers vector parallel to [110] and nucleated as screw dislocations, most
likely from ledges along the crack front. This agreed with the calculations of Xu et al.
(1997) who showed that the most likely nucleation mode for dislocations from crack tips
(indeed the only mode explaining the observed transition temperatures in Fe) occurs from
crack front heterogeneities in the form of fracture surface ledges. These are principally
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loaded in mode III and nucleate screw dislocations. XU et al. (1997) also demonstrated
that homogeneous nucleation in the bulk onto oblique slip planes should be virtually
impossible. Nucleation onto oblique slip planes along a free surface was determined to be
probable, although the incorporation of a surface production resistance into the calculation
was expected to reduce this probability. Nevertheless oblique slip plane dislocation activ-
ity was observed along the free surfaces of the side grooves as shown in Figure 4.8. Within
the bulk, only relatively minor activity was detected on oblique slip planes, reflecting upon
the difficulty of even heterogeneous nucleation onto the oblique slip planes.
GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) observed the expansion of plastic zones in several silicon
crystals with the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation with x-ray topography. Only the outer
regions of the plastic zones imaged contained dislocation densities low enough for dislo-
cations to be individually resolved. However, they found that 600 mixed dislocations on
vertical slip planes dominated the observed plastic zones, while secondary activity of 600
mixed dislocations on oblique slip planes was also noted. No dislocations with a Burgers
vector perpendicular to the crack plane were observed in their experiments on the vertical
slip planes, which have been identified here as the dominant dislocation type present in the
crack-tip plastic zones of the crack arrest experiments. The specimens of GEORGE and
MICHOT (1993), however, were only 600pm thick. Therefore, the crack-tip stress field
would have begun to approach that of plane stress with the development of an extensive
crack-tip plastic zone. On the other hand, the specimens used during the crack arrest
experiments were approximately 3mm thick, which the etch pit results showed contained a
predominantly plane strain crack front, with significant relaxation of the plane strain stress
only in regions approaching the free surfaces. Under plane stress crack tip conditions,
which approximates the three dimensional stress field near a free surface, the resolved
shear stress acting on the 600 dislocations on the vertical slip planes is dramatically
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enhanced (Figure 5.4), while that acting on the screw dislocations is unaffected. The relax-
ation of the plane strain stress also increases the resolved shear stress acting upon the 600
dislocations on the oblique slip planes and results in the observed increased dislocation
activity on these planes. Thus, both the observations of GEORGE and MICHOT (1993) and
the results here agreed with expectations.
Contrary to the observations of CHIAO and CLARK (1989), SAMUELS and ROBERTS
(1989) and GEORGE and MICHOT (1993), the dislocation nucleation event onto the vertical
slip planes observed during these crack arrest experiments was relatively frequent, occur-
ring with an average source spacing of 5 tm along the crack front. This source spacing was
more frequent than the several sites in total which were reported activated across entire
crack fronts by the aforementioned authors, but remains a heterogeneous event. A possible
reason for this observed difference in nucleation site density is the more demanding
requirement placed upon the crack-tip plastic zone in the crack arrest experiments,
namely, that the plastic zone must have fully shielded the crack tip before the crack contin-
ued to propagate, compared with the static experiments of these authors. The crack tip
plastic zones of the arrest experiments did not have the opportunity to develop slowly, over
the loading ramp time, from only a few sources to shield the entire crack front. If during a
crack arrest experiment only a few dislocation nucleation sites were activated across the
entire crack front the transition temperature would need to be relatively high to provide the
nucleated dislocations sufficient mobility to expand and multiply. Recognizing that the
fracture transition configuration is controlled by the mobility of dislocations within the
plastic zone, the nucleation event itself is energetically favorable at temperatures near a
transition. Then, a more likely arrest scenario for the crack arrest experiment in materials
with a low dislocation mobility involves many dislocation nucleation sites, with the result
that shorter distances need be traversed by each dislocation. This requires a lower disloca-
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tion velocity, and hence a lower dislocation mobility, since the distances that must be tra-
versed by the shielding dislocations are reduced, while for a given crack velocity the time
with which these events must occur remains constant. This was the observed mode of plas-
tic zone formation.
Contrary to this view of the emission of crack tip dislocations from heterogeneous
sites, KHANTA et al. (1994) and KHANTA (1994) have proposed another mode of crack tip
dislocation nucleation, involving the near spontaneous formation of stiffness attenuating
dislocation dipoles all along the crack tip, in a process directly analogous to localized
melting. The experimental evidence does not support this view, but rather offers convinc-
ing evidence that the crack tip nucleation event involves the formation of individual dislo-
cation loops at specific sites along the crack front (CHIAo and CLARK 1989, SAMUELS and
ROBERTS 1989, GEORGE and MICHOT 1993, Section 4.1).
For stationary crack tips, ROBERTS et al. (1994) and HIRSCH and ROBERTS (1997) pro-
posed that dislocation mobility will always be the rate controlling factor governing the
fracture transition, while the density of dislocation nucleation sites along the crack front
determines the sharpness of the transition. A high average dislocation nucleation source
spacing was reported to always result in a soft transition, while a sharp transition was
reported to be the result of only a few nucleation sites across the crack front. The kinetics
of dislocation glide in materials exhibiting fracture transitions, however, differs radically
between those that have a high dislocation mobility and those that do not. Therefore, dislo-
cation mobility is unlikely to be the factor controlling the kinetics of all fracture transi-
tions.
Background plasticity, however, will affect the sharpness of the fracture transition.
Experimental evidence in initially dislocation free material verified that the critical config-
uration governing a brittle to ductile transition in fracture is the formation of a crack-tip
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plastic zone (ST. JOHN 1989, BREDE and HAASEN 1988, CHIAO and CLARK 1989, SAM-
UELS and ROBERTS 1989, and GEORGE and MICHOT 1993). On the other hand, in materials
with background relaxations the transition is softened, but ultimately remains controlled
by the crack-tip dislocation nucleation behavior. In experiments conducted by SAMUELS
and ROBERTS (1989) silicon samples were stress relaxed at temperatures above typical
brittle to ductile transition temperatures, cooled and subsequently loaded under a constant
crack-tip loading rate. The transition was found to be softened, with fracture toughness
values slowly increasing with the temperature of the loading rate experiment. This behav-
ior is common in steels. However, below the transition temperature brittle fracture was
still the ultimate behavior. Thus, while background relaxations can modify the form of the
transition, the behavior of the material is ultimately controlled by the crack tip.
6.3.3 Activation energy for the brittle to ductile transition
The activation energy, determined from the crack arrest experiments, was subject to
the uncertainties of the crack velocity and the effects of mechanical unloading due to the
geometry of the DCB specimen. The crack arrest experiments yielded an activation energy
of 1.6eV. If, however, test 5, the second experiment at an applied displacement rate of
0.1ptm/s, was ignored, upon the basis that its small plastic zone relative to test 4 was evi-
dence of an arrest dominated by mechanical unloading, the activation energy becomes
2.OeV. This is closer to the expected value of 2.2eV for the transition, based upon the acti-
vation energy for dislocation glide in the heavily boron doped material used in the crack
arrest experiments. Values of the activation energy reported previously by ST. JOHN
(1975), BREDE and HAASEN (1988) as well as SAMUELS and ROBERTS (1989) have corre-
lated well with the activation energy for dislocation glide in the silicon crystals used dur-
ing their respective experiments.
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6.3.4 Modes of crack tip plasticity
While the kinetics of the fracture transition in materials with a high resistance to dislo-
cation motion will be controlled by their mobility, the transition temperature will be
affected by the mode of nucleation, including the number and strength of the nucleation
sites as well as the active slip system(s). The results of XU et al. (1997) showed conclu-
sively that nucleation onto some slip planes is energetically more favorable than nucle-
ation onto others and, therefore, will occur at lower temperatures onto some planes
provided the crack-tip-slip-system is suitably oriented. This nucleation will, of course, be
affected by the character of the nucleation sites and, furthermore, since some Burgers vec-
tors will be more effective than others at shielding the crack tip, the particular slip sys-
tem(s) activated will affect the size of the plastic zone that must develop to fully shield the
crack tip. Moreover, as discussed above, the density of nucleation sites governs the dis-
tances the emitted dislocations need to travel before the crack tip is completely shielded,
partially determining the dislocation mobility required. Finally, as shown in Figure 4.29,
only those dislocations that the crack tip is able to nucleate will be involved in the forma-
tion of a crack-tip plastic zone. Dislocations with Burgers vectors other than those nucle-
ated at the crack tip were not observed to develop during a stress relaxation period
subsequent to a crack arrest and are expected to be nearly as difficult to nucleate from
existing dislocation segments as from the crack tip itself.
Variations in these parameters governing the modes of crack tip dislocation nucleation
will shift the transition temperature to higher or lower temperatures. However, the transi-
tion temperature for a given constant mode of nucleation will vary with either crack speed
or applied loading rate according to the mobility of the dislocations emitted at the crack
tip. This is simply seen by plotting the transition temperatures observed during constant
applied crack tip loading rate experiments from several authors on one plot, as shown in
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Figure 6.2: Transition temperatures for constant crack-tip loading rate experiments, plot-
ted as a function of loading rate. The Gottingen experiments are those of BREDE and
HAASEN (1988), the Oxford experiments are those of SAMULES and ROBERTS (1989) and-
the Nancy experiments are those of GEORGE and MICHOT (1993).
Figure 6.2 (ST. JOHN 1975, BREDE and HAASEN 1988, SAMUELS and ROBERTS 1989).
While the curves of applied loading rate, kI, versus 1/TBD all have a slope matching the
activation energy of dislocation glide in the particular silicon crystals used in each experi-
ment, the intercepts of these curves vary widely. The above parameters, describing the
mode of dislocation nucleation, including the nucleation site density, the character of the
crack front heterogeneities and the slip systems activated in a particular experiment all
affect the transition temperature through terms involved in the constant A of equation
(2.1). Different experiments have different modes of nucleation as evidenced in the shifts
in intercepts observed between different authors. In crack arrest experiments the modes of
crack tip dislocation nucleation are just as important, though the independent variable
affecting the kinetics of the transition will be the crack velocity.
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6.4 Laying Down Dislocation Trails From Propagating Cleavage Cracks
During these crack arrest experiments nucleation was inferred to have occurred during
crack propagation onto vertical slip planes in the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation.
However, the emitted dislocation loops were unable to extend with the propagating cracks
as had been observed by GILMAN et al. (1958a) and BuRNS and WEBB (1966, 1970b) in
LiF. They observed nucleation onto oblique slip planes, which was the primary impetus
for examining the behavior of silicon in the y orientation. The results of the crack arrest
experiments, combined with the calculations of Xu et al. (1997) show that in silicon the
oblique slip planes are unlikely to be activated by either homogeneous or heterogeneous
dislocation nucleation. Instead, nucleation occurs onto the vertical slip planes, nucleating
from ledges along the crack front which are loaded primarily under mode III. In the y
crack-tip-slip-system orientation the vertical slip planes are not well oriented for the
expansion of dislocation loops with one end attached to the propagating crack tip. That
would require the vertical slip planes to be oriented parallel to the crack growth direction.
Such a crack-tip-slip-system orientation adds a sixth possibility to the five shown in Figure
3.5 and would involve fracture on a { 1 0} plane with a slip plane perpendicular to both the
crack plane and the crack front direction. This new orientation, labeled C, is shown in Fig-
ure 6.3 with the Thompson tetrahedron orientating the slip systems. This orientation
would allow emitted screw dislocations to lay down dislocation trails behind the propagat-
ing crack tip in a crack arrest scenario as envisioned by ARGON (1987), and observed by
GILMAN et al. (1958a) and BuRNs and WEBB (1966, 1970b). This offers excellent oppor-
tunities for further crack arrest experiments in silicon.
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Figure 6.3: An additional crack-tip-slip-system orientation, labeled C, with a slip plane
parallel to the crack growth direction, (d), perpendicular to the crack plane.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Principal Results
The principal focus of this thesis has been to investigate the brittle to ductile transition by
the arrest of cleavage cracks propagating against a temperature gradient. This crack arrest
scenario mirrors that of the fundamental view of the brittle to ductile transition, namely
that the transition is a competition between the continued cleavage of the crack and the
development of a stress relaxing crack-tip plastic zone. The crack will continue cleaving
until the plastic zone reduces the crack tip tensile stresses to values below the cohesive
strength, al, of the material. Furthermore, this must occur while the crack is sampling a
particular material "point," otherwise the crack will continue propagating, leaving the
plastic zone behind, unless the developing zone is somehow able to propagate with the
crack tip. Outside of the experiments of GILMAN et al. (1958a) direct experimental evi-
dence in support of this is rare. These crack arrest experiments offer definitive evidence in
support of this view of the fracture transition, and verify that fracture transitions can suc-
cessfully be investigated with crack arrest experiments.
Cleavage cracks, propagating against a temperature gradient in DCB silicon single
crystals arrested as a combined result of a thermally assisted process of crack tip disloca-
tion nucleation and subsequent expansion of a crack tip plastic zone, as well as the
mechanical unloading effect of the DCB sample geometry. This process involved the
nucleation of screw dislocations from crack tip heterogeneities located along the crack
front with an average spacing of 5pm. These heterogeneities were identified as likely to be
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fracture surface ledges propagating with the crack tip. The dislocation structures that
developed prior and subsequent to the arrest of the cleavage cracks were examined by dis-
location etch pitting as well as Berg-Barrett x-ray diffraction topography. Dislocations
were observed to have been emitted from the propagating crack tips prior to the final arrest
of the cleavage crack, but the dislocation loops resulting from these individual nucleation
events were usually unable to expand with the crack tip and, hence, were left behind. This
observation emphasized the importance of the mobility of dislocations in controlling the
kinetics of the formation of the crack-tip plastic zone. Not until the crack front is com-
pletely shielded will a transition occur and in materials, such as silicon, where dislocation
mobility requires significant energy barriers to be surmounted, the formation of the plastic
zone will be controlled by the their mobility, rather than the nucleation of crack tip dislo-
cations. The density and strength of nucleation sites, as well as the individual slip systems
activated will shift the transition temperature by controlling the relative ease of nucleation
and regulating the dislocation mobility required for a fracture transition. Furthermore, all
crystal plasticity ultimately governing the transition must be nucleated at the crack tip and,
in initially dislocation free material, all subsequent large scale plasticity develops from
these crack tip nucleated dislocations.
Observation of dislocation loops expanding with propagating crack tips were made in
the experiments of GILMAN et al. (1958a) and BuRNs and WEBB (1966, 1970b) in LiF on
oblique slip planes. Similar observations were expected in silicon, on the oblique slip
planes of the y crack-tip-slip-system orientation, however, such dislocation activity was
not observed. Dislocation activity on the oblique slip planes was relatively rare, in agree-
ment with the calculations of Xu et al. (1997) where the activation energy for the homoge-
neous nucleation of dislocations onto oblique slip planes was determined to be
prohibitively high. However, nucleation from crack tip heterogeneities onto the oblique
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slip plane was still considered to be possible. During the crack arrest experiments it cer-
tainly was not favored.
The primary dislocation activity was observed to be on the vertical slip planes of the y
crack-tip-slip-system orientation and involved the nucleation of screw dislocations. This
agrees with the calculations of Xu et al. (1997) where the effectiveness of crack tip ledge
sources was verified. The stress relaxation of a crack arrest sample showed that the plastic
zone that developed around an arrested crack tip contained only those dislocations that the
crack tip could nucleate. The plastic zones themselves were composed of expanded dislo-
cation segments resulting from the multiplication of the nucleated dislocation loops. In
principle, these are all topologically connected to the crack tip, thus for those dislocations
not left behind by the propagating crack tip, it is possible to traverse along a dislocation
line, beginning at any segment along the line, and reach the crack tip.
The quantity and strength of the dislocation sources along the crack tip as well as the
slip system activated by these sources affects the fracture transition temperature, shifting it
to either higher or lower levels. However, holding these variables constant, the kinetics of
the transition will be controlled by the mobility of dislocations. The activation energy for
the occurrence of a fracture transition in these crack arrest experiments was found to be
1.6eV, measured as a function of applied pin displacement rate, as opposed to crack veloc-
ity, which was not accurately determinable in these experiments. Furthermore, variations
in the high temperature crack growth process arising from the relatively high compliance
of the testing machine and the mechanical unloading effect of the DCB test specimen
geometry lead to uncertainties in this value. The expected result was for a close match
between the activation energy for the fracture transition and that of dislocation glide in the
heavily boron doped material used, which was 2.2eV. Such a correspondence has been
previously well documented in constant loading rate experiments in silicon.
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The development of crack-tip plastic zones was correlated to the creep relaxation of
stress at crack tips originally developed for materials undergoing diffusion controlled
creep via dislocation climb, by RIEDEL and RICE (1980). The correlations made by ARGON
et al. (1997) for the conditions of static cracks subject to stress relaxation or constant
crack tip loading rates to the Riedel-Rice developments were extended to the growth of
crack tip plastic zones, which correctly explains the behavior of these crack arrest experi-
ments, where the high temperature crack growth process -was composed of jerky crack
jumps.
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Appendix A
Development of the Crack Arrest Experi-
ments
The current set of crack arrest experiments follows directly from the initial experiments of
BREDE et al. (1991). These authors established the general experimental design of the
crack arrest experiments, namely propagating a cleavage crack against a temperature gra-
dient. Furthermore, they established key parts of the setup, including the Instron servo-
hydraulic testing machine, the Centorr vacuum chamber and the laser-light-scattering
crack velocity measurement technique. These preliminary experiments used tapered dou-
ble cantilever beam samples, with the same crack-tip-slip-system used in these experi-
ments. Tapered samples approximate the relationship between beam height and crack
length required to obtain a range of crack lengths over which K is constant for a constant
applied force. These approximately constant K samples are, however, simpler to manufac-
ture. During the course of the preliminary experiments of BREDE et al. (1991) the crack
growth resulting from the use of these samples was not smooth. This jerky crack growth
lead to disappointing overall results for the crack arrest experiments.
In an effort to improve upon these results, HSIA and ARGON (1994) first replaced the
tapered samples with contoured double cantilever beam samples. This contour, determined
from the analysis of MOSTovoY et al. (1967), was designed to result in a constant K spec-
imen to the extent that beam bending equations accurately model the specimen. To further
dampen the effects of heterogeneities in the fracture process, arising from either the sam-
ple or the testing machine, the faces of the samples were coated with 1 Im thick layers of
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Pt. It was thought that the slight increase in toughness provided by the metal films would
smooth the crack growth process without masking the desired thermally assisted crack
arrest event in silicon crystals. The results, however, remained less than fully satisfactory.
Cracks were arresting due to a reduction in crack tip driving force and subsequently devel-
oping plasticity, as opposed to arresting as a result of a crack tip plasticity event.
Upon my arrival, attention turned to the conditions governing the initiation of cleav-
age. If Ki,0 exceeded K,,Top the crack could be severely overdriven and would rapidly
accelerate as soon as Kh,1 was reached, with little likely-hood of an arrest. Such an event
would negate the efforts spent obtaining a constant K specimen, as the crack would rap-
idly move through the constant K region with a high velocity. A chevron was introduced at
the root of the notch to provide the crack with a single point from which to initiate. This
would improve the quality of the fracture surface and, further, since the crack would be.
initially growing into a region of increasing thickness, an increasing driving force would
be required to extend the crack. Initial instabilities should have been dampened, but results
remained unsatisfactory, with crack growth occurring in one rapid jump. The additional
step of room temperature pre-cracking of the samples with a wedge to provide a sharp
starter crack also resulted in less than satisfactory results.
The contour of the specimens was revisited at this point, to verify their behavior. Finite
element modeling determined that the then current samples approximated constant K
behavior over only a very limited range of crack lengths. Despite the constant K profile
the sample compliance increased with crack length faster than linearly, due to the end of
the sample being free, as opposed to being fixed in a rigid foundation assumed in the beam
theory models. This effect dominated the behavior of the samples, negating the effects of
the contour. Subsequently a new specimen was designed with a several centimeter range
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of near constant K behavior. This new sample was approximately 50% wider than the pre-
vious sample and required both the grips and the heating element to be redesigned.
Unfortunately, the cantilever grips necessary to accommodate the new larger samples,
combined with the increased beam height of the new samples (increasing their stiffness)
exasperated the real problem, that of excessive compliance of the testing machine relative
to the samples. The machine was becoming more compliant while the samples were
becoming stiffer. Ultimately, these constant K samples were abandoned in favor uniform
height double cantilever beam samples. These samples would have a decreasing crack
driving force, mechanically promoting an arrest, perhaps damping the instabilities in the
crack growth process sufficiently to obtain thermally driven crack arrests.
Initial attempts with the DCB samples were unsuccessful, partly due to the surface
damage injected into the silicon samples during EDM processing. Chemical polishing was
introduced to remove the damaged surface layers. Ultimately the compliance of the
machine was recognized as the principle cause of the jerky crack growth and the analysis
of Section 3.3 indicated that the initial crack length had to exceed a/W = 0.35 for the sys-
tem to meet the minimum requirements for stability. Effects of the compliant loading
frame can be identified in the force displacement plots Figures 3.14 and 3.16. The curves
are initially concave, indicating that considerable displacement of the grips themselves is
occurring during the initial stages of loading. Further, after unloading subsequent to even
minor crack growth, the extensometer measured large inelastic displacements, beyond
what would be expected as a result of the crack extension. Grip displacement and pin rear-
rangements account for a considerable portion of the measured displacement. While some
experiments were successful, any future efforts directed at improving the experiment must
be directed at improving the stiffness of the machine.
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Appendix B
X-ray Diffraction Topography
X-ray diffraction topography relies upon Bragg diffraction to create an image of a set of
lattice planes within a given volume element of a crystal onto an image plane. The
observed contrast relates directly to the topography of the diffracting lattice planes. Dis-
placements of the crystal lattice occurring in the neighborhood of defects, such as disloca-
tions and inclusions, can alter the spacing and orientation of the diffracting planes. Then,
provided the well known Bragg law,
X = 2 dhklsinOB (B.1)
holds in perfect regions of the crystal, where X is the wavelength of the incident x-ray
radiation, dhkl is the interplanar spacing of the diffracting lattice planes (hkl) and 0B is the
angle between the incident x-ray radiation and the reflecting planes, the relationship will
not hold in strained regions near crystal defects. This change in the diffraction condition
results in a change in the diffracted intensity, forming an image of the defect. Note that the
defect itself is not imaged, only displacements of the diffracting planes perpendicular to
the lattice planes are imaged, since these displacements change dhkl and, hence, the dif-
fraction condition. This has important consequences when x-ray diffraction is used to
image dislocations.
Elementary x-ray diffraction theory relies upon the assumption that the diffracted
intensity is always much less than the intensity of the incident x-ray radiation. The devel-
opment of x-ray diffraction theory based upon this assumption is known as kinematical
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theory and is appropriate for thin crystals, where the diffracted amplitude does not have
the opportunity to reach levels approaching that of the incident radiation, as well as for
highly imperfect crystals, which diffract as a mosaic of individual diffraction centers. In
large perfect and nearly perfect crystals the kinematical theory is not valid, since the dif-
fracted x-ray intensity reaches levels on the order of the incident radiation. Furthermore,
an energy interchange occurs between the refracted and diffracted x-rays as they propa-
gate through the crystal. To correctly describe the diffraction of x-rays under these condi-
tions, dynamical x-ray diffraction theory is required. Finally, it is important to recognize
that x-ray diffraction is not a point probe and, in general, the interpretation of topographic
images is not trivial.
B.1 The Berg-Barrett Method
The Berg-Barrett, or reflection geometry (Newkirk 1959) involves a surface diffraction
from a set of lattice planes of a spatially wide (with respect to the Lang geometry) beam of
incident x-ray radiation. The geometry is show in Figure B.1. A photographic plate is
placed within the path of the diffracted x-ray beam, recording the image. The use of a
wide x-ray source can lead to a polychromatic and divergent incident beam, however,
excellent topographic resolution can be maintained by choosing asymmetric surface dif-
fractions (where the angle between the incident beam and the crystal surface is not equal
to the angle between the diffracted beam and the crystal surface, due to diffracting planes
that are not parallel to the crystal surface). Asymmetric reflections illuminate a large
region of crystal surface from a relatively narrow beam and by choosing a diffraction with
20B close to 900 the photographic plate can be placed close to the crystal surface. Mini-
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mizing this crystal to photographic plate distance maximizes the resolution of the topo-
graph.
Consider first the resolution in the plane containing the incident and diffracted x-ray
radiation. Such a plane is shown in Figure B. 1. If the incident x-ray radiation contains a
range of wavelengths, there will be a corresponding angular range of diffractions which
exactly satisfy the Bragg diffraction equation. This angular range of Bragg diffractions,
AO, about the Bragg angle, 0 B, arising from a given range of incident wavelengths, AX, is
determined by differentiating the Bragg law, with the result
AO = tanXB . (B. 1)
Therefore, the x-ray radiation illuminating a point, P1 , on the crystal face will be dif-
fracted though the range of angles, AO, centered about 0 B. This point, P1 , will be spread
into a line, 11, of length
11 = 2d2tan (B.2)
on the topographic plate. Typical laboratory sources generate a characteristic x-ray beam
AXwith a wavelength range of - = 4x10-4 (LANG 1978), which diffracts through an angular
range of AO = 2x10-4. Thus, provided d2 remains less than 7mm the spreading of point P
into line 11 will remain less than 1.5jim, an acceptable value. The angular range of the par-
ticular Bragg diffraction (the rocking curve) will also contribute to this image spreading,
since x-rays not exactly satisfying the Bragg diffraction condition are still able to diffract.
The angular range for Bragg diffraction of x-rays is on the order of 10-5rad. Therefore, for
all but the most highly monochromatic x-ray sources the intrinsic rocking curve of the
Bragg diffraction adds a negligible contribution to the loss of topographic image resolu-
tion.
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Figure B.1: The Berg-Barrett x-ray diffraction topography geometry.
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The resolution of the topograph in the direction parallel to the axis of the goniometer is
dependent upon the angular divergence of the incident x-ray beam in planes containing the
goniometer axis. In laboratory arrangements, the goniometer axis is generally vertical,
while in arrangements utilizing synchrotron radiation this axis is usually horizontal. Fig-
ure B.2 shows the Berg-Barrett geometry in perspective, including the effects of the angu-
lar divergence, , of the incident x-ray radiation. The diffracted x-ray beam will have the
same angular divergence as the incident beam, therefore, the axial spreading of a point,
P2 , on the crystal into a line, 12 on the topograph is given by
12 = 2d 2 tan . (B.3)
The angular divergence of the incident x-ray radiation is dependent upon the viewable
height of the x-ray source, f 2 , as seen from the crystal. These are related by
tani = f /2(2d1 ), therefore, the decisive parameter governing the axial resolution of the
d,topograph is f2 To maintain 12 below an acceptable limit, the ratio of d2/d1 is kept
small, usually with a small photographic plate to crystal distance, d2 , as opposed to mak-
ing d, large. Typical axial divergence values for laboratory x-ray radiation are on the order
of 5x10-4rad (TANNER 1976), thus, provided d 2 is kept below 3mm, 12 remains below
1.5pm.
Synchrotron radiation offers two principal benefits when used as the source of x-ray
radiation for topographic studies. First, the flux of radiation from a synchrotron source is
three orders of magnitude (BONSE 1979) greater than that generated by laboratory rotating
anode sources. This intensity allows the white radiation of the synchrotron to be multiply
diffracted from perfect crystals, usually Si or Ge, which results in an extremely collimated
and monochromatic x-ray beam incident upon the crystal under examination, with an
intensity sufficient for topographic exposures to be less than several minutes. Exposure
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Figure B.2: Perspective view of the Berg-Barrett x-ray diffraction geometry, showing the
affects of the axial divergence of the incident x-ray radiation. Point P2 on the crystal
becomes arc 12 on the photographic plate.
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times in the laboratory may be several hours. The band pass range of the monochromating
diffractions can be as low as = 10-5, with an angular divergence normal to the propaga-
tion direction of <5x10 5 . While the angular divergence of the radiation within the plane of
the storage ring is unaffected by these monochromating diffractions, its value is on the
order of 10-4rad. This is the divergence parallel to the goniometer axis, but resolution loss
can be maintained provided the crystal to photographic plate distance is kept below several
millimeters. Furthermore, a wide beam can be used since the divergence of the beam is
relatively unaffected by the crystal's viewable area of the synchrotron ring. Therefore, pro-
vided asymmetric diffractions are used in the monochromatization of the synchrotron
beam, a x-ray beam with a large cross-sectional area can be established. In fact the beam
used at NSLS had a cross-sectional area more than sufficient to illuminate an entire DCB
crack arrest sample in one exposure.
Secondly, synchrotron radiation is completely plane polarized within the orbital plane
of the synchrotron ring. This can simplify the interpretation of topographic images.
B.2 Dynamical X-ray Diffraction Theory
While a dynamical diffraction theory has been developed specifically for imperfect crys-
tals (AZAROFF et al. 1974), the somewhat more simplified view of the dynamical diffrac-
tion theory in perfect crystals will serve to explain the image contrast observed in the
topographs of Chapter 4. Dynamical x-ray diffraction theory has been reviewed by JAMES
(1963), BATTERMAN and COLE (1964), LANG (1973), AZAROFF et al. (1974), TANNER
(1976), and AUTHIER (1978) and for a detailed discussion of the theory the reader should
consult these monographs. What follows is a brief review of the chief results of dynamical
x-ray diffraction theory for perfect crystals.
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We seek a solution to Maxwell's equations for the propagation of electromagnetic
radiation through the periodic medium of a perfect crystal. Waves satisfying these equa-
tions will have amplitudes modulated by the periodicity of the crystal lattice and are
known as Bloch waves. Furthermore, for the diffraction case considered here, these waves
must also satisfy Bragg's equation. The result of the analysis of the dynamical x-ray dif-
fraction theory is that an incident x-ray plane wave excites Bloch wave fields within the
crystal, with each wave field composed of both a refracted and a diffracted wave. Upon
exiting the crystal, the Bloch wave de-couples into two separate waves, however, while
inside the crystal the refracted and the diffracted waves interact with one another. The
intensities of the two waves oscillate with the same period, though they are out of phase
with one another, as shown in the Figure B.1. The period of the intensity oscillation is
termed the extinction distance, 4, and is twice the distance over which the diffracted beam
intensity reaches that of the refracted beam, while the intensity of the latter decreased to
zero. For the case of an asymmetric Berg-Barrett diffraction, the extinction distance is
given by
2V
rCXFg Sin(OB-X)sin(OB+X) (B.1)
where re is the classical electron radius, F9 is the structure factor for the diffraction,
defined by the diffracting plane normal g, v, is the volume of the unit cell, C is the polar-
ization of the incident radiation (C = 1 for T polarization and C = cos20 for n polariza-
tion), ? is the wavelength of the incident x-rays, and X is the angle between the diffracting
planes and the crystal surface, shown in Figure 4.20.
By rotating a crystal through the Bragg angle, an angular relationship of diffracted
intensity is obtained. This angular relationship is the rocking curve of the particular dif-
fraction and its full width at half maximum, A1 OB , is given by
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Figure B.1: Refracted and diffracted x-ray wave amplitudes as a function of crystal thick-
ness for a transmission x-ray experiment.
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A]OB =2 (B.2)
For higher order reflections, g and 4 increase, so the angular range over which the crystal
will diffract becomes extremely narrow.
For the case of Berg-Barrett reflection, the Bloch waves are not responsible for the dif-
fracted beam. The excited Bloch waves are directed down into the crystal, and for suffi-
ciently thick crystals, these waves are absorbed. Instead, the incident wave is diffracted in
a process more analogous to reflection. For the case of a perfect non-absorbing crystal the
above expression for A1 0 B describes the angular range of complete reflection. The incident
beam is, however, diffracted by a layer of crystal not by the surface itself. The depth of this
layer is the penetration depth, t,, given as
t= 2 ,sin(OB (B.3)
n COSOB
which is also related to the extinction distance. Only defects within this layer can affect
the diffracted intensity and, hence, appear in the topograph. Therefore, for materials with a
relatively high dislocation density, Berg-Barrett topography may allow individual disloca-
tions to be resolved, where transmission techniques would not. In the transmission case
the images of the dislocations within the imaged crystal volume are superimposed upon
one another. During the transmission topographic experiments viewing the plastic zones
of arrested crack fronts this was indeed the case. No individual dislocations were resolv-
able in transmission, while in the Berg-Barrett mode individual dislocations were certainly
observable.
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B.3 Extinction Contrast
There are two principal types of contrast seen on x-ray topographs. Orientation contrast is
due to a change in the orientation of the lattice from one region of the crystal to another.
Simple geometric relations suffice to completely explain this phenomenon. Extinction
contrast arises from local changes in lattice spacing and orientation due to the displace-
ment field produced by defects within the crystal. The dynamical theory of x-ray diffrac-
tion is required to fully explain extinction contrast and the discussion that follows focuses
on the contrast generated by dislocations.
B.3.1 Orientation contrast
Consider a monochromatic x-ray beam, with an angular divergence, , incident upon a
crystal, as shown in Figure B. 1, in a symmetric Berg-Barrett reflection geometry. This
crystal can be considered perfect, with the exception of a tilt boundary separating the crys-
tal into regions A and B, inclining the diffracting planes of region B by an angle U with
respect to the diffracting planes of region A. When region A is placed at the Bragg condi-
tion, the Bragg condition will not be satisfied in region B provided that -o > 0. The angular
range of Bragg reflection, A0 1 , is considered to be very much smaller than either 0 or u).
In this case region A will appear on the photographic plate with a relatively dark back-
ground while region B will not appear at all. If u < $ region B will diffract, however, the
diffracted x-ray of region B will be inclined to those from region A and the images of the
two regions will either overlap or diverge from one another, leaving a gap. Finally, if the
angular variation of the crystal lattice, 'u, is on the order of the angular range of the Bragg
reflection, AO, , and the incident x-ray radiation is highly collimated, the two blocks will
diffract along different positions of the rocking curve, creating a mosaic image with the
two regions diffracting with different intensities.
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Figure B.1: Orientation contrast
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B.3.2 Extinction contrast
The formation of contrast due to the presence of a dislocation in a Berg-Barrett topo-
graph arises due to the additional x-ray radiation diffracted by the displaced region sur-
rounding the dislocation. Incident x-ray radiation has a divergence exceeding that angular
range of reflection, therefore, the incident radiation laying outside of this range is not dif-
fracted but instead is absorbed by the crystal through photoelectric absorption. The dis-
placement field of the dislocation, however, creates rotations of the lattice planes in excess
of the angular range of the Bragg diffraction. Therefore, additional x-rays that otherwise
would have been absorbed by the crystal are now diffracted, adding intensity to the dif-
fracted image. Therefore, in the case of a Berg-Barrett topograph, defects increase the dif-
fracted intensity and appear darker than the background. This process can be explained by
a mosaic model, where the perfect and rotated regions of the crystal are taken to be two
separate diffracting regions of a crystal. In the Berg-Barrett geometry the diffracted inten-
sity quickly becomes independent of crystal thickness, this is schematically shown in Fig-
ure B.2. For a pure crystal of thickness t, the diffracted intensity will be I,. However, for a
crystal with a region of rotated material of thickness A, and a perfect region of thickness
t -A the diffracted intensity will be IA+ I,-A> I,. Then, considering Figure 4.27 and the
discussion in Section 4.3 we recognize the origin of the double contrast image of a dislo-
cation. The displacement field of the dislocation creates two lobes of contrast surrounding
the dislocation core - these regions have a varying thickness A with distance from the
core, hence the diffracted intensity will also vary across the total width of the displace-
ment field of the dislocation.
Dislocations will, however, only be imaged when they create a displacement perpen-
dicular to the diffracting planes. A lattice displacement parallel to the diffracting planes
does not change the diffraction condition and, hence does not change the diffracted
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Figure B.2: Intensity of the diffracted x-ray beam as a function of crystal thickness for the
Berg-Barrett geometry.
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intensity. The displacement of a dislocation is described fully by its Burgers vector, b, and
its tangent vector, 1. Consider a dislocation laying parallel to the z-axis. For straight screw
dislocations the only displacement is parallel to the dislocation line, along the z direction.
For the case of pure edge dislocations the displacements are in the plane perpendicular to
the dislocation line, parallel to the x and y directions. A mixed dislocation will have both a
screw and an edge component and, hence, displacements in the x, y and z directions. We
can conveniently represent the magnitude of the displacements perpendicular to the dif-
fracting planes, which is the component affecting the diffraction condition, by the dot
product of the displacements of the dislocation with the diffraction vector,
[g -(I - b)l+ g- (I x b)+ g -( x b x l)]. (B.1)
For a pure screw dislocation only the first term is non-zero while for the case of a pure
edge dislocation only the last two terms are non-zero. However, for these two specific
cases, diffracting planes can be chosen that result in a zero value for the above expression.
The displacement field of the dislocation does not result in a displacement perpendicular
to the diffracting planes, the diffracting condition is not altered and, hence, no contrast
appears on the x-ray topograph. For a screw dislocation planes parallel to the dislocation
line have no out of plane displacement and if these are the diffracting planes no dislocation
image will result. Similarly, diffracting planes perpendicular to the dislocation line of an
edge dislocation will not reveal the presence of the dislocation. For non-zero values of the
above expression the diffracting planes have an out of plane displacement and contrast
appears on the topograph. For mixed dislocations the above expression is always non-zero
and these dislocations will always generate contrast on topographic plates.
The width, co, of the image of a dislocation is related to the above expression and the
extinction distance as
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= - [g.(l-b)l+g-(lxb)+g-(lxbxl)]. (B.2)2nt
Recall that the rocking curve was inversely proportional to g . Therefore, as g increases
the rocking curve width deceases and the diffraction becomes more sensitive to lattice dis-
placements. Hence the region of material surrounding the dislocation that lies outside of
the angular range of the rocking curve increases and the image of the dislocation becomes
wider. Use of this equation with knowledge of the Burgers vectors and the possible dif-
fraction vectors allows topographic experiments to be designed that either will or will not
reveal the presence of a dislocation through contrast on the topographic plate. This extinc-
tion contrast analysis allows the Burgers vectors of dislocations to be determined.
For a screw dislocation intersecting a free surface the lobes of displaced material
shown in Figure 4.27 remain. However, the two lobes have an opposite sense of lattice
plane rotation. A positive curvature results in an increased diffracted intensity, while a
negative curvature results in a reduced diffracted intensity. For a defect in the bulk an x-
ray would pass through material of a positive curvature upon approaching the defect and a
region of negative curvature upon leaving the defect behind, or vice-versa. Therefore, any
ray passing through the displacement field of the defect will experience equal regions of
positive and negative curvature. For a defect on the surface, however, x-rays penetrate
either regions of positive or negative curvature only as they approach the defect. They exit
the crystal before they would otherwise pass through material of opposite curvature.
Hence, a dislocation intersecting the surface results in a double contrast image, except that
one lobe is results in more diffracted intensity, hence is darker than the topographic back-
ground, while the other lobe has a reduced diffracted intensity and is lighter than the back-
ground.
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B.4 Topographic Experiments
All x-ray topographic experiments were performed at Brookhaven National Laborato-
ries, at the National Synchrotron Light Source, on the beam line of the National Institute
of Standards (NIST), X23A. Images were taken by placing unetched silicon samples at the
appropriate Bragg angle into the x-ray beam obtained by multiply diffracted the white
radiation synchrotron beam from perfect silicon crystals. The recording films were
1 in x 3in Ilford L4 photographic plates, with an emulsion thickness of 10pjm. The films
were placed parallel to the specimen surface, forming a one to one image. The thin emul-
sion minimized any loss in resolution due to the inclination of the incident diffracted
beam. Typically two or three images were taken of each diffraction along the rocking
curve to obtain topographs with varying contrast. Generally, some contrast levels were sat-
isfactory, while others were not. In the images of sample 1 for example the contrast varied
across each particular image, while the contrast was pleasing ahead of the crack front it
was far to sharp to be behind the front and vice versa. Furthermore, some plates were over-
exposed. By carefully monitoring contrast shifts in images taken along different portions
of the rocking curve of a given Bragg diffraction, the sign of a Burgers vector can be deter-
mined since the intensity shifts can be related to lattice curvature (CHiKAWA 1964). Then
knowing both the direction of curvature and the diffraction vector, the Burgers vector can
be unambiguously stated. Unfortunately, the plate with the maximum resolution (a (333)
asymmetric surface reflection), and the best exposure, (that used for the images of sample
4 in Chapter 4) was one half of a stereo pair and, hence, images along the rocking curve in
this particular case were not taken. Therefore, this avenue was not pursued.
The details of the images taken are tabulated in Table B. 1. Stereo images were taken
by rotating the crystal about the diffraction vector through an angle of 100. However, the
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(220) images were both overexposed and the (333) reflections did not reveal much three
dimensional character of the dislocation trails, perhaps due to the small penetration depth.
Table B.1: X-ray diffraction topography parameters
x~tp
9 B X SiF9tg (A) 4g1rm) (jim)
[333] 47.86 35.26 1.55 6.43 4J2fsi 14.01 0.92
[331] 38.47 13.26 1.55 7.2 4,F2fs 15.55 1.71
[220] 23.81 0.0 1.55 8.72 8fsi 15.01 1.35
[620] 67.78 63.44 1.59 5.42 8fsi 5.82 0.24
Angle of incidence is 0 B ~ X
C = 1
Classical electron radius, re =
2
e
2
mc
=r
2.818x10-1m
For symmetric reflections, = CFCOB
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